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Release Notes
This Release Notes article explains the key features and details for CA Microgateway 1.0.0.

  

What's New

Added Enhancements

•  Amazon AWS Integration: You can now expose and use AWS services through CA Microgateway. For more
information, see Amazon AWS Integration. For more information on the AWS assertion, and the AWS supported
services and methods, see AWS Integration.

•  Amazon ECS Platform Support: You can deploy the CA Microgateway in an Amazon ECS environment. For more
information information, see Run CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS.

CA Microgateway 1.0.0-CR01

The CA Microgateway 1.0.00-CR01 release provides the following features:

•  New built-in template for API authentication: The Require Client TLS Certificate assertion allows the server to
authenticate a client connecting to it, making sure the client is authorized to connect or the client is blocked connection
if the client does not present a valid client certificate. For more information, see RequireClientTLSCertificate.

•  Kubernetes Platform Support: You can now deploy the CA Microgateway in a Kubernetes environment. For more
information, see Run Microgateway in Kubernetes.

• The CA Microgateway is based on API Gateway 9.3. Policy Manager has been updated to Version 9.3.00 to work with
the CA Microgateway 1.0.0-CR01 release. For more information, see API Gateway 9.3.

•  Health check API opened to any load balancers: Using the API, the load balancer can check the health of the CA
Microgateway. For more information, see Health Check API.

•  Run custom provisioning scripts before CA Microgateway starts: You can now optionally add additional
configuration or tasks before CA Microgateway starts. For more information, see "Step 1: Create a Custom Docker
Image" in Create a CA Microgateway Image in Docker.

CA Microgateway 1.0.0

The CA Microgateway 1.0.0 release provides the following features:

•  QuickStart templates: Easily publish and modify services on the Gateway using QuickStart templates and a JSON
document. For more information, see QuickStart Template.
– For a list of all the assertions that are available in the Microgateway, see "Product Summary" in the CA API

Gateway online documentation.
•  Easy Deployment: The CA Microgateway is a lightweight version of the CA API Gateway that runs within a Docker

container. Because of this, the CA Microgateway offers you:
– Lightweight containerized gateway
– Easily accessible from common developer patterns
– Deploy and manage using Docker
– Incorporate into industry-standard DevOps processes for scripted production deployments
For more information, see Deployment.
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•  Distribute Customized Microgateways: After you create customized templates or construct JSON API definitions
for the CA Microgateway, you can embed them in a custom Docker image. This ensures that the customizations are
present every time that new image is started.
More Information: Create a CA Microgateway Image in Docker 

More specifically, the following capabilities are supported by the Microgateway:

• API Authentication
– Basic authentication
– OAuth
– JWT
– LDAP

• API Security
– CORS
– Code injection protection
– TLS enforcement

• API Traffic Control
–  Circuit breaker
–  Rate limit

• API Aggregation/Orchestration
– JSON to JSON transformation
– HTTP routes

• API Definition as Code
• Logging and Auditing
• Plugin support
• Platforms:

– Docker
– OpenShift

NOTE

 Info: CA offers support for additional platforms as part of our Best Effort Support. For more information,
see CA Microgateway Platform Support.

For a list of the assertions supported on the Microgateway, see "Product Summary" in the CA API Gateway online
documentation.

Beta Features

The Microgateway Team at CA Technologies is continuing to work on exciting new features. If you would like to try some
of these "in progress" features, visit our GitHub repository here:

 https://github.com/CAAPIM/Microgateway 

CA Microgateway Platform Support
This topic describes the platforms supported by the CA Microgateway.
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Supported

The following list describes the supported container application platforms on which the CA Microgateway may be
operated:

Platform Release Comments
Docker Enterprise/Community Edition 17.x.x  
OpenShift Origin/Container Platform 3.6  
Kubernetes 1.9.0  

Best Effort Support (Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement)

The following list describes container application platforms that are considered "unsupported" but for which CA will make
a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support requests if Customer operates the CA
Microgateway on these container application platforms:

Platform Release Comments
AWS ECS container agent 1.14.3+  
Docker Enterprise/Community Edition 1.12+ Indirectly tested via Openshift 
OpenShift Origin 1.4+  
OpenShift Container Platform 3.4+  
Kubernetes 1.9.0+  

NOTE

CA Support will make a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support requests
that involve the use of currently supported versions of CA Microgateway on or with “unsupported” container
application platforms as follows:

CA Support will accept support incidents (support requests) involving a container application platform that is not
officially supported per the then-current CA published platform support matrices. CA will troubleshoot the issue
up to the point that CA has reason to believe that the problem is related to the use of the container application
platform that is not specified in a then-current platform supported matrix. At such point, CA shall require that
the customer reproduce the problem on a fully supported container application platform before CA proceeds in
troubleshooting the incident.

NOTE

When a third party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, CA will no longer provide
support for that third party product or any CA Microgateway components that interoperate with the third party
product. Third party products under extended vendor support are not supported by CA. Examples of third
party products are: web server, application server, operating system, directory, database, container application
platforms, etc.

Known Issues
The known issues in the CA Microgateway 1.0.0-CR01 release are:

Incorrect Encapsulated Assertion

Currently, when a developer creates an incorrect API orchestrator JSON syntax, the API is created regardless of the error.
An error message for RouteHttp, RouteOrchestrator, or JOLT transformation is reported only when the user uses any part
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of the API in an application. To prevent an error, make sure your API orchestrator JSON syntax is correct when you create
it.

Orchestrator Changes Value of the Provided Headers

In API orchestrator configuration, RouteHttp headers are defined in targetUrl  with the "Authorization":
"CALiveAPICreator demo_full:1"  value, as shown in the following code sample.

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "LAC Products",

    "gatewayUri": "/lac/products",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "http://lac:8091/rest/default/demo/v1/Products",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [],

                      "headers": [

                                { "Authorization": "CALiveAPICreator demo_full:1" } ],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": []

                    }

                  }

                ]

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

Currently, the backend defined in targetUrl  incorrectly receives 
"Authorization": "CALiveAPICreator demo_full"

 with the "1" value missing, resulting in a change the orchestrator makes to the provided headers. 

Third-Party Software Acknowledgements
Microgateway uses the following third-party software. To read each complete license, download the zip file . 
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• annotations-java8 2016.2.5
• code-prettify
• ehcache 2.10.3
• forms_rt.jar 2016.2.5
• google-gson 2.8.1
• hibernate-ehcache 3.6.9
• jackson 2.8.6
• jackson-databind 2.8.6
• jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.8.6
• javax-inject 1
• jmustache 1.13
• swagger-core 1.5.13
• swagger-parser 1.0.26
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Introduction to CA Microgateway
The API management lifecycle, as shown in the following diagram, provides you with a clear plan to:

• Design, publish, secure, scale, consume, and monitor APIs
• Design, build, and orchestrate secure microservices.

The CA Microgateway is a containerized, highly secure API Gateway within a highly decentralized environment, intended
to be used as a gateway for microservices. It provides key features such as API orchestration, circuit breaker patterns,
OAuth integration, and other capabilities as listed below. It is easily deployable and configurable by developers at design
time using provided templates and it integrates with DevOps toolchains for scripted production deployments version of the
CA API Gateway. 

Microgateway provides a lightweight API policy creation framework based on JSON with the use of templates that are
provided out of the box with policies that address common microservice use cases. The templates can be used with
simple, well-structured JSON syntax, also known as meta-policy, and do not require an in-depth understanding of the
Gateway policy language or Policy Manager. An extensible template framework allows customers to build their own
templates with custom logic.

NOTE

 You can download a free trial of the Microgateway

 For more information on the CA Microgateway, see:

• Gateway for Microservices
• CA Microgateway Prerequisites
• Differences between CA Microgateway and Traditional Gateway
• Install QuickStart on Traditional Gateway 
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Gateway for Microservices
This section provides information on:

 

CA Microgateway as a Solution

Microservices is a collection of loosely coupled services that enable you to build business capabilities quickly and deliver
solutions for a wide range of platforms. However, enforcing and providing security and compliance over a network of
microservices is challenging for individuals who are responsible in building and maintaining a system of microservices. CA
Microgateway provides developers with security policy, so they can set up security standards and compliance standards
to microservices. Microgateway also enables automation, a DevOps culture, and Continuous Integration/Continuous
Deployment (CI/CD) of CA Microgateway and its microservice APIs.

Reference Architecture

The following image shows the capabilities of the CA Microgateway, a lightweight API Gateway that:

• Provides policy templates that allows microservices developers to proxy and secure their APIs without having to learn
and use the Policy Manager

• Provides a policy templates framework that allows API Gateway users to create new templates and extend existing
templates

• Complements the microservices capabilities of other developer products, such as CA Live API Creator and CA API
Gateway.

The following image shows CA Microgateway within the CA API Gateway and the product API created by aggregating
microservice APIs from the CA Microgateway.

 
Figure 1: Reference Architecture
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Microservices Patterns

Software built as microservices can be broken down into multiple component services so each of the services can be
developed, tested, built, deployed, and operated independently. The development of each microservice is carried out by
cross-functional development teams that focus on a particular service.

Figure 2: Microservices Archit

Instead of building a monolithic application, each microservice is a small application, with each microservice having its
own database schema to ensure loose coupling. It is much faster and easier to develop, update, and maintain a small
application. The microservice architecture also enables each service to be deployed independently, making it possible for
continuous deployment even for complex applications.
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Figure 3: Monolithic vs Microservices

The microservice architecture can present some challenges, specifically:

• Governance
– Multiple attack points to domain service data
– Developer-controlled security implementation

•  API Complexity - Layers of APIs for different use cases and consumers
• Application Performance - Complex API routing and access model
• Lifecycle - Decoupled API provider and API consumer lifecycles

A company can use CA Microgateway to address those challenges and fulfill a microservice strategy. The CA
MIcrogateway can fit into a microservice pattern, for example, to enforce compliance to regulatory requirements. For more
information, see Microservices Security and Compliance below.

The microservices communicate using synchronous protocols (such as HTTP/REST)  or asynchronous protocols (such as
AMQP). As shown in the diagram, services can be developed and deployed independently, with each service having its
own database so it can be decoupled from other services.

The following image shows the API lifecycle using Microgateway with the microservice lifecycle. The API can be deployed
at runtime or deployment time. CA Microgateway functions as an intermediary: The client needs to communicate only with
the CA Microgateway, which then makes the necessary API calls and orchestration in the background. Dependencies are
decoupled, as changes to the internal microservice API do not require changes to all the client code.
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Figure 4: API Lifecycle 01

Microservices Security and Compliance

Microservices security and compliance policies in CA Microgateway are defined by the security team, who also creates
the policy templates for developers to protect their microservice APIs. API security, defined in a JSON file that is stored
with a microservice source code, can be audited to ensure the developer uses the correct security template. The security
and compliance policies are easily extendable with no programming skill required.

These Microgateway QuickStart templates, for example, address security and compliance challenges in microservices:

• API Authentication
• API Security
• API Traffic Control
• API Aggregation/Orchestration

CA Microgateway Prerequisites
Before you start using the CA Microgateway, ensure that:

• The Docker host is installed.
Get Docker here, if you do not already have it.

• You have an active Docker Hub account. Sign up here for a Docker Hub account, if you do not have one.
• If you intend to design your own templates: You have extracted and installed the correct version of the Policy Manager

for your operating system:
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– Windows:  CA API Gateway Policy Manager 9.3.00 Installer.exe
– Linux:  Manager-9.3.00.tar.gz  
The Policy Manager is not required if you are only using the QuickStart templates available on the Microgateway
image.

TIP

If you are installing the Policy Manager for Microgateway on a machine that already has a Policy Manager
installed, take care that you do not confuse the two in daily use. Only Policy Manager v9.3.00 can be used
with the CA Microgateway. This version of the Policy Manager cannot be used with any traditional CA API
Gateways, even version 9.3 Gateways.

To obtain the Policy Manager:
a. Ensure any pop-up blocker is disabled.
b. Access support.ca.com > Download Management >  search for “CA Microgateway” 
c. Click “Product Downloads Available" > browse the list for “CA Microgateway”.
d. Click the download link (cloud icon) for the CA Microgateway entry on your list.
e. Unzip the ZIP file to extract the Policy Manager.

• If running Windows, install curl.exe if it is not already installed.

TIP

Docker in a Windows environment may encounter occasional difficulties with the DNS/network configurations. If
this occurs, restart the system or update your proxy settings. 

NOTE

• Deployment

Differences between CA Microgateway and Traditional Gateway
This topic briefly compares the Microgateway against the traditional CA API Gateway and highlights some of the
differences.

Operational Differences

 CA API Gateway appliance CA Microgateway
Environment Virtual Appliance (VMware, Cloud/

Virtualization Platforms):
• Vertical (and some horizontal) scaling
• Long lived server – Pet
• MySQL transactions and replication
• Configurable at run-time

Ephemeral Containers:
• Horizontal and elastic scaling
• Immutable, ephemeral containers –

Cattle
• In-memory database ONLY
• Configurable at deployment time

Architecture SOAP and Enterprise "Architect-centric":
• Complex back-end APIs
• Edge security focused
• Manages individual API policies
• Focus on Gateway use cases

Microservices and "developer-centric":
• Simple and dynamic APIs
• Enables point-to-point security
• Leverage policy templates
• Empower integration microservices

infrastructure

Organization Traditional Enterprise Organization:
Centralized governance model

Modern Developer/Devops Organization:
Empower governance managed by multiple
personas
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Configuration • Uses the Gateway main menu,
also known as ssgconfig
menu (displayed automatically when
logged in as the ssgconfig  user). 

• Also uses the Policy Manager for some
configuration.

• For more information, see "Gateway
Main Menu (Appliance)" in the CA API
Gateway online documentation.

• Uses environment variables.
• Can connect using the Policy Manager,

but changes are only persisted when
made through environment variables or
by "re-baking" the container.

• Can publish and modify services on
a CA Microgateway using QuickStart
templates and a JSON document.

Deployment • Available in many form factors,
including hardware appliance, virtual
appliance, and software only.

• For more information, see "Form
Factors" under "About the CA API
Gateway" in the CA API Gateway
 online documentation.

• Uses the Docker infrastructure (for
example, docker-compose ) or a
Docker-supported PaaS environment
(for example, OpenShift/Kubernetes).

• Requires preconfigured deployment
metadata through environment
variables.

Healthcheck • You select which health check you want
to run.

• For more information, see "System
Health Tests" in the CA API
Gateway online documentation for
details.

Built-in checks for Gateway process,
QuickStart Service, API deployment (when
used in QuickStart REST Mode).

Logging and Auditing Provides a number of options for
storing logs and audits (file, database,
etc.). For more information, see these
topics in the CA API Gateway online
documentation for details:

• Policy Performance Optimization
• Logging, Auditing, and Alerts Assertions
• Gateway Auditing Threshold and

Format
• Gateway Logging Levels and

Thresholds
• Manage Log/Audit Sinks

For use with logging frameworks. Uses
STDOUT (Standard Output). Can configure
logging and auditing details through cluster
properties configured via environment
variables.

 Monitoring • Self-contained solution; integration
requires more customization or design
choices.

• Greater flexibility for integration with app
and system monitoring solutions.

• Service metrics set to disabled by
default. Service metrics not available
in Microgateway which is in embedded
database mode.

Policy Assertions: The Traditional Gateway and Microgateway each have their own set of policy assertions. To see which assertions
are available in each form factor, see "Product Summary" in the CA API Gateway online documentation. 

Architecture Differences

Traditional API Gateway

The traditional CA API Gateway involves multiple virtual machines in a cluster that communicate with each other. Use of a
load balancer is optional.
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CA Microgateway

The only form factor is a Docker container. Uses in-memory databases that are not synchronized; can add many nodes. A
load balancer is required in a production environment. You can deploy the CA Microgateway in either the QuickStart
REST Mode or the QuickStart Startup Mode.

• QuickStart REST Mode: In this mode, you can update the service at any time by updating the JSON payload file, then
issuing the appropriate POST, GET, DELETE commands using the QuickStart service. The life cycle of the API is
decoupled from the life cycle of the container. This is the default mode.

• QuickStart Startup Mode: In this mode, the JSON file is loaded automatically upon container startup. No changes
permitted once the container is up and running. The life cycle of the API is tied to the life cycle of the container. This
is the most reliable and scalable way of managing APIs, since there is no dependency for external persistence
service. This is the preferred mode for production environments. 

 17
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Install QuickStart on Traditional Gateway
This topic describes how to install the QuickStart Service onto a traditional CA API Gateway. Once QuickStart is installed,
you can enjoy the benefits of rapid provisioning of Gateway services using JSON files, without requiring the Policy
Manager. For more information, see Using the CA Microgateway in QuickStart REST Mode.

For conventional policy authoring, you have access to all the custom encapsulated assertions and their underlying
backing policy fragments. You can then reverse engineer these fragments and further customize them for your needs. Add
them to a JSON file and they will be available for rapid provisioning.

NOTE

Installing QuickStart on a traditional CA API Gateway does not include the scaling capabilities. This is available
only with Microservices Gateways.

Prerequisites:

• The traditional Gateway is configured and running.
• The traditional Gateway uses the MySQL database (not the embedded database).
• You have the QuickStartSolution-<version>.sskar file, from the Beta page on validate.ca.com (access through the

project "CA API Management (APIM)").

To install the QuickStart Service:

1. Run the Manage Solution Kits task.
2. Install the QuickStartSolution-<version>.sskar file.
3. Select these solution kits when prompted:

 18
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QuickStart Service
QuickStart Templates
Once the solution kits are installed, you see the new items "OTK and "Quick Start Templates" in the list of services:

Notes about the new items:

• Do not change anything in the "OTK" folder. This is required for the OAuth 2.0 integration.
• Under "Quick Start Templates", you can review the policy fragments that power each of the custom encapsulated

assertions. 
– For ease of learning, the custom encapsulated assertion and its backing policy have exactly the same name.

For example, 'CodeInjectionProtection' is the name of the fragment and the encapsulated assertion in the Threat
Protection folder.

– You can view the properties for the encapsulated assertion by right-clicking the fragment and
selecting Encapsulated Assertion Properties.

– You can view the contents of the policy fragment by right-clicking the fragment and selecting Active Policy
Assertions.

• Do not change any of the other QuickStart services.

 

NOTE

• QuickStart REST Mode

 19
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CA Microgateway Guide
This section provides guidance on the following topic:

• Performance Tuning Best Practices

Performance Tuning Best Practices for CA Microgateway
This topic provides guidelines on performance tuning best practices for the Microgateway. It is intended for system
administrators or advanced technical users who are comfortable with adjusting settings such as:

• Java settings, such as heap size
• Gateway cluster properties
• Docker environment variables

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Test all changes before going live. Each Microgateway deployment is different and many factors
can affect the overall performance. Some of these factors include: complexity of policy logic, types of assertions
used, back-end latency, and available system resources. Consider auto-scaling the Microgateway in Docker or
OpenShift first before customizing the Gateway container. Repeat the performance tests after each change to
the Gateway container configuration.

Contents:

Microgateway Container Configuration Options

The following settings affect the Microgateway container. Increasing the values may improve performance, but this is not
guaranteed:

• Heap Size: You can increase the Java heap size for the Gateway process by using the SSG_JVM_HEAP environment
variable. When you increase the Java heap size, you must also increase the container memory limit. As a general rule,
the container memory limit should be at least 1GB greater than the Gateway heap size.

• Worker Thread Pool: You can increase the number of worker threads available to service incoming requests. There
are settings for the minimum and maximum number of threads available in the pool. These are controlled by the
SSG_HTTP_CORE_CONCURRENCY and SSG_HTTP_MAX_CONCURRENCY cluster properties, respectively.

TIP

While it is possible to increase the number of threads per Gateway container, CA Technologies recommends
scaling the Microgateway horizontally first instead of relying on extensive Gateway container modifications.

When increasing the number of worker threads in the pool, also increase the number of CPUs available to the
Gateway container. Do this by adjusting the "cpu_count" and "cpus" variables in the Docker compose file.  

• Docker Static CPU Assignment: Using the Docker "cpuset" option in the docker-compose file improves Gateway
container stability and performance. The "cpuset" option assigns the container-specific CPU cores to use, reducing the
overhead of scheduling the tasks across all available cores. Performance tests have shown improvements of 20% to
65%, depending on the Gateway configuration and traffic profile.

Gateway Container Scaling & Load Balancing

Ensure that there are enough Gateway containers available to service the expected peak traffic volume. For example,
if there are two Gateway containers, neither should be consistently running at more than 40% CPU. This ensures that a
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single Gateway container has sufficient CPU resources to handle traffic should one of the Gateway containers fail. It is
good practice to leave some headroom on each Gateway container when doing this calculation.

When auto-scaling is used, ensure that the CPU threshold for starting another Gateway container instance sufficiently
low. This allows the system to scale up in time to handle sudden increases in traffic.  Performance tests have shown that
a CPU threshold equal to the maximum CPU usage allowable for successful failover (as described above) is sufficient.
For example, if there are three Gateway containers required to service the expected traffic, each Gateway should not be
running at more than 60% consistent CPU load. This allows two Gateways to service traffic in the event that one of the
Gateway container instances fail. The calculation: 3 x 60 = 180; divide 180 / 2 = 90% CPU for the remaining two Gateway
containers. Therefore, the auto-scale CPU threshold should be set at 60%. Make sure to leave at least 10% CPU free to
ensure system stability.
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CA Microgateway Reference
This section covers the following topics:

• Configuration - Provides information on how to configure the core CA Microgateway using environment variables.
• CA Microgateway Deployment - Describes how to run the CA Microgateway in Docker, OpenShift, Kubernetes, and

Amazon ECS.
• Plugins - Describes how to convert your QuickStart template into a plugin format so that CA Microgateway can use it.

Configuration
This section provides the following information:

• Environment Variables
• Set Cluster Properties from Environment Variables

Environment Variables
This topic describes the environment variables used in the various .yml files, including docker-compose.yml file
and msgw.yml. These variables modify the behavior of CA Microgateway and are intended for system administrators or
advanced technical users.

Variables for the Gateway License

WARNING

IMPORTANT: You must set the 'ACCEPT_LICENSE' variable to true for the Docker container to start.

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SSG_LICENSE Yes - License for the Gateway.

For information on how to
install the license through the
SSG_LICENSE environment
variable, see "Method 1:
Environment Variable" in Load
the Container Gateway License.

ACCEPT_LICENSE Yes false License agreement flag. Set
this value to true to indicate that
you have read and accepted
the Gateway license. The CA
Microgateway will not start when
this variable is false.
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Variables for Configuring the SSL Key

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
 SSG_SSL_KEY No - The SSL key to be used by

the Microgateway instead of
creating its own default SSL
key. This SSL Key's certificate is
automatically trusted. Must be a
Base64-encoded PKCS#12 file,
which can be created using this
command:
 # cat /
your_ssl_key.p12 |
base64

SSG_SSL_KEY_PASS No, unless SSG_SSL_KEY is
set

- The password used to open the
PKCS#12 file. Can be plaintext
or "" if there is no password for
the PKCS#12 file.

Variables for Configuring the Docker Image

Variable Required? Default Description
DOCKER_REGISTRY Yes - The Docker registry from which

to pull the Docker image.
DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME Yes - The name of the Docker image

to pull.
DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG Yes - The tag of the Docker image to

deploy.
DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECU
RE

Yes - Whether the Docker Registry
being pulled from uses self-
signed certificates.

DOCKER_HUB_REGISTRY Yes docker.io The URL to the Docker hub
registry.

DOCKER_HUB_CONSUL_IMA
GE_NAME

Yes consul The name of the Consul image.

DOCKER_HUB_CONSUL_IMA
GE_TAG

Yes latest The tag of the Docker image to
deploy.

MSGW_PUBLIC_HOST Yes - The subdomain for the CA
Microgateway

Variables for Registering a TLS Certificate

You can fine-tune the behavior of certificates by setting these variables. Multiple certificates can be added by declaring
the environment variable "CERT_X", where 'X' is any number. For more information about each of these variables, see the
corresponding fields in the topic "Add Certificate Wizard" in the CA API Gateway online documentation.

• CERT_0
A public certificate to register in the Microgateway.

• CERT_0_REVOCATION_CHECKING_ENABLED
Default: true

• CERT_0_TRUST_ANCHOR
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Default: false
• CERT_0_TRUSTED_AS_SAML_ATTESTING_ENTITY

Default: false
• CERT_0_TRUSTED_AS_SAML_ISSUER

Default: false
• CERT_0_TRUSTED_FOR_SIGNING_CLIENT_CERTS

Default: false
• CERT_0_TRUSTED_FOR_SIGNING_SERVER_CERTS

Default: false
• CERT_0_TRUSTED_FOR_SSL

Default: false
• CERT_0_VERIFY_HOSTNAME

Default: true

Variable for Configuring the JVM

TIP

Consult Performance Tuning Best Practices for CA Microgateway before changing the JVM heap setting.

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SSG_JVM_HEAP No 880m The Java XMX memory

allocation for the gateway
process. See more info
here: http://docs.oracle.com/
javase/7/docs/technotes/tools/
solaris/java.html

Variables for Application Level Configuration

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SSG_HTTP_CORE_CONCURR
ENCY

No - The initial number of threads.
The default is 500 if this variable
is not set.

SSG_HTTP_MAX_CONCURRE
NCY

No - The maximum number of
threads. The default is 750 if this
variable is not set.

SSG_INTERNAL_SERVICES No - The Gateway internal services
that will be enabled, as a space-
separated string. Configure this
with the word restman to create
the REST Management service.
Note: The Gateway Migration
Utility (GMU) does not function
without the REST Management
service.

SSG_MAX_MESSAGE_SIZE No - The maximum message size, in
bytes. The default is 2621440 if
this variable is not set.
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Variable for Cluster Password

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD No <consult file> The cluster passphrase, for

access to encrypted secrets
within the database. Can be
passed in $L7C2$ format.

Variables for the Admin User

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME Yes adminUser The username for the

administrator.
SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD Yes somepassword The password for the

administrator.

Set Cluster Properties from Environment Variables
You can set any cluster property using environment variables in the docker-compose.yml file. To do this, use the following
syntax:

CLUSTER_PROPERTY_ <ClusterPropertyName> =" <ClusterPropertyDefinition> "

Example: Setting the audit.log.service.headerFormat cluster property:

CLUSTER_PROPERTY_audit_log_service_headerFormat="Processing request for service: {3}"

Notes and exceptions:

• Convert any underscores in the cluster property definition to periods.
• These special characters can be used in a cluster property:

:;/|@#.,?=*'()[]{}

• This character cannot be used in a cluster property: \
• These special characters can be used if escaped:

– & → &amp;
– " → &quote;
– ' → &apos;
– < → &lt;
– > → &gt;
– $ → $$

Examples:

• The value my&value must be written as my&amp;value .
• The valiue my$value must be written my$$value .

For a list of all the cluster properties that can be set, see "Gateway Cluster Properties" in the CA API Gateway online
documentation.

Example: Setting JSON Web Tokens

Use these variables to set a JSON Web Token (JWT):

CLUSTER_PROPERTY_cluster_hostname: "myCompanyExample.com"
CLUSTER_PROPERTY_clusterhost_ssl_port: "8443"
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Where:

• "CLUSTER_PROPERTY_cluster_hostname" is the hostname of the Load balancer, which exposes the
Microgateway(s) through a single hostname URL.

• "CLUSTER_PROPERTY_clusterhost_ssl_port" is the SSL port for the Load balancer.

These settings ensure that the "iss" value inside the JWT created by the Microgateway have the required information to
allow receivers of the JWT to verify the signature.

 

NOTE

• Environment Variables

Deployment
This section provides information on how to:

• Run CA Microgateway in Docker
• Run CA Microgateway in OpenShift
• Run CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
• Run CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS

Run CA Microgateway in Docker
This topic describes how to deploy the Microgateway in a Docker environment.

Prerequisites:

• Working knowledge of the Docker ecosystem.
• Docker is installed on your computer.
• Your CA Microgateway license file (license.xml).

TIP

You can download a docker-compose.yml file from the CA Technologies public GitHub here:

https://github.com/CAAPIM/Microgateway

Modify this sample as appropriate to create your own docker-compose file.

Deployment Diagram

NOTE

 The following diagram illustrates a sample deployment. The load balancer, database/Key Value(KV) store, and
microservices can optionally run in the same Docker machine as the Microgateway.
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The Microgateway cluster running on the Docker host is composed of multiple Docker containers synchronizing exposed
API definitions with a database or a key/value store.

The load balancer distributes the workloads across the Microgateway cluster.

Create a CA Microgateway Image in Docker
Once you have created your own customized template plugins or constructed a JSON meta-policy file for the CA
Microgateway, you can embed ("bake") them into your own custom Docker image. This ensures that the customizations
are present every time that new image is started.

This topic requires:

• Familiarity with the Docker ecosystem, including how to use “docker-compose" to bring up containers.
• Docker is installed and running on your machine.
• Experience with building Docker images.

Contents:

Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image

1. Update Dockerfile as necessary. This file contains instructions on where to retrieve key information required for
baking. Note: The name 'Dockerfile' is recognized by Docker by default.

FROM <SOURCE_IMAGE>:<SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG>

# This copies the json files to the qs folder
ADD <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/qs
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# This copies the template bundles to the bundle folder (custom encapsulated
 assertions)
ADD <LOCATION_OF_PLUGINS> /plugins

# (Optional) To add additional configuration or tasks before the gateway starts, add
 your *.sh script to this folder
COPY <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT>.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/

Where:
– <SOURCE_IMAGE> and <SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG> is the name of the CA Microgateway image from the repository

on which you are basing your customizations. For example, "caapimcollab/microgateway:latest" retrieves the latest
CA Microgateway image.

– <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> is the directory where you placed the JSON meta-policy. For example,
"templates_json/". 

NOTE

(1) If you are running the CA Microgateway in its default QuickStart REST Mode, you may ignore the
"<LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY>" setting. Nothing will be copied and the Microgateway will
ignore the "/bootstrap/qs" directory. (2) If you have more than one JSON meta-policy file to load, add
"*.json" to the directory path. For example, "templates_json/*.json".

– <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT> is the name of the .sh  script you want to run before CA Microgateway starts. If you
want additional logic to run when the container is starting and before CA Microgateway starts, you can place your
bash script with a .sh  extension under the /opt/docker/rc.d  folder.

2. Run this command on the Docker host to create your new Docker image. This command takes the information
contained in Dockerfile and "bakes" (embeds) it into a new Docker image.

$ docker build ./ --tag "<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>"

Where:
– <IMAGE_NAME> = A name that you give to your new image.
– <IMAGE_TAG> = A tag for the image. This can be any string.
For example: docker build ./ --tag "MyCompany_microgateway:custom1"
Tip: If you see prompts asking for access to items in your keychain, answer "Always Allow".

3. Confirm that baking your image was successful by running:

$ docker images

You should see your image listed.

Step 2: Start Your Customized Docker Image

1. Open the docker-compose.yml file you used earlier for editing and insert your own values:

services:
   ssg:
     image: <DOCKER_REPOSITORY>/<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>
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Where:
– <DOCKER_REPOSITORY> is the name of the repository on which your image is stored (for example,

"caapimcollab"). Note that the repository name can be omitted if it is a local image that does not need to be pulled
from a Docker repository.

– <IMAGE_NAME> and <IMAGE_TAG> were set in "Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image" above.
2. Run your newly-baked Docker image with this command:

$ docker-compose up -d

The "-d" suppresses the messages shown on the screen when the Docker image starts.

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Close any running Docker containers before starting the new one.

NOTE

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart REST Mode: Once the CA Microgateway is running, publish
a service. Do this by sending a JSON payload through a REST request to the quickstart/1.0/services
endpoint. For more information, see "Publish a Service Using QuickStart" in QuickStart REST Mode.

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart Startup Mode: The service is automatically provisioned
from a JSON file when the Docker container starts and further changes to the service is not possible, unless
the Docker container is brought down. Your CA Microgateway is now ready for use.

Configure CA Microgateway in Docker
The environment variables of the Microgateway are set in the docker-compose.yml  file, using either of the following
methods:

• Set the variables directly in the docker-compose.yml file. The following example sets the environment variables
CLUSTER_PROPERTY_cluster_hostname and ACCEPT_LICENSE in the Docker container of the Microgateway.

 

services:

  microgateway:

    image: caapimcollab/microgateway:latest

    environment:

      CLUSTER_PROPERTY_cluster_hostname: "apis.mycompany.com"

      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "true"

• Pass the environment variables from external files. This allows you to separate the Docker container configuration
(for example, source image, memory, CPU) from the Microgateway configuration and may simplify maintenance.
The following example shows how variables for configuring the QuickStart REST mode are passed through the ./
config/db.env,   while the license variables are set in ./config/license.env .

 

services:

  microgateway:

    image: caapimcollab/microgateway:latest

    env_file:

      - ./config/db.env

      - ./config/license.env
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./config/db.env  file

SCALER_ENABLE=true

SCALER_STORAGE_TYPE=db

SCALER_DB_TYPE=postgresql

SCALER_DB_HOST=cadbhost

SCALER_DB_PORT=5432

SCALER_DB_NAME=qstr

SCALER_DB_USER=causer

./config/license.env file

ACCEPT_LICENSE=true

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Be sure to install your license file and accept the license agreement, as described under
"Variables for the Gateway License" in Environment Variables. Your Microgateway will not start unless the
license is installed. If you are running a trial, set ACCEPT_LICENSE=true in ./config/license.env .

Install CA Microgateway in Docker
To deploy the Microgateway in Docker:

1. Ensure that you are logged into your Docker account. 

NOTE

 Use your Docker ID, not your Docker Hub email address, when logging in.
2. Run the following command. This retrieves the Microgateway image, creates a container, and runs it:

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml up -d --build

You can use mulitiple --file if yo have more than one Docker Compose YAML file extending or adding new services
to docker-compose.yml .

TIP

You can run the CA Microgateway in either the "QuickStart REST" or "QuickStart Startup" modes.

Update CA Microgateway in Docker
To update your Microgateway:

1. Write the new configuration in the docker-compose.yml  file.
2. Write the new configuration in the environment files (for example, ./config/db.env ).
3. Re-run the docker-compose up  command. Docker Compose redeploys only the updated services.

Scale CA Microgateway in Docker
When using CA Microgateway, you can scale the number of Gateway instances up or down, based on your business
needs. The ability to scale is limited only by the amount of resources available in your Docker environment.

The scaling capability applies whether the CA Microgateway is in the "QuickStart REST" or "QuickStart Startup" modes.

NOTE

The scaling that is described in this topic applies only to the CA Microgateway. It does not apply to traditional CA
API Gateway or Gateways running in other virtual environments.
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Create New Gateway Instances

To create a new instance of the Microgateway:

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml up -d --scale <SERVICE>=<NUMBER>

Where:

• <SERVICE> is the name of the Microgateway service in docker-compose.yml
• <NUMBER> is the number of Microgateways to deploy

Obtain Port Mappings

Run this command in a new Docker Terminal to see which Docker host ports are mapped to the physical ports on the
second Gateway.

$ docker ps

By default, the Microgateway listens to the following ports:

• 8080 Default HTTP port
• 8443 Default HTTPS port
• 9443 Default Administrative HTTPS port

The port mappings show which Docker host port maps to a physical port. During a container scale up, all the container's
ports are assigned dynamically. For example: 0.0.0.0:8080 <= 32777, 0.0.0.0:8443 <= 32778...etc. The 
docker ps

 command shows the actual ports being used by each of the running containers.

Consume the Service

To consume the new service on the second Gateway:

$ curl --user <USERNAME>:<PASSWORD> --request GET 'https://<HOST_NAME2>:<PORT>/Service2'

Where:

• <HOST_NAME> is either localhost (if running Docker natively) or the IP address of your Docker host (if running the
Docker Toolbox)

• <PORT> is the Docker host port that maps to the port 8443 on the second Gateway
• 'Service2' is the path of the new service

View and Aggregate Logs in Docker

Printing Logs

The docker-compose logs  command prints logs.

Example 1: The following command prints the logs for all services defined in docker-compose.yml :
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$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml logs --follow

Example 2: The following command prints logs for the service named "microgateway" defined in docker-compose.yml :

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml logs --follow microgateway

Aggregating Logs

You can send the logs of the Microgateway containers to any external logging system supported by Docker (https://
docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/overview/#supported-logging-drivers) enabling log analytics. The following
example sends the Microgateway logs to the syslog server "syslog.domain.com" on port 514.

services:

  microgateway:

    image: caapimcollab/microgateway:latest

    logging:

      driver: syslog

      options:

        syslog-address: "tcp://syslog.domain.com:514"

TIP

For a list of supported logging drivers, see https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/overview/#supported-
logging-drivers.

Perform Health Checks in Docker
Use the Docker HEALTHCHECK instruction to test that the container for the Microgateway is working. The
HEALTHCHECK instruction can detect issues such as a web server stuck in an infinite loop and unable to handle new
connections, even though the server process is still running.

To see a list of your Docker containers, along with their associated statuses, use the following command:

$ docker ps --format "table {{.Names}}\t{{.Status}}"

You should see the output of Docker containers and their associated status, as shown in the following example:

NAMES                      STATUS

dockercompose_proxy_1      Up 29 minutes

dockercompose_ssg_1        Up 29 minutes (healthy)

dockercompose_cadbhost_1   Up 29 minutes

You can find more information on formatting at https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/ps/#formatting.

To extract more information about the health and status of containers, use the docker inspect  command. This
example inspects the state of all running containers and extracts the name and health status:

docker inspect $(docker ps -qa) | jq '.[] | "\(.Name);\(.State.Health.Status)"'

"/dockercompose_proxy_1;null"

"/dockercompose_ssg_1;healthy"

"/dockercompose_cadbhost_1;null"
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Uninstall CA Microgateway in Docker
To stop and remove the Microgateway in a Docker deployment, use the following command:

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml down --volumes

The down  command removes all the resources defined in the docker-compose.yml  file. Alternatively, you can use
the kill  command if you want to keep the resources.

Run CA Microgateway in OpenShift
This topic describes how to deploy the Microgateway in an OpenShift environment.

Prerequisites:

• Knowledge of OpenShift, including how to set up and configure the OpenShift environment. Refer to the OpenShift
documentation for more details.

• An account on an OpenShift deployment.
• The OpenShift Origin CLI (Command Line Interface) is installed. Refer to the OpenShift documentation for more

details.
• If needed, customize your Microgateway Docker image. For more information, see Create a CA Microgateway Image

in Docker.

Contents:

Sample OpenShift Deployment File

You can download a sample OpenShift deployment file from the CA Technologies public GitHub here:

https://github.com/CAAPIM/Microgateway/tree/master/samples/platforms/openshift

Modify this sample as appropriate to create your own deployment file.

Deployment Diagram

The following diagram illustrates a sample deployment.
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The CA Microgateway cluster running on OpenShift has these elements at a minimum:

• An OpenShift route that exposes the Microgateway to users.
• An OpenShift service load balancer that manages requests to the Microgateway containers.
• OpenShift pods that host Microgateway containers.

Microgateway containers synchronize exposed API definitions with a database or a key/value store.

NOTE

The database or Key Value (KV) store and microservices can optionally run in the same OpenShift.

Configure CA Microgateway in OpenShift
Refer to Environment Variables for information about the environment variables in the sample deployment scripts.

Install CA Microgateway in OpenShift
To deploy the Microgateway in OpenShift:

1. Start CA Microgateway with either Consul or Postgres.
– Consul - To start CA Microgateway, move to the /samples/platforms/openshift/  Github sample folder. 

oc process -f db-consul.yaml --param-file=config/consul.env | oc apply -f -

oc process -f config.yaml --param-file=config/config.env | oc apply -f -

oc process -f microgateway.yaml | oc apply -f -

– Postgres - Start PostgreSQL in your local environment, move to the /get-started/docker-compose  Docker
folder, and start PostgreSQL. 
docker image build --file Dockerfile.postgresql . -t postgres:micro

docker run -p 5432:5432 --env POSTGRES_DB=qstr  --env POSTGRES_USER=causer --env

 POSTGRES_PASSWORD=capassword postgres:micro
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Configure CA Microgateway to connect to PostgreSQL by editing the /samples/platforms/openshift/
config/postgresql.env:  file. If the PostgreSQL Docker container is running locally, make sure the
variable QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_DB_HOST  is set to your machine IP.
QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_DB_HOST=10.137.227.130

To start CA Microgateway, move to the /samples/platforms/openshift/  Github sample folder.
oc process -f db-postgres.yaml --param-file=config/postgresql.env | oc apply -f -

oc process -f config.yaml --param-file=config/config.env | oc apply -f -

oc process -f microgateway.yaml  | oc apply -f -

2. Verify CA Microgateway is running by using the following command. If OpenShift is running on your local machine or if
it has to pull the Microgateway Docker image first, it may take 5-10 minutes for deployment to be ready. 
oc get pod  -o wide

In the following example, you can see 1/1  in the READY column when CA Microgateway is ready.
NAME                READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE       IP           NODE

msgw-dc-1-fdkrh     1/1       Running   0          13m       172.17.0.7   localhost

You can reach CA Microgateway on https://microgateway.mycompany.com/quickstart/1.0/services. Note that you must
map the host name 

microgateway.mycompany.com

 to the IP address of OpenShift either in your hosts file or a DNS server.

Update CA Microgateway in OpenShift
It is important to consider your update strategy when deploying a new version of the CA Microgateway across your entire
environment. Multiple update strategies are available:

• Rolling Strategy and Canary Deployments
• Recreate Strategy
• Custom Strategy
• Blue-Green Deployment using routes
• A/B Deployment and canary deployments using routes
• One Service, Multiple Deployment Configurations

This is an example of a rolling update configuration:

apiVersion: v1

kind: DeploymentConfig

metadata:

  name: microgateway-dc

spec:

  replicas: 3

  template:

    metadata:

      labels:

        name: microgateway

    spec:

      strategy:

        type: Rolling

        rollingParams:

          updatePeriodSeconds: 1

          intervalSeconds: 1

          timeoutSeconds: 120

          maxSurge: "20%"
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          maxUnavailable: "10%"

          pre: {}

          post: {}

      containers:

      - name: microgateway

        image: caapimcollab/microgateway:latest

        env:

          [...]

For more information about the deployment strategies, see https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/latest/dev_guide/
deployments/deployment_strategies.html

Scale CA Microgateway in OpenShift
While automatic scaling is convenient, manual scaling gives you more control. 

You can scale manually using either of these methods:

• Modify the OpenShift YAML file. This method makes the changes more persistent.
• Use the OpenShift oc  command. This method offers greater flexibility.

To scale manually using the OpenShift YAML file:

1. Open the sample microgateway.yaml  file.
2. Set the replicas  key in the DeploymentConfig  block to the number of Microgateway pods to deploy:

apiVersion: v1

kind: DeploymentConfig

metadata:

  name: microgateway-dc

spec:

  replicas: 3

3. Push the new configuration with this command:
oc apply --filename microgateway.yaml

To scale manually using the OpenShift command:

Using the OpenShift "oc" command allows you to change the scaling without needing to push out a new deployment
configuration. The following is a sample where microgateway-dc  is the name of the Deployment Configuration defined
in your OpenShift deployment YAML file (for example, microgateway.yaml).

oc scale dc microgateway-dc --replicas=3

 

 

Autoscale CA Microgateway in OpenShift
For convenience, you can let OpenShift do the scaling, based on metrics collected from the pods belonging to the
deployment configuration. The configuration is enabled by the HorizontalPodAutoscaler  element in your OpenShift
YAML file.

To enable automatic scaling:

1. Open the sample microgateway.yaml  file.
2. Add the OpenShift element HorizontalPodAutoscaler  to the file. The following example scales up the OpenShift

Deployment Configuration microgateway-dc  if the CPU reaches 80%.
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apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1

kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler

metadata:

  name: frontend

spec:

  scaleRef:

    kind: DeploymentConfig

    name: microgateway-dc

    apiVersion: v1

    subresource: scale

  minReplicas: 1

  maxReplicas: 10

  cpuUtilization:

    targetPercentage: 80

3. Push the new configuration with this command:
oc apply --filename microgateway.yaml

For more information about autoscaling in OpenShift, see https://docs.openshift.com/container- platform/latest/dev_guide/
pod_autoscaling.html.

View Logs in OpenShift
To display logs, use the following oc logs  command, where microgateway-dc is the name of the Deployment
Configuration defined in your OpenShift deployment YAML file (for example,  microgateway.yaml ).

oc logs --follow dc/microgateway-dc

Perform Health Checks in OpenShift
In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity
loss, configuration errors, or problems with external dependencies. OpenShift applications provide
the readinessProbe and livenessProbe options that enable you to detect and handle unhealthy containers.

Your OpenShift deployment YAML file contains the configurations for performing Microgateway health checks.

The following code sample shows an example of the OpenShift deployment YAML file, where:

• microgateway-dc  is the name of your Deployment Configuration in your OpenShift deployment YAML file.
• readinessProbe  determines whether a container is ready to service requests
• livenessProbe  determines whether a container is running properly to serve requests
• /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh  is the Microgateway health check script running inside the

container

apiVersion: v1

kind: DeploymentConfig

metadata:

  name: microgateway-dc

spec:

containers:

- name: microgateway

  image: caapimcollab/microgateway:latest

  env:

    [...]
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  ports:

    [...]

  readinessProbe:

    exec:

      command:

      - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

    initialDelaySeconds: 180

    periodSeconds: 5

    timeoutSeconds: 5

  livenessProbe:

    exec:

      command:

      - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

    initialDelaySeconds: 180

    periodSeconds: 5

    timeoutSeconds: 5

For more information about the OpenShift Application Health Check, see https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/
latest/dev_guide/application_health.html.

Uninstall CA Microgateway in OpenShift
This topic describes how to uninstall Microgateway inside an OpenShift environment using the
oc delete

command, as shown in the following sample, where 
microgateway.yaml

is your OpenShift deployment YAML file:

oc delete --filename microgateway.yaml

Create a CA Microgateway Image in OpenShift
Once you have created your own customized template plugins or constructed a JSON meta-policy file for the CA
Microgateway, you can embed ("bake") them into a custom Docker image. This ensures that the customizations are
present every time that new image is started.

This topic requires:

• Familiarity with the Docker ecosystem, including how to use "docker-compose" and "docker-machine" to bring up
containers.

• OpenShift is installed and running on your machine.
• Experience with building OpenShift images.

Contents:

Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image

1. Update Dockerfile as necessary. This file contains instructions on where to retrieve key information required for
baking. Note: The name "Dockerfile" is recognized by Docker by default.

FROM <SOURCE_IMAGE>:<SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG>
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# This copies the json files to the qs folder
ADD <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/qs

# This copies the template bundles to the bundle folder (custom encapsulated
 assertions)
ADD <LOCATION_OF_PLUGINS> /plugins

# (Optional) To add additional configuration or tasks before the gateway starts, add
 your *.sh script to this folder
COPY <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT>.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/

Where:
– <SOURCE_IMAGE> and <SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG> is the name of the CA Microgateway image from the repository

on which you are basing your customizations. For example, "caapimcollab/microgateway:latest" retrieves the latest
CA Microgateway image.

– <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> is the directory where you placed the JSON meta-policy. For example,
"templates_json/". 

NOTE

(1) If you are running the CA Microgateway in its default QuickStart REST Mode, you may ignore the
"<LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY>" setting. Nothing will be copied and the Microgateway will
ignore the "/bootstrap/qs" directory. (2) If you have more than one JSON meta-policy file to load, add
"*.json" to the directory path. For example, "templates_json/*.json".

– <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT> is the name of the .sh  script you want to run before CA Microgateway starts. If you
want additional logic to run when the container is starting and before CA Microgateway starts, you can place your
bash script with a .sh  extension under the /opt/docker/rc.d  folder.

2. Run this command on the Docker client to create your new Docker image. This command takes the information
contained in Dockerfile and "bakes" (embeds) it into a new Docker image.

$ docker build ./ --tag "<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>"

Where:
– <IMAGE_NAME> = A name that you give to your new image.
– <IMAGE_TAG> = A tag for the image. This can be any string.
For example: docker build ./ --tag "MyCompany_microgateway:custom1"
Tip: If you see prompts asking for access to items in your keychain, answer "Always Allow".

3. Confirm that baking your image was successful by running:

$ docker images

You should see your image listed.
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Step 2: Start Your Customized Docker Image

1. Open the docker-compose.yml file you used earlier for editing and insert your own values:

services:
   ssg:
    
 image: <DOCKER_REPOSITORY>/<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>
     extra_hosts:
       - "httpbin.mycompany.com:10.7.36.179"
       - "otk.mycompany.com:10.7.32.187"

Where:
– <DOCKER_REPOSITORY> is the name of the repository on which your image is stored (for example,

"caapimcollab"). Note that the repository name can be omitted if it is a local image that does not need to be pulled
from a Docker repository.

– <IMAGE_NAME> and <IMAGE_TAG> were set in "Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image" above.
2. Run your newly-baked Docker image with this command:

$ docker-compose up -d

The "-d" suppresses the messages shown on the screen when the Docker image starts.

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Close any running Docker containers before starting the new one.

NOTE

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart REST Mode: Once the CA Microgateway is running, publish
a service. Do this by sending a JSON payload through a REST request to the quickstart/1.0/services
endpoint. For more information, see "Publish a Service Using QuickStart" in QuickStart REST Mode.

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart Startup Mode: The service is automatically provisioned
from a JSON file when the Docker container starts and further changes to the service is not possible, unless
the Docker container is brought down. Your CA Microgateway is now ready for use.

Run CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
This topic describes how to deploy the CA Microgateway in a Kubernetes environment.

Prerequisites:
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• Knowledge of Kubernetes, including how to set up and configure the Kubernetes environment. Refer to the Kubernetes
documentation for more details.

• A machine running the Kubernetes cluster with a minimum of 4GB of memory. For more information on running
Kubernetes locally using Minikube, see https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube. For more information on running
Kubernetes on other platforms, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/setup/pick-right-solution.

• Kubectl installed to operate CA Microgateway on Kubernetes. For more information, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/
tasks/tools/install-kubectl.

• Your Kubernetes credentials set in the ~/.kube/config file.
• Have an Ingress controller enabled if the Microgateway will be externally reachable. For more information, see https://

kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/ingress.
• If needed, customize your Microgateway Docker image. For more information, see Create a CA Microgateway Image

in Docker.

Contents:

Sample Kubernetes Deployment File

You can download a sample Kubernetes YAML deployment file from the CA Technologies public GitHub here:

https://github.com/CAAPIM/Microgateway/tree/master/samples/platforms/kubernetes

Modify this sample as appropriate to create your own deployment file.

Deployment Diagram

The following diagram illustrates a sample deployment.

The CA Microgateway cluster running on Kubernetes has these elements at a minimum:

• A Kubernetes route that exposes CA Microgateway to users.
• A Kubernetes service load balancer that manages requests to the CA Microgateway containers.
• Kubernetes pods that host CA Microgateway containers.

CA Microgateway containers synchronize exposed API definitions with a database or a key/value store.
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NOTE

The database or Key Value (KV) store and microservices can optionally run in the same Kubernetes.

Configure CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
Refer to Environment Variables for information about the environment variables in the sample deployment scripts.

To configure CA Microgateway on Kubernetes:

1. Open config.yml , and set the ACCEPT_LICENSE  key to "true".
This setting confirms your acceptance of the CA Trial and Demonstration Agreement. The initial Product Availability
Period for your CA Microgateway trial is sixty (60) days from the date of your initial deployment. You are permitted only
one (1) trial of CA Microgateway per Company, and you may not redeploy a new trial of CA Microgateway after the
end of the initial Product Availability Period.

2. For Postgres storage, edit db-postgresql.yml .
QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_DB_HOST: "10.137.227.146"

If the Postgres container is running on your laptop, the IP should be your public laptop IP.

Install CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
To install CA Microgateway in Kubernetes:

1. Start the deployments of pods and services defined in YAML. You can use either of these three deployment modes.
– CA Microgateway with Consul as a service datastore:

kubectl apply --filename microgateway.yml --filename config.yml --filename db-consul.yml

– CA Microgateway with PostgreSQL as a service datastore:
Deploy PostgreSQL. From the /get-started/docker-compose  folder, build and run Postgres.
docker image build --file Dockerfile.postgresql . -t postgres:micro

docker run -d -p 5432:5432 --env POSTGRES_DB=qstr  --env POSTGRES_USER=causer --env

 POSTGRES_PASSWORD=capassword postgres:micro

From the /samples/platforms/kubernetes/  folder, update the QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_DB_HOST
variable in the db-postgresql.yml  file to the IP address or host name of your PostgreSQL database. Then,
start CA Microgateway.
kubectl apply --filename config.yml --filename db-postgresql.yml --filename microgateway.yml

– Immutable CA Microgateway:
kubectl apply ---filename microgateway.yml --filename config.yml

2. Wait for CA Microgateway to start by looking at the deployment status of deploy/microgateway-dc  to have
"AVAILABLE=1 ".
kubectl get all

3. Add the public Kubernetes cluster IP and host name mapping to the host file.
echo "192.168.99.100 microgateway.mycompany.com" | sudo tee -a /etc/hosts

CA Microgateway is reachable on https://microgateway.mycompany.com.

Update CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
This section describes the procedure when deploying a new version of the CA Microgateway in Kubernetes.

To update:

1. Write the new configuration in the config.yml  configuration file.
2. Rerun the kubectl apply  command. The apply  command redeploys only the updated services.
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Scale CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
You can scale automatically, which is more convenient, or scale manually, which gives you more control.

Contents:

Scaling Manually

To scale manually:

1. Use the Kubernetes YAML file (for example, microgateway.yml ). The replicas key of the Deployment configuration
block sets the number of CA Microgateway pods to deploy.
  apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1

  kind: Deployment

  metadata:

      name: microgateway-dc

      labels:

          app: microgateway

  spec:

  replicas: 1

2. Push the new configuration, as shown in the following example.
kubectl apply --filename microgateway.yml --filename config.yml --filename db-consul.yml

3. Instead of pushing a new deployment configuration, use the kubectl autoscale  command to replicate
Microgateway, as shown in the following example.
kubectl scale --replicas=3 --filename microgateway.yml

Scaling Automatically

To autoscale:

1. Add a Kubernetes element HorizontalPodautoscaler  to the Kubernetes YAML file (for
example, microgateway.yml ). The following example scales up the Kubernetes deployment
configuration microgateway-dc  if the CPU reaches 80%.
apiVersion: autoscaling/v1

kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler

metadata:

  name: microgateway-hpa

spec:

  scaleTargetRef:

    kind: Deployment

    name: microgateway-dc

  minReplicas: 1

  maxReplicas: 10

  targetCPUUtilizationPercentage: 80

2. Push the new configuration.
kubectl apply --filename microgateway.yml

For more information on autoscaling, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/run-application/horizontal-pod-autoscale.

View Logs in Kubernetes
Use the kubectl logs command, as shown in the following example, to print and display logs.

kubectl logs -f deployment/microgateway-dc
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Where microgateway-dc  is the name of the deployment configuration defined in the Kubernetes YAML file (for
example, microgateway.yml ).

Perform Health Checks in Kubernetes
Your Kubernetes deployment YAML file should contain code to perform health checks, for example:

apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1

kind: Deployment

metadata:

  name: microgateway-dc

  labels:

    app: microgateway

spec:

containers:

- name: microgateway

  image: [...]

  env:

    [...]

  ports:

    [...]

  readinessProbe:

    exec:

      command:

      - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

    initialDelaySeconds: 480

    periodSeconds: 15

    timeoutSeconds: 1

  livenessProbe:

    exec:

      command:

      - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

    initialDelaySeconds: 90

    periodSeconds: 15

    timeoutSeconds: 1

Where:

• microgateway-dc

 is the name of your Deployment Configuration defined in the YAML file (for example, 
microgateway.yml

).
• readinessProbe

 determines whether a container is ready to service requests
• livenessProbe

 determines whether a container is running properly to serve requests
• /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

 is the Microgateway health check script running inside the container

The following Kubernetes command line will return the list of Kubernetes deployments with their associated status.
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kubectl get deployments

The following is an example of the output.

NAME                DESIRED   CURRENT   UP-TO-DATE   AVAILABLE   AGE

consul-dc           1         1         1            1           21m

microgateway-dc     1         1         1            1           20m

For more information on the Kubernetes Application Health Check, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-
container/configure-liveness-readiness-probes.

Uninstall CA Microgateway in Kubernetes
To uninstall the CA Microgateway in Kubernetes, run the kubectl delete  command with the same options as in the
install procedure, as shown in the following example.

kubectl delete --filename microgateway.yml --filename config.yml --filename db-consul.yml

Create a CA Microgateway Image in Kubernetes
Once you have created your own customized template plugins or constructed a JSON meta-policy file for the CA
Microgateway, you can embed ("bake") them into your own custom Docker image. This ensures that the customizations
are present every time that new image is started.

This topic requires:

• Familiarity with the Docker ecosystem, including how to use “docker-compose" to bring up containers.
• Experience with building Docker images.

Contents:

Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image

1. Update Dockerfile  as necessary. This file contains instructions on where to retrieve key information required for
baking. Note: The name "Dockerfile" is recognized by Docker by default.

FROM <SOURCE_IMAGE>:<SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG>

# This copies the json files to the qs folder
ADD <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/qs

# This copies the template bundles to the bundle folder (custom encapsulated
 assertions)
ADD <LOCATION_OF_PLUGINS> /plugins

# (Optional) To add additional configuration or tasks before the gateway starts, add
 your *.sh script to this folder
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COPY <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT>.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/

Where:
– <SOURCE_IMAGE> and <SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG> is the name of the CA Microgateway image from the repository

on which you are basing your customizations. For example, "caapimcollab/microgateway:latest" retrieves the latest
CA Microgateway image.

– <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> is the directory where you placed the JSON meta-policy. For example,
"templates_json/". 

NOTE

(1) If you are running the CA Microgateway in its default QuickStart REST Mode, you may ignore the
"<LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY>" setting. Nothing will be copied and the Microgateway will
ignore the "/bootstrap/qs" directory. (2) If you have more than one JSON meta-policy file to load, add
"*.json" to the directory path. For example, "templates_json/*.json".

– <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT> is the name of the .sh  script you want to run before CA Microgateway starts. If you
want additional logic to run when the container is starting and before CA Microgateway starts, you can place your
bash script with a .sh  extension under the /opt/docker/rc.d  folder.

2. Run this command on the Docker client to create your new Docker image. This command takes the information
contained in Dockerfile and "bakes" (embeds) it into a new Docker image.

$ docker build ./ --tag "<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>"

Where:
– <IMAGE_NAME> = A name that you give to your new image.
– <IMAGE_TAG> = A tag for the image. This can be any string.
For example: docker build ./ --tag "MyCompany_microgateway:custom1"
Tip: If you see prompts asking for access to items in your keychain, answer "Always Allow".

3. Confirm that baking your image was successful by running:

$ docker images

You should see your image listed.

Step 2: Start Your Customized Docker Image

1. Open the docker-compose.yml file you used earlier for editing and insert your own values:

services:
   ssg:
    
 image: <DOCKER_REPOSITORY>/<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>
     extra_hosts:
       - "httpbin.mycompany.com:10.7.36.179"
       - "otk.mycompany.com:10.7.32.187"

Where:
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– <DOCKER_REPOSITORY> is the name of the repository on which your image is stored (for example,
"caapimcollab"). Note that the repository name can be omitted if it is a local image that does not need to be pulled
from a Docker repository.

– <IMAGE_NAME> and <IMAGE_TAG> were set in "Step 1: Create a Custom OpenShift Image" above.
2. Run your newly-baked Docker image with this command:

$ docker-compose up -d

The "-d" suppresses the messages shown on the screen when the Docker image starts.

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Close any running Docker containers before starting the new one.

NOTE

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart REST Mode: Once the CA Microgateway is running, publish
a service. Do this by sending a JSON payload through a REST request to the quickstart/1.0/services
endpoint. For more information, see "Publish a Service Using QuickStart" in QuickStart REST Mode.

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart Startup Mode: The service is automatically provisioned
from a JSON file when the Docker container starts and further changes to the service is not possible, unless
the Docker container is brought down. Your CA Microgateway is now ready for use.

Run CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
This topic describes how to deploy the Microgateway in an Amazon ECS environment.

Prerequisites:

• An AWS account set up. For more information, see https://aws.amazon.com/console.
• A machine or laptop that can issue AWS CLI and ECS CLI commands. For more information on the installation

and configuration of AWS CLI, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/installing.html. For more
information on the installation and configuration of ECS CLI, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/
developerguide/ECS_CLI_installation.html.

• If needed, customize your Microgateway Docker image. For more information, see Create a CA Microgateway Image
in Docker.

Contents:

Sample Amazon ECS Deployment File

You can download a sample Amazon ECS deployment file from the CA Technologies public GitHub here:

https://github-isl-01.ca.com/APIM-Gateway/ca-microgateway/tree/US462432_ECS_via_EC2/samples/platforms/ECS/
ECS_EC2

Modify this sample as appropriate to create your own deployment file.

Deployment Diagram

The following diagram illustrates a sample deployment.
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The CA Microgateway cluster running on Amazon ECS has these elements at a minimum:

• An Amazon application load balancer from which users can access the CA Microgateway.
• An Amazon application load balancer that manages requests to the CA Microgateway containers.
• Amazon ECS cluster that hosts CA Microgateway containers.

CA Microgateway containers synchronize exposed API definitions with a database or a key/value store.

NOTE

The database or Key Value (KV) store and microservices can optionally run in the same ECS cluster.

Configure CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
Refer to Configure the Core CA Microgateway for information about the environment variables.

To configure CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS:

1. Open docker-compose.yml , and set the ACCEPT_LICENSE key to "true". This setting confirms your acceptance
of the CA Trial and Demonstration Agreement. The initial Product Availability Period for your CA Microgateway trial is
sixty (60) days from the date of your initial deployment. You are permitted only one (1) trial of CA Microgateway per
Company, and you may not redeploy a new trial of CA Microgateway after the end of the initial Product Availability
Period.
The environment variables of the Microgateway are set in the docker-compose.yml  file. Here is an example setting
the environment variables ACCEPT_LICENSE  for Microgateway. 
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services:

  microgateway:

                ....

    environment:

                ....

      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "true"

2. Connect to your AWS account using the aws configure command in the AWS CLI. The following is an example of
the AWS command output.
aws configure

 AWS Access Key ID [None]: AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE

 AWS Secret Access Key [None]: wJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY

 Default region name [None]: us-west-1

 Default output format [None]: text

To obtain the complete AWS command output used in this document, in the Default output format
field, choose text instead of JSON, because sometimes the output does not support the JSON format. For more
details, go to https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-getting-started.html#cli-quick-configuration.

3. Create a VPC with two Private Subnets, two Public Subnets, one Internet gateway, and a NAT Gateway.

aws cloudformation deploy --template-file infrastructure.yaml --stack-name <name of
 stack>

All resources, such as VPC and Subnets, are named after the stack name. This template creates three nested stacks
(VPC, Security Group, and ALB). You can get the details of the AWS resources, such as VPC ID or Subnet ID, using
the following commands:

aws cloudformation describe-stack-resources --stack-name <name of stack> --output
 table \ 

--query 'StackResources[*].[PhysicalResourceId,LogicalResourceId]'

The following shows a sample output.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                  DescribeStackResources                

                                                   |

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+---------------------------------------+

 |  ecs-8OAOYFZ5XJVQ                                                                                      

          |  DefaultPrivateRoute1                 |

 |  ecs-Q0Y66I9QHCBD                                                                                      

          |  DefaultPublicRoute                   |

 |  arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443709020:targetgroup/Microgateway-default/98356f4ff2745fbd 

          |  DefaultTargetGroup                   |

 |  igw-810a62e7                                                                                          

          |  InternetGateway                      |

 |  ecs-m-Inter-SNEA9KYYYRXJ                                                                              

          |  InternetGatewayAttachment            |

 |  arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443723234:loadbalancer/app/Microgateway/1afab8c04f21dac1    

          |  LoadBalancer                         |

 |  arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:19244343w224:listener/app/

Microgateway/1afab8c04f21dac1/3539bbf6190bfeb4 |  LoadBalancerListener                 |
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 |  sg-2655d558                                                                                           

          |  LoadBalancerSecurityGroup            |

 |  sg-b456d6ca                                                                                           

          |  MicrogatewaySecurityGroup            |

 |  nat-0968f574891af5baa                                                                                 

          |  NatGateway1                          |

 |  50.112.82.202                                                                                         

          |  NatGateway1EIP                       |

 |  rtb-1f287d67                                                                                          

          |  PrivateRouteTable1                   |

 |  subnet-2908b650                                                                                       

          |  PrivateSubnet1                       |

 |  rtbassoc-c790f5bd                                                                                     

          |  PrivateSubnet1RouteTableAssociation  |

 |  subnet-ac06b8d5                                                                                       

          |  PrivateSubnet2                       |

 |  rtbassoc-e49ffa9e                                                                                     

          |  PrivateSubnet2RouteTableAssociation  |

 |  rtb-032b7e7b                                                                                          

          |  PublicRouteTable                     |

 |  subnet-0006b879                                                                                       

          |  PublicSubnet1                        |

 |  rtbassoc-a293f6d8                                                                                     

          |  PublicSubnet1RouteTableAssociation   |

 |  subnet-2006de6b                                                                                       

          |  PublicSubnet2                        |

 |  rtbassoc-f092f78a                                                                                     

          |  PublicSubnet2RouteTableAssociation   |

 |  vpc-16fcaf6f                                                                                          

          |  VPC                                  |

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+---------------------------------------+

Save the output. You will need the AWS resource IDs that appear in the STACK to complete CLI commands.
4. Create an ECS cluster.

If you do not have an AWS key-pair, create one using the following command.
aws ec2 create-key-pair --key-name <name of key> --query 'KeyMaterial' --output text > <name of file>.pem

The following is an example of creating an AWS key-pair.
aws ec2 create-key-pair --key-name MyKeyPair --query 'KeyMaterial' --output text > MyKeyPair.pem

For more information, go to https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-ec2-keypairs.html.
5. Create an ECS cluster, using the following command.

ecs-cli up --keypair <Keypair Name> --capability-iam --size <no.of ECS instances> \

        --instance-type <instanceType> --security-group <MicrogatewaySecurityGroup> \

        --subnets <PrivateSubnet1,PrivateSubnet2> --vpc <VPC> \

        --image-id <ECS image> --cluster <Cluster Name> --region < AWS Region>

Replace the following values using the AWS resource IDs listed in STACK:
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• – <instanceType>  with c4.xlarge
– <Microgateway Security Group>  with MicrogatewaySecurityGroup Id
– <List of Private Subnets>  with PrivateSubnet1 id,PrivateSubnet2 Id
– <VPC>  with VPC Id
– <ECS image>  with ECS optimized AMI (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/ecs-

optimized_AMI.html)

The following is an example.

ecs-cli up --keypair microgateway --capability-iam --size 1 \

    --instance-type c4.xlarge --security-group sg-b456d6ca \

    --subnets subnet-2908b650,subnet-ac06b8d5 --vpc vpc-16fcaf6f \

    --image-id ami-69677709 --cluster microgateway-ecs --region us-west-1

Microgateway with Consul Deployment requires a minimum c4.xlarge. You may also require IAM permissions to
create resources. For more information, go to https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/
IAM_policies.html.

 

 

 

Install CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
Installing the CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS comprises these steps:

Deploy the Compose File to a Cluster

1. Start Consul as the ECS service. Click  docker-compose-consul.yml   to find the docker-compose-
consul file. Use the --create-log-groups command to create the AWS log group if it does not exist, as shown in
the following example. 
ecs-cli compose --file docker-compose-consul.yml --project-name consul service \

up --cluster  <name of cluster> --region <AWS Region>  --create-log-groups

2. Start CA Microgateway as the ECS service. Click  docker-compose.yml   to find the docker-compose file. Get the
PrivateDNS of Consul for the docker-compose.yml  file, as shown in the following example. 
aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids $(\

  aws ecs describe-container-instances \

  --cluster <cluster-name> --region <region> --container-instances $(\

    aws ecs list-container-instances \

     --cluster <cluster-name> --region <region> \

      --query "containerInstanceArns[-1]" \

  ) --query "containerInstances[0].ec2InstanceId" | tr -d '"'\

) --query "Reservations[0].Instances[0].PrivateDnsName"

Replace the QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_CONSUL_HOST value with the PrivateDNS of Consul.
ecs-cli compose --file docker-compose.yml --project-name microgateway service \

up --target-group-arn <DefaultTargetGroup> \

--container-name <Container Name> --container-port <Port-No> \

--cluster <name of cluster> --region <AWS Region>  

In the docker-compose.yml  file, the container-name/service is microgateway. Replace container-name
 with microgateway .
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Example

The Microgateway service is registered to Load Balancer and is accessible only through Load Balancer. The following
shows examples of the command code when you:

• Deploy Consul as a service
ecs-cli compose --file docker-compose-consul.yml \

 --project-name consul service \

up --cluster microgateway-ecs --region us-west-1

• Deploy CA Microgateway as a service, where you need to get the PrivateDNS of Consul in docker-compose.yml
aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids $(\

  aws ecs describe-container-instances \

  --cluster microgateway-ecs --region us-west-1 --container-instances $(\

   aws ecs list-container-instances  --cluster microgateway-ecs\

    --region us-west-1  --query "containerInstanceArns[-1]" \

  ) --query "containerInstances[0].ec2InstanceId" | tr -d '"'\

) --query "Reservations[0].Instances[0].PrivateDnsName"

The following code shows a sample output:
ip-10-323-32-6.us-west-1.compute.internal

Click docker-compose.yml to find the docker-compose file. Replace the
QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_CONSUL_HOST value with the PrivateDNS of Consul.
ecs-cli compose -f docker-compose.yml --project-name microgateway service \

  up \ 

  --target-group-arn \

   arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443709020:targetgroup/Microgateway-default/98356f4ff2745fbd \

  --container-name microgateway --container-port 8080 --cluster microgateway-ecs --region us-west-1

• View the Running Containers on a Cluster
ecs-cli ps  --cluster  <name of cluster> --region <AWS Region>

Get the Load Balancer DNS

Use the following command to get the load balancer DNS.

aws elbv2 describe-load-balancers --load-balancer-arns <Load balancer Arn>

 

Example

The following shows an example of the command code to get the load balancer DNS.

aws elbv2 describe-load-balancers --load-balancer-arns \

 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443723234:loadbalancer/app/Microgateway/1afab8c04f21dac1

The following code shows a sample output, where the Application Load Balancer DNS is 
Microgateway3-1624859067.us-west-1.elb.amazonaws.com.

LOADBALANCERS Z1H1FL5HABSF5 2018-04-12T00:34:06.230Z Microgateway3-1624859067.us-west-1.elb.amazonaws.com

 ipv4 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443709020:loadbalancer/app/Microgateway3/130971d1ba5ab9f3

 Microgateway3 internet-facing application vpc-29eebd50

AVAILABILITYZONES subnet-0006b879 us-west-1b

AVAILABILITYZONES subnet-2006de6b us-west-1a

SECURITYGROUPS  sg-2655d558

STATE active
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Expose a Microservice API

The following steps are typically performed by a developer. They can be completed following Using the CA Microgateway
in QuickStart REST Mode.

1. Create a file named Gatewayfile with the following content.
            {

                "Service": {

                "name": "Google Search",

                "gatewayUri": "/demo_google",

                "httpMethods": [ "get" ],

                "policy": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp" : {

                      "targetUrl": "http://www.google.com/search${request.url.query}",

                      "httpMethod" : "Automatic"

                    }

                  }

                ]

              }

            }

2. Save the file into the same directory from which you will make the next API call. The Gatewayfile is a JSON file that
describes a "meta-policy" published to the CA Microgateway. The Gatewayfile creates a new service accessible at
/demo_google  and routes requests to http://www.google.com.

3. Add your API to CA Microgateway. Note that if you had previously stopped CA Microgateway, restart it.

Add a Microservice to CA Microgateway

1. To add a microservice to CA Microgateway, use the following command code.
curl --insecure \

       --user "admin:password" \

       --url http://<ALB DNS name>:8080/quickstart/1.0/services \

       --data @Gatewayfile

This command returns a confirmation from the CA Microgateway that the Google Search API was successfully
published.
 

2. Verify that your API is exposed by listing all the published APIs.
curl --insecure --user "admin:password" http://<ALB DNS name>:8080/quickstart/1.0/services

This command returns a list containing the new Google Search service.
 

3. Use your exposed API.
  curl --insecure \

   --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

   'http://<ALB DNS name>:8080/demo_google?q=CA'

This API call should return HTML content from the proxy website.

Example

The following shows an example of the command code to add a microservice to CA Microgateway.

curl --insecure \
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   --user "admin:password" \

   --url http://Microgateway3-1624859067.us-west-1.elb.amazonaws.com:8080/quickstart/1.0/services \

   --data @Gatewayfile

It returns a confirmation from the CA Microgateway that the Google Search API was successfully published.

  {

      "success": true,

  "message": "Quickstart service created successfully. There maybe a delay of 10 seconds before the service is

 available."

  }   

Then verify your API is exposed by listing all the published APIs, as shown in the following example.

     curl --insecure --user "admin:password" \

      http://Microgateway3-1624859067.us-west-1.elb.amazonaws.com:8080/quickstart/1.0/services

It returns a list containing the new Google Search service.

   [

      {

    "ServiceName": "Google Search",

    "ServiceUri": "/demo_google",

    "ServiceId": "8d06f72fcf8447ad99ca4833714e0497",

    "ServiceTimeStamp": "1509564356239"

      }

  ]

Finally, try using your exposed API.

  curl --insecure \

   --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

   'http://<ALB DNS name>:8080/demo_google?q=CA'

This API call should return HTML content from the proxy website.

Update CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
This section describes the procedure when deploying a new version of the CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS.

To update:

1. Write the new configuration in the docker-compose.yml  file and infrastructure file.
2. Rerun the ecs-cli compose up  command. The

ecs-cli

compose command redeploys only the updated services.

Scale CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
The ecs-cli scale command enables you to scale ECS instances when there is only one ECS instance initially, as
shown in the following example. 

ecs-cli scale --capability-iam --size NUMBER --cluster <name of cluster> --region region

The ecs-cli compose command enables you to scale services, as shown in the following example.

ecs-cli compose --project-name <project-name> --file docker-compose.yml \ 

service scale NUMBER --cluster <name of cluster> --region region
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The NUMBER  is the number of Microgateways to deploy. By increasing or decreasing NUMBER , you can scale up or scale
down. You can see examples of scale up and scale down in:

Example: Scale Up to 3

In this example, a single ECS-instance is scaled up to 3, then the services are scaled to 3.

ecs-cli scale --capability-iam --size 3 \ 

--cluster microgateway-demo --region us-west-1

 

ecs-cli --project-name microgateway --file docker-compose.yml service \

 scale 3  --cluster microgateway-demo --region us-east-2

Example: Scale Down to 2

In this example, the ECS-instances are scaled down to 2, and then the services are scaled down to 2.

ecs-cli compose --project-name microgateway --file docker-compose.yml service \

scale 2 --cluster microgateway-demo --region us-east-2

NOTE

For more information on ECS Scaling, go to:

• https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/cmd-ecs-cli-compose-service.html
• https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/cmd-ecs-cli-scale.html

View Logs in Amazon ECS
To list the tasks for ECS, use the following ecs-cli ps command.

ecs-cli ps --cluster <name of cluster> --region region

To check the logs for ECS, use the following ecs-cli logs command.

ecs-cli logs --task-id <task_id>

Perform Health Checks in Amazon ECS
To check the health check for registered targets/ECS services for your target group, enter the following command. 
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aws elbv2 describe-target-health --target-group-arn <DefaultTargetGroup>

The following code sample shows an example of a health check of CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS.

aws elbv2 describe-target-health --target-group-arn /
 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:us-west-1:192443709020:targetgroup/Microgateway-
default/98356f4ff2745fbd

 

 

Uninstall CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS
To uninstall the CA Microgateway in Amazon ECS, start by running this command.

ecs-cli compose --project-name <project-name> --file docker-compose.yml \

 service rm --cluster <cluster-name> --region region

Then take down your cluster using the the following ecs-cli down command to clean up the resources you created
earlier using the ecs-cli up command.

ecs-cli down --force --cluster <cluster-name> --region region

aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name <name of stack> --region region

All the resources defined for the cluster are removed.

Create a CA Microgateway Image in Amazon ECS
Once you have created your own customized template plugins or constructed a JSON meta-policy file for the CA
Microgateway, you can embed ("bake") them into your own custom Docker image. This ensures that the customizations
are present every time that new image is started.

This topic requires:

• Familiarity with the Docker ecosystem, including how to use “docker-compose" to bring up containers.
• Experience with building Docker images.

Contents:

Step 1: Create a Custom Docker Image

1. Update Dockerfile  as necessary. This file contains instructions on where to retrieve key information required for
baking. Note: The name "Dockerfile" is recognized by Docker by default.

FROM <SOURCE_IMAGE>:<SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG>

# This copies the json files to the qs folder
ADD <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/qs
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# This copies the template bundles to the bundle folder (custom encapsulated
 assertions)
ADD <LOCATION_OF_PLUGINS> /plugins

# (Optional) To add additional configuration or tasks before the gateway starts, add
 your *.sh script to this folder
COPY <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT>.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/

Where:
– <SOURCE_IMAGE> and <SOURCE_IMAGE_TAG> is the name of the CA Microgateway image from the repository

on which you are basing your customizations. For example, "caapimcollab/microgateway:latest" retrieves the latest
CA Microgateway image.

– <LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY> is the directory where you placed the JSON meta-policy. For example,
"templates_json/". 

NOTE

(1) If you are running the CA Microgateway in its default QuickStart REST Mode, you may ignore the
"<LOCATION_OF_JSON_META-POLICY>" setting. Nothing will be copied and the Microgateway will
ignore the "/bootstrap/qs" directory. (2) If you have more than one JSON meta-policy file to load, add
"*.json" to the directory path. For example, "templates_json/*.json".

– <MY_CUSTOM_SCRIPT> is the name of the .sh  script you want to run before CA Microgateway starts. If you
want additional logic to run when the container is starting and before CA Microgateway starts, you can place your
bash script with a .sh  extension under the /opt/docker/rc.d  folder.

2. Run this command on the Docker client to create your new Docker image. This command takes the information
contained in Dockerfile and "bakes" (embeds) it into a new Docker image.

$ docker build ./ --tag "<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>"

Where:
– <IMAGE_NAME> = A name that you give to your new image.
– <IMAGE_TAG> = A tag for the image. This can be any string.
For example: docker build ./ --tag "MyCompany_microgateway:custom1"
Tip: If you see prompts asking for access to items in your keychain, answer "Always Allow".

3. Confirm that baking your image was successful by running:

$ docker images

You should see your image listed.

Step 2: Start Your Customized Docker Image

1. Open the docker-compose.yml file you used earlier for editing and insert your own values:

services:
   microgateway:
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     image: <DOCKER_REPOSITORY>/<IMAGE_NAME>:<IMAGE_TAG>

Where:
– <DOCKER_REPOSITORY> is the name of the repository on which your image is stored (for example,

"caapimcollab"). Note that the repository name can be omitted if it is a local image that does not need to be pulled
from a Docker repository.

– <IMAGE_NAME> and <IMAGE_TAG> were set in "Step 1: Create a Custom OpenShift Image" above.
2. Run your newly-baked Docker image with this command:

$ docker-compose up -d

The "-d" suppresses the messages shown on the screen when the Docker image starts.

WARNING

IMPORTANT: Close any running Docker containers before starting the new one.

NOTE

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart REST Mode: Once the CA Microgateway is running, publish
a service. Do this by sending a JSON payload through a REST request to the quickstart/1.0/services
endpoint. For more information, see "Publish a Service Using QuickStart" in QuickStart REST Mode.

• For Microgateways running in the QuickStart Startup Mode: The service is automatically provisioned
from a JSON file when the Docker container starts and further changes to the service is not possible, unless
the Docker container is brought down. Your CA Microgateway is now ready for use.

Plugins
Plugins are a way to extend the capability of your CA Microgateway. Plugin files have the extension ".mgwplugin". These
plugins may be provided by CA Technologies (coming soon) or you can create your own.

A plugin consists of two parts:

1. A content subdirectory that contains one or more content files for the plugin. The content file contains the payload (that
is, the QuickStart template) of the plugin.

2. A JSON definition file that describes the plugin type, format, content, and how it should be processed.

When a plugin is used with the CA Microgateway, the built-in plugin tool loads the plugin during Microgateway startup and
performs any optional configuration.

A plugin must be embedded ("baked") into the Microgateway image before it can be used.

NOTE

Info: For more information on plugins, see Create a Microgateway Plugin.

Plugins from CA Technologies

CA Technologies will provide plugins that can handle a variety of tasks. You can download these plugins from open source
repositories (coming soon).

CA Microgateway Plugin Framework
Once you have created your own QuickStart template, you need to convert it into a plugin format so that the CA
Microgateway can use it.  
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Prerequisites:

• You have a solid understanding of JSON objects.
• You have the *.bundle file created in Build Your QuickStart Templates.

Contents:

Plugin Content

The plugin content is the *.bundle file created at the end of Build Your QuickStart Templates. This file is placed in a
directory named "content".

NOTE

The plugin content file must have a ".bundle" extension.

Plugin Definition

The plugin definition file describes the plugin type, format, content, and how it should be processed. You create this file
manually and the file must be named definition.json.

The following is a very basic definition file for a QuickStart Template that does not require any special configuration. If you
followed the "HelloWorld" example in Build Your QuickStart Templates, this is the definition file you will create.

{

 "type": "bundle",

 "configurable": []

}

The plugin definition file may additionally contain a key named "configurable". This key describes the configuration options
used by the plugin, including the source and destination of those configuration options.

Here is a definition file for a QuickStart Template that exposes a cluster property as an environment variable:

{

 "type": "bundle",

 "configurable": [

       {

          "source": {

             "type": "environmentVariable",

             "name": "CONSUL_ADDR"

          }

          "destination": {

             "type": "clusterProperty",

             "name": "consul.agentAddr"

          }

          "required": true

       }

    ]

}

In this example, the environment variable "CONSUL_ADDR" is being mapped to the consul.agentAddr cluster property to
obtain the address of the Consul server.
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Creating the Plugin

To create a plugin:

1. Create directory named <plugin-name> .mgwplugin
2. Create a subdirectory named content
3. Place your <plugin-name> .bundle file into the "content" subdirectory.
4. Create a definition file name definition.json and place it in the parent ".mgwplugin" directory.

Example:

Enabling the Plugin

To enable a plugin, copy the plugin file to the "/plugins" directory in the root of the Docker image's file system, and
then recreate the Microgateway image. This ensures that the Microgateway loads the plugin every time it is started.

NOTE

•  Create Your Own Microgateway Image

API
This section provides information on:

• Health Check API
• REST Management API

Health Check API
When you call the API /sys/probe/healthcheck , it will return the HTTP code 200 when the CA Microgateway is
healthy.

REST Management API
A REST API is available for managing the CA API Gateway. You can install this API either from the Policy Manager or
automatically on new Gateways using auto-provisioning. 

The documentation for REST Management API is available when you do an HTTP GET of your CA Microgateway on the
path /restman/1.0/doc/home.html

NOTE

For more information on how to publish the REST Management Service and how to access the REST
Management API documentation, see REST Management API in the CA API Gateway online documentation.
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NOTE

 This API is consistent for read-only (HTTP GET). It is not consistent for write (HTTP POST and PUT) because
each instance of the CA Microgateway has its own built-in in-memory database.
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Solution Kit Reference
This section describes the following Solution Kits:

• Amazon AWS Integration - Enables you to call service endpoints using AWS Lambda and S3 services and methods. 
• Policy SDK - Provides the GatewaySDK Solution Kit that allows customers to control and manage Gateways easier. 
• QuickStart Template - Provides the QuickStart framework for publishing APIs.

Amazon AWS Integration
This section describes how to call service endpoints using AWS Lambda and S3 services and methods. It also describes
some sample use case scenarios to show how you can expose and use AWS services through CA Microgateway. As an
example, all of the samples of the Lambda function have been implemented and packaged in the Samples.jar file. You
can download the "Samples.jar" file and follow these use cases.

Prerequisites:

• You have an AWS account and credentials.
• For the use case examples described on this page, you should use these formulated AWS credentials: 

– User AWS access key: AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
– User AWS secret key: VOxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
– All the samples run in the ca-central-1  region on the AWS cloud. You can change it to the region of your

preference.
– User downloaded the "Sample.jar" from our Validator or github site.

   For authentic use cases, you must replace the above credentials with your actual AWS credentials. 

Making API Calls to Endpoints

To call AWS services as API calls, you can pass all the method parameters in JSON format as part of function payload.
For example, if you are calling an API using the
curl

command, the JSON payload would be pass-in as the
-d

option of the command.

curl -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST -d

 '{"parameter_name_1":"its_value","parameter_name_2":"its_value"}' http://localhost:8080/service_end_point

For more details on each method's payload, see AWS Integration.

Use Case 1 - Hosting Video on S3

Description

This use case describes how you can upload a video into an S3 bucket so that others can publicly view the video. When
the signed URL is received, the client/user can use any appropriated tool to upload content to an S3 bucket. In this
example, you are using the "curl" command line to upload content.
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Assumption

• User already created or has an existing S3 bucket where a video can be uploaded to.
• User has a sample video to use for upload. In this example, we will assume the video file name is "movie.mp4".

Steps

1. Publish an API to generate an AWS-signed URL for uploading content to an S3 bucket.
– Service template:

{

   "Service": {

     "name": "Generating a signed URL",

     "gatewayUri": "/getUploadUrl",

     "httpMethods": [

       "post",

       "get",

       "put",

       "delete"

     ],

     "policy": [

       {

         "AWS": {

           "config": {

             "service": {

               "name": "S3",

               "method": "generatePresignedPutUrl"

             },

             "account": {

               "key": "AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx",

               "secret": "VOxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx",

               "region": "ca-central-1"

             }

           }

         }

       }

     ]

   }

 }   

– Result endpoint:
```

http://<host>:<port>/getUploadUrl

2. Use the "getUploadUrl" API to request for a signed URL.
– Payload format:

{

    "bucketName": "<Enter-your-EXISTING-bucket-name-here>",

    "resourceKey": "<folder/name-of-your-upload-file-here>",

    "contentType": "<content mine type of your file>",

    "expireTimeInMillis": "<expiration-time-for-signed-url-in-milliseconds>",

    "isPublicRead": "<true if you want to allow public access to this content OR false, otherwise>"

}

– Sample payload:
{
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    "bucketName": "hosting-bucket",

    "resourceKey": "movies/movie.mp4",

    "contentType": "video/mp4",

    "expireTimeInMillis": "1800000",

    "isPublicRead": "true"

}

– Command:
curl -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X GET -d '{ "bucketName": "hosting-bucket", "resourceKey":

 "movies/movie.mp4", "contentType": "video/mp4", "expireTimeInMillis": "1800000", "isPublicRead":

 "true"}' http://localhost:8080/getUploadUrl

– Result:
{

    "signedUrl": "https://hosting-bucket.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/movies/movie.mp4?

x-amz-acl=public-read&Content-Type=video%2Fmp4&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-

Date=20171206T024034Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=content-type%3Bhost&X-Amz-Expires=1800&X-

Amz-Credential=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx%2F20171206%2Fca-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-

Signature=a83d4740c193966835ec44bfb8d75ca1cf2f74ca1cb16b9d60f27fa733c8c560"

}

3. Use the returned "signedUrl" to upload the file to the S3 bucket.

• – Command:

curl -v -H "Content-Type: video/mp4" --upload-file movie.mp4 "https://hosting-
bucket.s3.ca-central-1.amazonaws.com/movies/movie.mp4?x-amz-acl=public-
read&Content-Type=video%2Fmp4&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-
Date=20171206T024034Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=content-type%3Bhost&X-Amz-Expires=1800&X-
Amz-Credential=AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx%2F20171206%2Fca-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-
Amz-Signature=a83d4740c193966835ec44bfb8d75ca1cf2f74ca1cb16b9d60f27fa733c8c560"

• – Result: The file "movie.mp4" should now be upload into your bucket "hosting-bucket" under folder "movies"

Use Case 2 - AlertMessenger Using the Lambda Function

Description

This use case describes how a company can use the Lambda function to send out an e-mail alert to subscribers.

Assumption

• You have already downloaded the "Samples.jar" file from Validator or GitHub.
• You have uploaded the "Samples.jar" to your S3 bucket. You must obtain the URL to the "Samples.jar" on S3 that you

used to create the Lambda function "AlertMessenger" below.
• User create Lambda function, "AlertMessenger" as follow:

– Lambda handler "lambda.sms::CommandHandler" which will send out an Email message to a list of subscribers.
– Lambda function "Code entry type" is "Upload a file from Amazon S3" with the URL to the "Sample.jar" file on S3
– Lambda function "Runtime" is "Java 8"
– Assign "AWSLambdaBasicExecutionRole", "AWSLambdaExecute", "AWSLambdaRole", "AmazonSNSFullAccess"

and "AmazonSNSRole" policies to the Lambda function
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Steps

1. Publish an API to invoke a Lambda function.
– Service template:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Alert Email Message to Users",

    "gatewayUri": "/invokeLambdaFunction",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "AWS": {

          "config": {

            "service": {

              "name": "Lambda",

              "method": "invokeAsync"

            },

            "account": {

              "key": "AKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx",

              "secret": "VOxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx",

              "region": "ca-central-1"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}    

– Result endpoint:
```

http://<host>:<port>/invokeLambdaFunction

```

2. Use the "invokeLambdaFunction" API to invoke the "AlertMessenger" Lambda function.

• – Payload format:
{

    "functionName": "Lambda function you want to invoke",

    "functionPayload": {

       <JSON format data that the Lambda function is expected, if any>

    }

}      

• – Sample payload:
{

    "functionName": "AlertMessenger",

    "functionPayload": {

        "message": "This is an operational alert message for Public Transit users. Due to techincal

 difficulties, the service is temporary down. We will update when the service is up and running again.",
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        "emails": [

            "your.email@ca.com",

            "another.email@gmail.com"

        ]

    }

}

– Command: 

 

curl -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X GET -d '{"functionName": "AlertMessenger",

 "functionPayload": {"message": "This is an operational alert message for Public Transit users.  Due

 to techincal difficulties, the service is temporary down.  We will update when the service is up and

 running again.", "emails": ["your.email@ca.com", "another.email@gmail.com" ] }}' http://localhost:8080/

create_deploy_bucket 

– Result: Alert email message is sent to the emails "your.email@ca.com " and "another.email@gmail.com ".

 

NOTE

For more information on AWS Lambda and S3 APIs, go to Configure and Consume AWS Lambda and S3 APIs
with JSON File.

Policy SDK
This topic describes the environment variables for the GatewaySDK Solution Kit that automatically manages the
lifecycle of a TLS key of the CA Microgateway. Auto-provisioning of signed SSL/TLS certificates of CA API Gateway, CA
Microgateway, and microservices results in the following:

• Enable mutual TLS authentication between CA API Gateway, CA Microgateway, and microservices.
• Protect API traffic flow with a JWT from CA Edge API Gateway, to CA Microgateway, and to microservices.
• Allow management of CA Microgateway nodes from a web console.

The GatewaySDK Solution Kit content provides a set of features that allow customers to control and manage Gateways
easier. The GatewaySDK comprises the following solution kits that are installed on an OTK/MAG server:

• CA Gateway Policy-SDK Common (for all gateways) - This solution kit has to be selected always, no matter on which
type of gateway the GatewaySDK gets installed. This solution kit contains policies only, no services.

• CA Gateway Policy-SDK Configuration APIs (for all gateways) - This is optional (but recommended) on any type of
gateway. It allows users to configure the GatewaySDK via an API.

• CA Gateway Policy-SDK Published APIs (for all gateways) - This solution kit contains APIs that are used to initialize
and tear down a gateway.

• CA Gateway Policy-SDK Management APIs (for OTK and MAG server) - This solution kit contains management APIs
to control registered gateways.

• CA Gateway Policy-SDK Test APIs (informational purposes only) - This solution kit is not part of the default delivery.
It is not part of PolicySDK.skarr. This solution kit is meant for internal purposes only and is only listed to create
awareness. 

Prerequisites:

• MAG Gateway with GatewaySDK solution kit server configured on it 
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Environment Variable Required? Default Description
SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
ENABLED

Yes false Enables the solution kit.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
COMPANY

Yes -- The company name that this
Gateway will be registered for
on the MAG Gateway (e.g. 
My Company

).
SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
INGRESS

Yes -- The host name and port of the
target MAG Ingress Gateway
(e.g.

https://

otk.mycompany.com:8443

).
SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
MASTER_KEY

Yes -- The OAuth Client ID for this
Gateway set as a 'master-key'
on the MAG server (e.g. 
b14517f4-6505-4052-

b0e9-073cc5cd3fd4

).
Gateway Configuration
SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
DEVICE_ID

No gateway variable 
${request.tcp.localIP}

The device ID used when this
Gateway gets registered at
Ingress. Needs to be a unique
identifier.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
DEVICE_NAME

No gateway variable 
${gateway.cluster.hostname}

The device name used when
this Gateway gets registered at
the MAG Ingress Gateway.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
LOCAL_PK_ALIAS

No gateway variable 
${request.tcp.localIP}

The private key alias used when
the private key gets generated.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
ISS

No https://\${gateway.cluster.hostna
me}:8443/quickstart/1.0

The ISS details of this Gateway
including protocol, domain, port
and default path.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
PATH_SERVICES

No /services The URL path for the
/services

API exposing a list of published
services.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
PATH_JWKS

No /jwks.json The URL path for the
/jwks.json

API exposing a JSON Web Key
Set with public keys used when
signing JWT.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
LOCAL_USERNAME

No environment variable 
${SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME}

The Gateway admin username.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
LOCAL_PASSWORD

No environment variable 
${SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME}

The Gateway admin password.
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Target Ingress Gateway (OAuth and MAG Server) Configuration
SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
CLIENT_INITIALIZE

No /connect/client/initialize The client API initialize URL
path that issues unique client
credentials in exchange for a
master key.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
GW_REGISTER

No /connect/device/register The Gateway register API
URL path that receives the
registration for this gateway.

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
GW_REMOVE

No /connect/device/remove The Gateway remove API
URL path that receives the
registration removal for this
Gateway .

SOLUTION_KIT_POLICYSDK_
GW_TOKEN

No /auth/oauth/v2/token The Gateway token API URL
path that receives token
requests.

QuickStart Template
This section provides the following information about the QuickStart framework for publishing APIs:

• How you can use meta-policy to provision the CA Microgateway, without needing the Policy Manager.
• Learn about the predefined QuickStart Templates that are prepackaged with the CA Microgateway.
• How you can create your own QuickStart Template.
• How to use REST API (Representational State Transfer) in CA Microgateway to build an API that can return XML,

JSON, YAML, or other data formats, making it flexible for developers to meet the needs of diverse customers.

Introduction to the QuickStart Framework
The QuickStart framework is an extensible template framework that enables users to publish a service to the
Microgateway and apply policy logic to to that service, using an easily understandable JSON syntax called "meta-policy".

Meta-policy

Meta-policy is an abstract representation of Gateway policy logic that is used to create, define, and configure a service
on the Microgateway. The meta-policy for the Microgateway uses a reader-friendly, structured JSON syntax that can be
version controlled. Microservice developers do not need to understand the language of the Policy Manager to create
policy logic on the Microgateway.

Benefits of using meta-policy include:

• Enabling developers to focus on business capabilities
• Enabling lead developers, DevOps, architects, and/or policy experts to ensure consistency and governance with

regard to security and infrastructure

The following example shows where to insert meta-policy in your code block.

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "SomeService",

    "gatewayUri": "/someservice",

    "httpMethods": [ "get", "put", "post" ],

    "policy": [

      {

          <<Sample JSON Meta-Policy here>>

      }
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    ]

  }

}

QuickStart Templates

Meta-policy works with QuickStart templates. There are a number of templates shipped with the CA Microgateway. These
templates address common microservice use cases. For a list of all the templates shipped with the CA Microgateway, see
the topics under Built-In Templates.

The QuickStart framework is extensible and allows you to create your own templates for use with meta-policy. To enable
these templates on the CA Microgateway, you convert them into plugins.

Meta-Policy within the QuickStart Framework

The following occurs when you publish a meta-policy:

1. Creates a service on the Microgateway.
2. Applies a QuickStart Template to that service and configures it according to the meta-policy.

A visual representation:

Meta-Policy
The CA Microgateway uses a JSON meta-policy to provision the Gateway. When published, meta-policy works with
QuickStart templates to create a service on the Gateway that includes policy logic. This allows you to build your policies
offline and then submit them to the Gateway headlessly.

TIP

You can deploy your meta-policies in either one of two modes to best meet your business needs. For more
information, see QuickStart REST Mode or Startup Mode.

WARNING

Known Issue: Currently, in a JSON meta-policy, the following characters are not supported:  ' < > &

This section provides the following information:
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Reference Guide for Meta-Policy

The QuickStart online documentation lists the JSON meta-policies for each of the predefined encapsulated assertions.
Use these to assemble your master JSON meta-policy file. You can access the QuickStart online documentation here:

http:// <HOST_NAME> :8080/quickstart/1.0/doc

The sample JSON meta-policy below does the following:

• Creates a service named MyService1
• Permits the HTTP methods GET, PUT, POST
• Publishes a policy that includes these custom encapsulated assertions:

– CredentialSourceHttpBasic
– RouteHttp

 

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "MyService1",

    "gatewayUri": "/someservice",

    "httpMethods": [ "get", "put", "post" ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "CredentialSourceHttpBasic" 

      },

      {

        "RouteHttp" : {

          "targetUrl" : "http://www.ca.com",

          "httpMethod" : "GET"

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

How to Publish a Service with Meta-Policy

• If using the QuickStart REST Mode, see Configure the QuickStart Template for information on starting your Gateway in
the different environments.

• If using the QuickStart Startup Mode:
a. First, you need to create your own plugin that will be loaded on startup. For more information, see Build Your

QuickStart Templates.
b. Next, see Configure the QuickStart Template for information on starting your Gateway in the different environments.

Meta-Policy Samples

 

Each of the following files is a meta-policy, with a sample provided for each meta-policy:

Gatewayfile-with-route 

Routes the http request to a microservice.

{
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    "Service": {

        "name": "httpbin",

        "gatewayUri": "/httpbin*",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],

        "policy": [

            {

                "RouteHttp" : {

                    "targetUrl": "https://httpbin",

                    "preserveRequestPath": "true",

                    "httpMethod": "Automatic"

                }

            }

        ]

    }

}

Gatewayfile-with-basic-auth-route

 

Undergoes basic authentication, and then routes the http request to a microservice.

{

    "Service": {

        "name": "httpbin",

        "gatewayUri": "/httpbin-basic-auth*",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],

        "policy": [

            {

                "CredentialSourceHttpBasic": { }

            },

            {

                "RouteHttp" : {

                    "targetUrl": "https://httpbin",

                    "preserveRequestPath": "true",

                    "httpMethod": "Automatic",

                    "useAuthenticationHeader": "plaintextheader"

                }

            }

        ]

    }

}

Gatewayfile-with-oauth-route

Undergoes OAuth authentication, and then routes the http request to a microservice.
  

{

    "Service": {

        "name": "httpbin",

        "gatewayUri": "/httpbin-oauth*",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],

        "policy": [
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            {

                "RequireOauth2Token": {

                    "scope_required": "MS_SCOPE",

                    "scope_fail": "false",

                    "onetime": "false",

                    "given_access_token": ""

                }

            },

            {

                "RouteHttp" : {

                    "targetUrl": "https://httpbin",

                    "preserveRequestPath": "true",

                    "httpMethod": "Automatic",

                    "useAuthenticationHeader": "plaintextheader"

                }

            }

        ]

    }

}

Gatewayfile-with-frontoauth-orchestrator-oauth-route

 

Undergoes OAuth authentication, and then orchestrates two backend microservices:

• OAuth at the microservice level

• Aggregate the results 

{

    "Service": {

        "name": "Headers-frontoauth-backoauth",

        "gatewayUri": "/Headers-frontoauth-backoauth",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],

        "policy": [

            {

                "RequireOauth2Token": {

                    "scope_required": "READ_HEADERS",

                    "scope_fail": "false",

                    "onetime": "false",

                    "given_access_token": ""

                }

            },

            {

                "RouteOrchestrator": {

                    "rule": {

                        "orchestrator": [

                            {

                                "aggregator": [

                                    {

                                        "RouteHttp": {
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                                            "targetUrl": "https://microgateway.mycompany.com:443/httpbin-

oauth/headers",

                                            "httpMethod": "GET",

                                            "parameters": [],

                                            "headers": [

                                                {

                                                    "Authorization": "Bearer ac3b9d27-a762-411e-

bbef-67a5a7c4f5c5"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "requestTransform": [],

                                            "responseTransform": []

                                        }

                                    },

                                    {

                                        "RouteHttp": {

                                            "targetUrl": "https://microgateway.mycompany.com:443/httpbin-

oauth/headers",

                                            "httpMethod": "GET",

                                            "parameters": [],

                                            "headers": [

                                                {

                                                    "Content-Type": "application/json"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "requestTransform": [],

                                            "responseTransform": []

                                        }

                                    }

                                ]

                            }

                        ]

                    }

                }

            }

        ]

    }

}

Gatewayfile-with-frontoauth-orchestrator-oauth-route-with-params

 

Undergoes OAuth authentication, and then orchestrates the following:

• OAuth at the microservice level
• One microservice with OAuth
• A second microservice using the filtered result of the previous microservice.

{

    "Service": {

        "name": "Headers-frontoauth-backoauth-with-params",

        "gatewayUri": "/user",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],
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        "policy": [

            {

                "RequireOauth2Token": {

                    "scope_required": "READ_HEADERS",

                    "scope_fail": "false",

                    "onetime": "false",

                    "given_access_token": ""

                }

            },

            {

                "RouteOrchestrator": {

                    "rule": {

                        "orchestrator": [

                            {

                                "aggregator": [

                                    {

                                        "RouteHttp": {

                                            "targetUrl": "https://microgateway.mycompany.com:443/httpbin-

oauth/post",

                                            "httpMethod": "POST",

                                            "parameters": [

                                                {

                                                    "id": "${request.http.parameters.email}"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "headers": [

                                                {

                                                    "Authorization": "Bearer ac3b9d27-a762-411e-

bbef-67a5a7c4f5c5"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "requestTransform": [],

                                            "responseTransform": [

                                                {

                                                    "jolt": [

                                                        {

                                                              "operation": "shift",

                                                                "spec": {

                                                                  "args": {

                                                                    "id": "id"

                                                                  }

                                                                }

                                                        }

                                                    ]

                                                }   

                                            ]

                                        }

                                    }

                                ]

                            },

                            {
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                                "aggregator": [

                                    {

                                        "RouteHttp": {

                                            "targetUrl": "https://microgateway.mycompany.com:443/httpbin-

oauth/post",

                                            "httpMethod": "POST",

                                            "parameters": [

                                                {

                                                    "email": "@##@{orchestrator.result.id}"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "headers": [

                                                {

                                                    "Content-Type": "application/json"

                                                }

                                            ],

                                            "requestTransform": [],

                                            "responseTransform": []

                                        }

                                    }

                                ]

                            }

                        ]

                    }

                }

            }

        ]

    }

}

 

 

Concept

 The policy comprises the comprises the name of the service, the URI of the service, and the http methods of the service,
as shown in the following sample.

{

    "Service": {

        "name": "httpbin",

        "gatewayUri": "/httpbin-basic-auth*",

        "httpMethods": [ "get", "post", "put", "delete" ],

        "policy": 
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Language

The language comprises the target URL to route the request, the httpMethod to use when contacting the back-end
service, and the preserveRequestPath to determine whether the request path should be preserved, as shown in the
following sample.

                "RouteHttp" : {

                    "targetUrl": "https://httpbin",

                    "preserveRequestPath": "true",

                    "httpMethod": "Automatic",

Build Your QuickStart Templates
Once you are comfortable using the predefined QuickStart templates, you can create your own or modify one of the
prepackaged ones.

Prerequisites:

• Knowledge of policy authoring using the Policy Manager, specifically: creating policy fragments and encapsulated
assertions. Refer to the CA API Gateway online documentation.

• (Recommended but not mandatory) QuickStart REST Mode  is enabled. This lets you publish directly to test changes
to a service. If QuickStart Startup Mode is enabled, you must rebuild your Microgateway container each time to test
your meta-policy changes.

TIP

It is highly recommended that you build your templates in a test environment, not in a live production
environment.

Contents:

Step 1: Connect to the Policy Manager

1. Start the Policy Manager that you installed in Prerequisites for CA Microgateway.
2. Connect using the credentials for the container that you started.

TIP

The user credentials for logging in with the Policy Manager is defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and
SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variables, respectively. The credentials shown here are the defaults,
which may have been changed at your site. For more information, see Environment Variables.

Step 2: Create Your Own Customized QuickStart Template

1. In the Policy Manager, create an included policy fragment within the Custom Encapsulated Assertion
Fragments folder and name it HelloWorld. The quickest way is to right-click the Custom Encapsulated
Assertion Fragments folder and then select Create Policy. If you accidentally create this fragment
under another folder, simply drag it back into the Custom Encapsulated Assertion Fragments folder.

2. Right-click the “HelloWorld" fragment and then select Create Encapsulated Assertion. Answer “Yes" to auto-populate
the inputs and outputs.
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3. Create an encapsulated assertion using the “HelloWorld" fragment. Name this assertion HelloWorld. (Note: It is not
necessary to use the same names, but it helps to prevent confusion.)
– Place your assertion in the palette folder Message Validation/Transformation.
– Create two string inputs that show in the assertion properties dialog:

• firstName
• lastName

Click OK.
4. Double-click HelloWorldto edit this encapsulated assertion.
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5. Type template in the assertion search box. This locates the Return Template
Response to Requestor assertion. Drag this assertion into the policy window.

6. In the Template Response Properties dialog that appears, enter the following:
– Response Content Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8
– Response Body: Hello ${firstName} ${lastName}

NOTE

The input and output variables are exposed for use with the meta-policy. The template that you create here
appears in the QuickStart online documentation after it has been created.

7. Click OK and then click Save and Activate in the Policy Manager.

For more information, see these topics in the CA API Gateway online documentation:

• Services and Policies List
• Create a Policy or Policy Fragment
• Encapsulated Assertions
• Manage Encapsulated Assertions
• Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties
• Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion
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Step 3: Export Your Custom QuickStart Template

1. Run the following cURL command:

$ curl --user <USERNAME>:<PASSWORD> --request GET 'https://<HOST_NAME>:<PORT>/
quickstart/1.0/templates?name=<ENCASS>&action=export'

Where:
– <USERNAME> and <PASSWORD> can be obtained from the docker-compose.yml file or where you are

maintaining Docker secrets.
– <HOST_NAME> is either localhost (if running Docker natively) or the IP address of your Docker host (if running

the Docker Toolbox)
– <ENCASS> is the name of your custom encapsulated assertion (case sensitive); for example: "HelloWorld".

2. You should receive a response that resembles the following:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<l7:Bundle xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management">

    <l7:References>

        <l7:Item>

            <l7:Name>ENCASS</l7:Name>

            <l7:Id>acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74</l7:Id>

            <l7:Type>POLICY</l7:Type>

            <l7:TimeStamp>2017-06-20T11:30:49.205-07:00</l7:TimeStamp>

            <l7:Resource>

                ...

Where:
– ENCASS is the name of your encapsulated assertion
– The string after "<l7:Id>" is the internal unique identifier for your encapsulated assertion.

3. Save the output to a text file named <plugin-name> .bundle  
4. If the bundle is going to be an add-on, add the bundle after it is created into Dockerfile.addon  so it can be

included while baking the image. The following is an example of the command. 
ADD ./bundles/*.bundle /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle/

 

NOTE

•  Create a Microgateway Plugin

Configure the QuickStart Template
This section describes how to get up and running with your Microgateway. You will learn the following:

• How to configure the two QuickStart modes (QuickStart REST Mode and QuickStart Startup Mode) for publishing APIs
to the Gateway so you can support your business and CI/CD needs.

• How to configure the Identity Provider, which includes configuring Simple LDAP and the OTK in the OAuth 2.0 server.

QuickStart Online Documentation

In addition to the user documentation here on docops.ca.com, there is also reference documentation for all the Built-In
Templates. Once Microgateway is up and running, you can access QuickStart documentation at:

http:// <HOST_NAME> : <PORT> /quickstart/1.0/doc

This URL is valid once you have you Microgateway up and running.
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QuickStart REST Mode or Startup Mode

You can publish meta-policy over deploy the JSON meta-policy in either the "QuickStart REST Mode" or the "QuickStart
Startup Mode". Read the scenarios and then choose the mode that matches your business needs most closely.

Scenario 1: Fluid environment, with possible frequent API changes

You are deploying the CA Microgateway into an environment that is dynamic and fluid. You need the flexibility to push
updates to the Microgateway without needing to bring the system down first. The life cycle of an API is independent of the
life cycle of the CA Microgateway Docker container. This mode is the default.

To use this scenario, see QuickStart REST Mode

Scenario 2: Strong governance required, APIs seldom change

You are deploying the CA Microgateway into an environment that does not permit run-time changes to the services and
policies on the Microgateway. The life cycle of an API is tied to the life cycle of the Docker container that runs the CA
Microgateway.

To use this scenario, see QuickStart Startup Mode

 

QuickStart REST Mode
In the QuickStart REST Mode, you can publish and change without the need to redeploy.

This is the default mode and is ideal for environments where the life cycle of an API is not tied to the life cycle of the
Microgateway container.

When in the QuickStart REST Mode, the JSON meta-policy under opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/qs
directory in the Microgateway container is ignored.

TIP

(1) If you require tighter governance and more control over your APIs, see QuickStart Startup Mode.
(2) To revert back to the QuickStart REST Mode from the QuickStart Startup Mode, change the
"QUICKSTART_REST_MODE" environment variable back to true and then restart the Docker container. Note
that once the REST mode is enabled, ensure that the QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY environment variables
must be defined. For more information, see Set Up the API Repository in the Database.

NOTE

• Configure the QuickStart Template

NOTE

• Run the Microgateway in Docker
• Run the Microgateway in OpenShift 

Select Mutable Mode (REST Mode)

Variables for Configuring QuickStart REST Mode Storage

Two options for a key value store are supported for QuickStart REST mode. When enabled, the value store acts as a
service repository for the Microgateway when JSON meta-policy is published.
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Environment Variable Required? Default Description
QUICKSTART_REST_MODE Yes true Toggles to enable or disable the

QuickStart REST mode storage
function:
• The default value true sets

the QuickStart REST Mode.
• Change this value to false

to set the QuickStart Startup
Mode.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
TYPE

Yes db The type of QuickStart REST
mode storage. The supported
values are db or consul.
For more information on the
consul repository type, see
Set Up the Consul Server. For
more information on the db
repository type, see Set Up the
PostgreSQL Server.

Set Up the API Repository in the Database

To run the Microgateway, the first step is to set up the API repository in a database or key value store.

Prerequisite:

• Knowledge of how to configure the database or key value store for your environment.

Contents:

Configure the Database for Consul

For information on how to configure environment variables, see Set Up the Consul Server.

• Create the Consul server. The Microgateway handles the rest automatically.

Configure the Database for PostgreSQL

Prerequisites:

1. Create a PostgreSQL server.
2. Create a database on the PostgreSQL server.
3. Download this SQL script: https://github.com/CAAPIM/Microgateway/blob/v1.0.00/get-started/docker-compose/

liquibase/scalerDbSchemaPostgreSql.sql
4. Execute the script with this command:

$ psql --no-psqlrc --echo-all --user =<db_user> --host =<db_host> --port =<db_port>
 --file ./scalerDbSchemaPostgreSql.sql <db_name>

For information on how to configure environment variables, see Set Up the PostgreSQL Server.
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NOTE

• Run the Microgateway in Docker
• Run the Microgateway in OpenShift 

Set Up the Consul Server

Contents:

Repository Type: "consul"

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
TYPE

Yes - The type of service repository
to use. Set this to consul (case
sensitive).

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_HOST

Yes consul The Consul host name or IP.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_PORT

Yes 8500 The Consul port number.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_PROTOCOL

Yes http The protocol used by Consul.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_ACL_TOKEN

No - The Consul ACL (Access
Control List) token for
authentication.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_CERT

No - The Consul public certificate.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_CERT_TRUSTED_F
OR_SSL

No true Whether the Consul public
certificate can be trusted for
SSL communication. Do not
change the setting.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_CERT_TRUST_ANC
HOR

No true Whether the Consul public
certificate is a trust anchor. Do
not change the setting.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
CONSUL_CERT_VERIFY_HOS
TNAME

No false The Hostname from the Consul
public certificate. Do not change
the setting.

 

Consul External Host

When you connect to the existing cluster, set the following Docker variable.

Variable Section Default Value Description
consul-server-host extra_hosts 127.0.0.1 The Consul cluster server node

to join.
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Set Up the PostgreSQL Server

Repository Type: "db"

The following environment variables apply when the repository is of type "db".

Environment Variable Required? Default Description
QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
TYPE

Yes - The type of service repository
to use. Set this to db (case
sensitive).

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
DB_TYPE

Yes postgresql The type of scaler database.
Currently only supports the
following value: postgresql

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
DB_HOST

Yes cadbhost The name of the database host.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
DB_PORT

Yes 3306 The port of the database.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
NAME

Yes qstr The name of the database.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
USER

Yes causer The user for the database.

QUICKSTART_REPOSITORY_
DB_PASSWORD

Yes capassword The password of the database
user.

QuickStart Startup Mode
In the QuickStart Startup Mode, the CA Microgateway retrieves the JSON meta-policy from a predetermined directory.
This API is then "fixed" for the life of the Docker container and cannot be changed unless you shut down the CA
Microgateway and redeploy it with a new custom image.

This mode is ideal for environments where tight governance is required and the life cycle of the API matches the life cycle
of the Microgateway container.

When QuickStart Startup Mode is enabled, the PUT, POST, DELETE HTTP methods are disabled for quickstart/1.0/
services. Only GET is permitted.

TIP

(1) While it is possible to switch between the "QuickStart REST" and "QuickStart Startup" modes, CA
Technologies recommends staying with a chosen mode. (2) Experienced docker users can also use volume
mapping to bootstrap the JSON files.

To enable the QuickStart Startup Mode:

1. Change the "QUICKSTART_REST_MODE" environment variable to false.

TIP

You need to use a custom image as described in to have services published in QuickStart Startup Mode.
2. Restart the Docker container for the CA Microgateway.
3. Create your JSON meta-policy.
4. Copy your JSON payload to a directory of your choice (example: "templates_json"). Make a note of this directory

name, as you will need it in Create Your Own Microgateway Image to bake the JSON meta-policy files into your
Microgateway container.
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NOTE

• QuickStart REST Mode or Startup Mode

NOTE

• Run the Microgateway in Docker
• Run the Microgateway in OpenShift 

Identity Provider

Variables for Configuring Simple LDAP

Set the following environment variables in the docker-compose.yml file to configure Simple LDAP for the Microgateway:

• LDAP_NAME
• LDAP_SERVER_URL
• LDAP_USE_SSL_AUTHENTICATION ("true" or "false")
• LDAP_BindPatternPrefix
• LDAP_BindPatternSuffix

 Example:

services: ssg: environment: 

# Optional LDAP configuration 

   LDAP_NAME: "smldapExample" 

   LDAP_SERVER_URL: "ldap://smldap.abc.com:999" 

   LDAP_USE_SSL_AUTHENTICATION: "false" 

   LDAP_BindPatternPrefix: "ds=" 

   LDAP_BindPatternSuffix: ",dc=avc,dc=abc"

For more information, see Configure the CA Microgateway for Simple LDAP.

Variables for Configuring OTK in the OAuth 2.0 Server

Variable Required? Default Description
OTK_SERVER_HOST Yes - The OTK (OAuth Toolkit)

server host. Example
"otkserverhostname.com".

OTK_SERVER_SSL_PORT Yes - The SSL port on the OTK
server . Example "8443".

OTK_CERTIFICATE Yes, if using OTK - The public certificate of the
OTK server used by the
Microgateway for OAuth
authorization. The certificate
must be encoded in Base64.
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OTK_CERT_VERIFY_HOSTNA
ME

Yes true Specify whether the
Microgateway should verify the
hostname in a trusted certificate
against the hostname in the
URL of the request. If this option
is enabled and the hostnames
do not match, then the request
is disallowed. If this option
is disabled, then no attempt
will be made to verify that the
hostnames match.

 For more information, see Configure CA Microgateway for OAuth 2.0.

 

Configure CA Microgateway for Simple LDAP

This topic describes how to configure your Microgateway headlessly to communicate with a Simple LDAP server.

Prerequisites:

• You have access to your docker-compose.yml file.
• Your LDAP server is configured correctly and you have details about the server.

Contents:

Step 1: Update docker-compose.yml

Define the LDAP environment variables in your docker-compose.yml file.

environment:

# Optional LDAP configuration via plugintool

LDAP_NAME: "<LDAP_NAME>" 

LDAP_SERVER_URL: "<LDAP_SERVER_URL>" 

LDAP_USE_SSL_AUTHENTICATION: "false" 

LDAP_BindPatternPrefix: "<LDAP_BIND_PATTERN_PREFIX>" 

LDAP_BindPatternSuffix: "<LDAP_BIND_PATTERN_SUFFIX>"

Step 2: Set Authentication to Use LDAP Identity Provider

Use the Authentication QuickStart Template to authenticate against your newly configured LDAP Identity Provider. For
example, your JSON meta-policy for this would look like:

{ "Authentication" : { "IdentityProviderName" : "<LDAP_NAME>" } }
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For information on how to deploy this template to the Microgateway, see How to Publish a Service with Meta-Policy.

Step 3: Verify the LDAP Configuration (optional)

To verify that your LDAP identity provider is set up correctly, start the Policy Manager. You should see your Simple LDAP
identity provider under the "Identity Providers" folder:

 

 

NOTE

• Identity Provider
• Authentication

Configure CA Microgateway for OAuth 2.0

The CA Microgateway supports the industry standard OAuth 2.0 protocol for authorization and validation. This topic
describes how to configure the CA Microgateway to work with an OAuth server.

Once configured, the CA Microgateway behaves as an OAuth client, retrieving the oauth2 token from the Authorization
header and validating it against the OTK server. The validation response (either success or failure) is cached for 30
seconds. This validation response includes the token information when validation is successful. Examples of token
information cached: scope, client_id, subscriber_id, custom info, etc.

NOTE

The CA Microgateway only works with the CA API Gateway OAuth Toolkit. Other OAuth2 servers are not
supported currently.

Prerequisites:

• The CA API Management OAuth Toolkit is installed and configured on a separate CA API Gateway.

• The CA OTK v4 server is configured and all necessary certificates are imported.
• You have access to the certificate of the OTK server.
• The RequireOauth2Token encapsulated assertion is present in the policy.

For more information on installing and configuring the CA OAuth Toolkit, refer to "Installation Workflow" in the OTK online
documentation.

To enable OAuth on your CA Microgateway:

1. Open the docker-compose.yml file for editing.
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2. Add the following environment variables:

Variable Description

OTK_SERVER_HOST Sets the OTK server host (for example
"otkserverhostname.com").

OTK_SERVER_SSL_PORT Sets the SSL port number to use (for example "8443).

OTK_CERTIFICATE Sets the public certificate of the OTK server used by the
Gateway for OAuth authorization. The certificate must be
encoded in Base64 and without word wrap.

OTK_CERT_VERIFY_HOSTNAME (Optional) By default, the Gateway verifies the hostname in a trusted
certificate against the hostname in the URL of the request.
The request is disallowed if these do not match. For testing
purposes, you may choose to set this to 'false' if you know
the hostnames differ. In a production environment, this should
remain 'true' for security.

3. Close and save the file.
4. On the Gateway where the OAuth Toolkit is installed, configure FIP authentication between the OTK Gateway and the

Microgateway. For more information, see "Create FIP Authentication for Dual Gateways" in the CA API Management
OAuth Toolkit online documentation.

Built-In Templates
The QuickStart templates include a number of encapsulated assertions that provide prepackaged functionality. You can
use these assertions either of two ways:

• Deployed to the Gateway as a JSON payload. For more information, see Meta-Policy
• Manually added to a policy during policy authoring using the Policy Manager, just like regular assertions. Tip: For a

list of the regular assertions included in the CA Microgateway, see "Product Summary" in the CA API Gateway online
documentation.

For examples of JSON payloads for each custom encapsulated assertion, see the online QuickStart documentation
located at:

http:// <HOST_NAME> :8080/quickstart/1.0/doc

Where "<HOST_NAME>" is either localhost (if running Docker natively) or the IP address of your Docker host (if using
Docker Toolbox).

API Aggregation/Orchestration
This section contains:

•  JSON to JSON Transformation Using JOLT 
•  Route Http 
•  Route Orchestrator 

JSON to JSON Transformation Using JOLT

The JSON to JSON Transformation Using JOLT assertion allows you to take JSON data and then use JOLT to transform
the JSON input data to another JSON output data.
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The JSON to JSON Transformation Using JOLT assertion allows you to take JSON data and then use JOLT to transform
the JSON input data to another JSON output data. The following sample is JSON data:
{ 
  "rating": {
    "primary": {
      "value": 3
    },
    "quality": {
      "value": 3
    }
  }
}

Then you can use JOLT to transform JSON input data, as shown in the following sample:
[
  { 
    "operation": "shift",
    "spec": {
      "rating": {
        "primary": {
          // simple match.  Put the value '4' in the output under the "Rating" field
          "value": "Rating",
          "max": "RatingRange"
        },
        // match any children of "rating"
        // Shiftr has a precendence order when matching, so the "*" will match "last".
        // In this case anything that isn't "primary".
        "*": {
          // &1 means, go up one level and grab that value and substitute it in
          //  in this example &1 = "quality"
          "max":   "SecondaryRatings.&1.Range",
          "value": "SecondaryRatings.&1.Value",
          //
          // We want "quality" to be a value field in the output under
          //  "SecondaryRatings.quality.Id", but "quality" is an input key not an input
 value.
          // The "$" operator means use the input key, instead of the input value as ouput
          "$": "SecondaryRatings.&1.Id"
        }
      }
    }
  },
  {
    "operation": "default",
    "spec": {
      "Range": 5,
      "SecondaryRatings": {
        "*": {
          // Defaut all "SecondaryRatings" to have a Range of 5
          "Range": 5
        }
      }
    }
  }
]

From the JOLT transform, the following is a sample JSON data output:
{
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  "Rating" : 3,
  "SecondaryRatings" : {
    "quality" : {
      "Id" : "quality",
      "Value" : 3,
      "Range" : 5
    }
  },
  "Range" : 5
}

Route Http

The RouteHttp custom encapsulated assertion routes a message to another service.

This assertion is based on the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion in the CA API Gateway. It contains customizations not found
in the regular assertion and should be used when integrating with an OTK server.

The RouteHttp assertion can create an empty signed JSON web token, embed token information within a signed JSON
web token, or pass token information using the HTTP header in plain text. In routing aspect, it can also preserve request
path in scenarios where wildcard services are used.

TIP

For an explanation of the HTTP response codes that are returned when routing is not successful, see "HTTP
Routing Response Codes" in the CA API Gateway online documentation.

 

Prerequisite: 

• If you choose to pass Oauth2 information in the header ("useAuthenticationHeader"),
the RequireOauth2token encapsulated assertion should precede the RouteHttp assertion in the service policy. This is
because RouteHttp relies on information from the RequireOauth2Token custom encapsulated assertion. 

Contents:
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Properties

NOTE

The following table describes the assertion properties that have GUI labels. For a list of all input arguments,
refer to the QuickStart online documentation.

GUI Label Input Name What you should know...
Target URL targetUrl Enter the URL to route the request.

Tip:  Advanced Tip: For greater flexibility,
you can embed context variables within the
URL. For example,

Tip:      targetUrl" : "http://IP:8080/inventory
${request.url.query}"

Tip: In this example, the routing URL uses
the query portion from the HTTP request.

Tip: Be sure the context variable resolves
to a valid URL. Only variables created by
the Gateway can be used (such as system,
transport, or message variables). User-
created variables cannot be referenced. For
more information about context variables,
see "Context Variables" in the CA API
Gateway  online documentation.

HTTP Method httpMethod Enter a REST method to use when
contacting the back-end service. For
example: GET, PUT, POST,..etc.
Enter Automatic to set the HTTP method
to be the same as HTTP method of the
incoming request. This setting is case
insensitive.
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Use Authentication in Header useAuthenticationHeader Enter one of the following values:

• jwt: A signed JWT is created and
passed inside a x-ca-jwt header.
– OTK Token information

such as session.expires_at,
session.client_id,session.
subscriber_id, session.custom,
and session.scope are embedded
within the JWT, inside the ca_otk
parameter

– If the requireOauth2token
encapsulated assertion is not
present, a signed JWT is still
created, but the ca_otk parameter
will be empty

– An example of a decoded JWT.
To decode, base64 decode the
message section of the x-ca-jwt
header
  "Body": {

    "iss": "11d1343b5bbf",

    "sub": "from gw4ms",

    "aud":

 "https://10.10.10.10:8443/

test",

    "exp": "1498788577",

    "iat": "1498788547",

    "jti":

 "32bd0518-bc27-4c8e-

a6cd-7160c3dee838",

    "ca_otk": {

      "session.expires_at":

 "1496432289",

      "session.client_id":

 "25843702-fb87-4a2f-

ba63-04465e44ecbb",

      "session.custom": {

        "otk": {

          "client_type":

 "confidential",

          "grant_type":

 "password"

        },

        "portal": {},

        "mag": {},

        "clientkey": {

          "client_custom":

 {},

         

 "client_key_custom": {}

        }

      },

     

 "session.subscriber_id":

 "adminUser",

      "session.scope":

 "scopea scopeb scopec"

    }

  }

• plaintextheader: OTK Token
information such as client_id,
subscriber_id, session.custom, and
session.scope are passed in these four
custom HTTP headers:
– x-ca-subscriber-id (contains the

session.subscriber_id)
– x-ca-client-id (contains the

session.client_id)
– x-ca-scope (contains the

session.scope)
– x-ca-custom (contains the

session.custom)
– If the

requireOauth2token encapsulated
assertion is not present, no headers
are created.
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Preserve Request Path preserveRequestPath Specify whether the request path should be
preserved. Value is a Boolean.
Enter 'true' to have the Gateway extract the
portion of the request path corresponding to
the * in the gatewayUri, and then append it
to the Target URL.

Circuit Breaker Enabled Flag isCircuitBreakEnabled Enter one of the following values:

• true: Enable the Apply Circuit Breaker
assertion that is built into the custom
encapsulated assertion. When enabled,
this assertion monitors the number of
failure responses and stops sending
messages to the endpoint once if it
passes a threshold of failed messages
(default: 5) within a certain sampling
window (default: within the past 5
sec). Once the threshold is exceeded,
messages are blocked for a recovery
period (default: 10 sec).

• false: Do not enable the circuit breaker
functionality.

NOTE

(1) The "Input Name" column lists the name of the GUI control as it appears in the underlying ("backing")
policy fragment and is used in the JSON meta-policy file. For more information, see QuickStart REST Mode or
Startup Mode. (2) Not all inputs have a corresponding GUI control. The QuickStart online documentation for
this encapsulated assertion lists all the inputs (these are visible in the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration
Properties).

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
"RouteHttp": {

    "targetUrl": "https://my.service.ca.com/...",

    "httpMethod": "GET",

    "preserveRequestPath" : true

    "useAuthenticationHeader": "jwt"

}

Context Variables

This encapsulated assertion sets the following context variables as its output:

Variable Description
httpRouting.latency Returns the latency of the routing.
httpRouting.reasonCode Returns the HTTP status code.
httpRouting.url Returns the HTTP URL used.
errorMessage Returns the response error message.

Cluster Properties

None
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Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer
What is jwt? "jwt" stands for "JSON Web Token". We use this as a mean for the

downstream microservice to verify that the jwt is indeed coming
from a trusted source

Can I specify more than one HTTP Methods No, only one HTTP method can be used.
How can I tell this assertion to use the incoming request's HTTP
method?

Enter Automatic as the HTTP method.

What does "Http Response Code: -4, -5, etc" mean? See "HTTP Routing Response Codes" in the CA API Gateway
online documentation for a description of each code.

What is the timeout period? The RouteHttp assertion read timeout is 60000 ms (60 seconds).
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How do I implement a full proxy use case? To preserve the subpath and URL parameters to be forwarded to
the backend, ensure that the gatewayUri ends with a * (asterisk)
and that the parameter preserveRequestPath = true is present.
For example:

{

    "Service": {

    "name": "Google Search",

    "gatewayUri": "/google*",

    "httpMethods": [ "get" ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteHttp" : {

          "targetUrl": "http://
www.google.com/search",

          "httpMethod" : "get"

          "preserveRequestPath" : true

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Route via HTTP(S) Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• QuickStart Templates
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Route Orchestrator

The RouteOrchestrator custom encapsulated assertion allows a single API call to reach multiple backend API
endpoints. This assertion applies API orchestration, aggregation, and transformation logic to your policies, without
requiring knowledge of the endpoints. You can apply transformations to the requests and responses at varying levels of
aggregation.

This assertion is ideal for environments where a single API call needs to retrieve and aggregate information from several
back-end services before returning the results to the user. Without the RouteOrchestrator assertion, the alternative is to
push orchestration onto the client side. This would involve calling multiple backend APIs, retrieving the responses, then
parse, check and handle errors before aggregating and extracting the data from one API to use an input into other APIs.
This complex processing will place a heavy toll on the clients (especially mobile clients) and latency for the requests/
responses could be significant.

The RouteOrchestrator assertion is unique to the Microgateway; it has no equivalent in the CA API Gateway.

Prerequsite:

• Knowledge of Jolt Transforms if request/response transformation is necessary. Only Jolt Transforms are supported
currently. For more information, see https://jolt-demo.appspot.com

• Knowledge of the JSON meta-policy that drives the orchestration. This is described in detail in About the Route
Orchestrator Meta-Policy.

Contents:

 

Properties

GUI Label Input Argument What you should know...
orchestrator rule Enter the JSON meta-policy that defines

the orchestration. For more information, see
About the Route Orchestrator Meta-Policy.

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
"RouteOrchestrator": {

                "rule": {

                  "orchestrator": [

                    {

                      "aggregator": [

                        {

                          "RouteHttp": {

                            "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                            "httpMethod": "GET",

                            "parameters": [

                              {

                                "address": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                              },

                              {

                                "key": "AIzaSyCjIaHtSVulkeh1-nIgidHDaQS7ImW1Snk"

                              }

                            ],

                            "headers": [

                              {}
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                            ],

                            "requestTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "results": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "formatted_address": "full_address",

                                          "address_components": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                            }

                                          },

                                          "place_id": "place_id",

                                          "geometry": {

                                            "location": "location_coordinate"

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ],

                            "responseTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "results": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "formatted_address": "origin_address",

                                          "address_components": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                            }

                                          },

                                          "place_id": "place_id",

                                          "geometry": {

                                            "location": "location_coordinate"

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        },
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                        {

                          "RouteHttp": {

                            "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                            "httpMethod": "GET",

                            "parameters": [

                              {

                                "address": "${request.http.parameters.destinations}"

                              },

                              {

                                "key": "AIzaSyCjIaHtSVulkeh1-nIgidHDaQS7ImW1Snk"

                              }

                            ],

                            "headers": [],

                            "requestTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "results": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "formatted_address": "full_address",

                                          "address_components": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                            }

                                          },

                                          "place_id": "place_id",

                                          "geometry": {

                                            "location": "location_coordinate"

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ],

                            "responseTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "results": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "formatted_address": "destination_address",

                                          "address_components": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                            }

                                          },

                                          "place_id": "place_id",
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                                          "geometry": {

                                            "location": "location_coordinate"

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        },

                        {

                          "RouteHttp": {

                            "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/distancematrix/json",

                            "httpMethod": "GET",

                            "parameters": [

                              {

                                "origins": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                              },

                              {

                                "destinations": "${request.http.parameters.destinations}"

                              },

                              {

                                "mode": "driving"

                              },

                              {

                                "language": "en-EN"

                              },

                              {

                                "key": "AIzaSyCjIaHtSVulkeh1-nIgidHDaQS7ImW1Snk"

                              }

                            ],

                            "headers": [

                              {}

                            ],

                            "requestTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "results": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "formatted_address": "full_address",

                                          "address_components": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                            }

                                          },

                                          "place_id": "place_id",

                                          "geometry": {

                                            "location": "location_coordinate"
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                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ],

                            "responseTransform": [

                              {

                                "jolt": [

                                  {

                                    "operation": "shift",

                                    "spec": {

                                      "@origin_addresses[0]": "origin",

                                      "@destination_addresses[0]": "destination",

                                      "rows": {

                                        "0": {

                                          "elements": {

                                            "*": {

                                              "distance": {

                                                "@text": "distance"

                                              },

                                              "duration": {

                                                "@text": "driving_duration"

                                              }

                                            }

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                ]

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  ]

                }

            }
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Context Variables

This encapsulated assertion sets the following context variables:

Variable Description
orchestrator.intermediate Returns JSON data that can be used or referenced in subsequent

aggregators as part of orchestrated routing.
To reference orchestrator.intermediate  from the service API
template, use this syntax:
@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.xxx} 
where 'xxx' is the JSON object that was produced by previous
aggregators

orchestrator.result Returns JSON data that was transformed from the previous
aggregators. This data is returned as part of the response.
To reference orchestrator.result from the service API template, use
this syntax:
@##@{orchestrator.result.xxx} 
where 'xxx' is the JSON object that was produced by previous
aggregators

responseMessage Returns the response message.

Example:

Sample aggregated JSON data from the previous aggregator:

{

    "origin_address": "123 Main Street #500, Vancouver, BC V6C 0B5, Canada",

    "location_coordinate": {

        "lat": 49.2840015,

        "lng": -123.1191256

    },

    "subpremise": "500",

    "street_number": "123",

    "route": "Main Street",

    "neighborhood": "Downtown",

    "locality": "Vancouver",

    "administrative_area_level_2": "Greater Vancouver",

    "administrative_area_level_1": "British Columbia",
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    "country": "Canada",

    "postal_code": "V6C 0B5",

    "place_id": "ChIJh3NsaoFxhlQR8k43Ua921O8"

}

• To reference the "postal_code" object of the aggregated data from the service template,
use: @##@{orchestrator.intermediate.postal_code}

• To reference the "lat" or "lng" key of the "location_coordinate",
use @##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location_coordinate.lat} or @##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location_coordinate.lng}

If the aggregated data sample above is also part of the response JSON to be returned:

• To reference the "postal_code" object of the aggregated data from the service template,
use: @##@{orchestrator.result.postal_code}

• To reference the "lat" or "lng" key of the "location_coordinate",
use @##@{orchestrator.result.location_coordinate.lat} or @##@{orchestrator.result.location_coordinate.lng}

Cluster Properties

None

Examples

Refer to the following topics for examples of the RouteOrchestrator assertion in use, in increasing order of complexity:

• Example 1: Expose microservice API without transformation
• Example 2: Expose microservice API with transformation using Jolt
• Example 3: Expose microservice API with transformation and aggregation
• Example 4: Expose microservice API with orchestration, referencing sub-level of orchestrated data
• Example 5: Expose microservice API with orchestration, referencing top-level of orchestrated data

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer
The RouteOrchestrator assertion looks very complex. Why do I
need it?

Without using the RouteOrchestrator, the client app must make
separate requests to each backend API to retrieve the desired
data. This requires multiple round-trips and adds overhead. On
low bandwidth/high latency connections (mobile, for example),
this will result in a substandard user experience for any user of the
client app.

NOTE

• About the Route Orchestrator Meta-Policy
• Built-In Templates

About the Route Orchestrator Meta-Policy

The RouteOrchestrator assertion uses a JSON meta-policy as input. This topic describes each component of this meta-
policy so that you can create your own.
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Top Level

The highest level of the meta-policy is the service template. The following example creates an API endpoint named "/
myRouteOrchestrator" and then runs the RouteOrchestrator assertion:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Sample to use RouteOrchestrator",

    "gatewayUri": "/myRouteOrchestrator",

    "httpMethods": [ "get", "put" , "post", "delete"],

    "policy": [

      { "RouteOrchestrator" :

          

<< RouteOrchestrator meta data
 >>

      }

    ]

  }

}

The RouteOrchestrator meta data contains one or more aggregators, with optional orchestrator transformations:

{

  "RouteOrchestrator": {

    "rule": {

      "orchestrator": [

      {

        "aggregator": [
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<< aggregator meta data
 >>
]

      },

      {

        "orchestrator_transform": {
<< orchestrator_transform meta data
 >>
}

      },

      {

        "aggregator": [

<< aggregator meta data
 >>
]

      },

      {

        "orchestrator_transform": {
<< orchestrator_transform meta data
 >>
}

      },

      {

        "result_transform": {
<< result transform meta data
 >>
}

      }

      ]

    }

  }
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Aggregators

Aggregations are sets of JSON data. Transformations are applied to aggregations to produce another set of data. For
example, a Jolt transformation is applied to the result/response of one or more APIs to product another set of result/
response. The data set used in the transformation is the concatenated results/responses from one or more Route
Http assertions within an aggregator. Each RouteHttp makes an HTTP/HTTPS API call to a back-end service.

{

  "rule": {

    "orchestrator": [

    {

      "aggregator": [

        {

          "RouteHttp": { 

            << RouteHttp meta data
 >>

           }

        }

      ]

    }

  }

}
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RouteHttp

The RouteHttp meta-data must contain the following:

• targetUrl: The API endpoint (required)
• httpMethod: The HTTP/HTTPS methods permitted (required)
• parameters: Parameters to use as part of the request (may be empty)
• headers: List of headers as part of the request (may be empty)
• requestTransform (may be empty)
• responseTransform (may be empty)

          "RouteHttp": {

            "targetUrl": "https://www.myurl.com",

            "httpMethod": "GET",

            "parameters": [

<< key/value
 >>
],

            "headers": [

<< header values
 >>
],

            "requestTransform": [

<< leave empty
 >>
],

            "responseTransform": [

<< response transformation code
 >>
]

          }

Parameters

If your API requires setting <key=value>, then set them within parameters as follows:

"parameters": [
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  { "param1": "${request.http.parameter.<param1>}"},

  { "param2": "${request.http.parameter.<param2>}"}

  ],

Headers

If your API requires headers to be passed in the API call, use the following format. These headers are added to the list of
headers from the client request.

"headers": [

  { "Accept": "application/json"},

  { "x-AuthToken": "} 

]

requestTransform

The requestTransform creates the request payload. It is currently performed internally. Leave the input empty ("[] ").

responseTransform

The responseTransform is the transformation applied to the response payload. The result of this transformation is
concatenated for the aggregation. The format of the responseTranform is shown below.

"responseTransform": [

  {

    "jolt": [

      {

        "operation": "shift",

        "spec": {

          

<< Jolt Transform
 >>
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        }

      }

    ]

  }

]

TIP

Knowledge of Jolt Transforms is assumed. Only Jolt transformations are supported currently.

orchestrator_transform

The orchestrator_transform section contains zero or more transformation rules that apply to the entire aggregated data
from the previous aggregator. You specify Jolt transformation rules to transform previously aggregated data into the
"intermediate" result that is then used in subsequent aggregators. Tip: You can retrieve the contents of the "intermediate"
results using the orchestrator.intermediate context variable.

{

  "RouteOrchestrator": {

    "rule": {

      "orchestrator": [

      {

        "aggregator": [

<< aggregator meta data
 >>
]

      },

      {

        "orchestrator_transform": {

          "jolt": [

            {

              "operation": "shift",
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              "spec": {

              }

            },

            {

              "operation": "shift",

              "spec": {

              }

            },

          ]

        }

      },

      {

        "aggregator": [

<< aggregator meta data
 >>
]

      },

      {

        "orchestrator_transform": {
<< orchestrator_transform meta data
 >>
}

      },

      {

        "result_transform": {
<< result_transform meta data
 >>
}

      }
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      ]

    }

  }

        

result_transform

The result_transform is optional. It is the final transformation that is applied to the result before it is returned as the
response to the request. Only Jolt transformations are supported.

{

  "result_transform": {

    "jolt": [

      {

        "operation": "shift",

        "spec": {

          "*": ""

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

NOTE

• RouteOrchestrator
• Example 1 - RouteOrchestrator
• Example 2 - RouteOrchestrator
• Example 3 - RouteOrchestrator
• Example 4 - RouteOrchestrator
• Example 5 - RouteOrchestrator
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Example 1 - RouteOrchestrator

This topic illustrates a simple example of exposing a microservice API using the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated
assertion with no transformation involved.

Prerequisites:

• The CA Micogateway is up and running.
• You are familiar with the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion.
• You have knowledge of cURL and curl.exe is installed on your computer (if using Windows).

Contents:

TIP

Refer to "Understanding the JSON Meta-Policy" in RouteOrchestrator for a detailed explanation of each section
of the meta-policy.

Step 1: Create the Input File

Create a file named RouteOrchestratorFile with the following content:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Google RouteOrchestrator Service",

    "gatewayUri": "/google-with-orchestrator",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "http://www.google.com/search${request.url.query}",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": []

                    }

                  }

                ]

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    ]
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  }

}

Step 2: Add the API to the CA Microgateway

Use this cURL command:

curl --insecure \

     --user "admin:password" \

     --url https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services \

     --data @RouteOrchestratorFile

Step 3: Verify API is Exposed

Run this cURL command:

# curl --insecure --user "<username>:<password>" https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services

You should see a list containing the Google RouteOrchestrator Service.

Step 4: Use the Exposed API

You can now send requests to the API. Here is an example:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/google-with-orchestrator?q=CA'

Example 2 - RouteOrchestrator

This topic illustrates how to expose a microservice API using the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion, with a single
RouteHttp that uses Jolt transformation for the aggregating.

NOTE

Only Jolt transformations are supported at this time. For more information, see http://jolt-demo.appspot.com/
#inception

Prerequisites:

• The CA Micogateway is up and running.
• You are familiar with the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion.
• You have knowledge of cURL and curl.exe is installed on your computer (if using Windows).

Contents:

TIP

Refer to "Understanding the JSON Meta-Policy" in RouteOrchestrator for a detailed explanation of each section
of the meta-policy.

Step 1: Create the Input File

Create a file named RouteOrchestratorFile with the following content:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "findPlaceDetails RouteOrchestrator",
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    "gatewayUri": "/findPlaceDetails",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "address": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [

                        {

                          "Accept": "application/json"

                        }

                      ],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "results": {

                                  "0": {

                                    "formatted_address": "origin_address",

                                    "address_components": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                      }

                                    },

                                    "place_id": "place_id",

                                    "geometry": {

                                      "location": "location_coordinate"

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }
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                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  }

                ]

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

Step 2: Add the API to the CA Microgateway

Use this cURL command:

curl --insecure \

     --user "admin:password" \

     --url https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services \

     --data @RouteOrchestratorFile

Step 3: Verify API is Exposed

Run this cURL command:

# curl --insecure --user "<username>:<password>" https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services

You should see a list containing your 'findPlaceDetails RouteOrchestrator' service.

Step 4: Use the Exposed API

You can now send requests to the API. Here is an example:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/findPlaceDetails?origins=Vancouver,+BC,+Canada&destinations=Toronto,+ON,+Canada'

Example 3 - RouteOrchestrator

This topic illustrates how to expose a microservice API using the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion, with
multiple RouteHttp assertions that use Jolt transformation for the aggregating.

Prerequisites:

• The CA Micogateway is up and running.
• You are familiar with the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion.
• You have knowledge of cURL and curl.exe is installed on your computer (if using Windows).

Contents:
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TIP

Refer to "Understanding the JSON Meta-Policy" in RouteOrchestrator for a detailed explanation of each section
of the meta-policy.

Step 1: Create the Input File

Create a file named RouteOrchestratorFile with the following content:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "findDistance RouteOrchestrator",

    "gatewayUri": "/findDistance",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

                {

                  "aggregator": [

                    {

                      "RouteHttp": {

                        "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                        "httpMethod": "GET",

                        "parameters": [

                          {

                            "address": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                          },

                          {

                            "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                          }

                        ],

                        "headers": [

                          {

                            "Content-Type": "application/json"

                          },

                          {

                            "x-custom-header": "my-custom-header"

                          }

                        ],

                        "requestTransform": [],

                        "responseTransform": [

                          {

                            "jolt": [

                              {

                                "operation": "shift",

                                "spec": {

                                  "results": {
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                                    "0": {

                                      "formatted_address": "origin_address",

                                      "address_components": {

                                        "*": {

                                          "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                        }

                                      },

                                      "place_id": "place_id",

                                      "geometry": {

                                        "location": "location_coordinate"

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        ]

                      }

                    },

                    {

                      "RouteHttp": {

                        "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                        "httpMethod": "GET",

                        "parameters": [

                          {

                            "address": "${request.http.parameters.destinations}"

                          },

                          {

                            "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                          }

                        ],

                        "headers": [

                          {

                            "Content-Type": "application/json"

                          },

                          {

                            "x-custom-header": "my-custom-header"

                          }

                        ],

                        "requestTransform": [

                          {

                            "jolt": [

                              {

                                "operation": "shift",

                                "spec": {

                                  "results": {

                                    "0": {

                                      "formatted_address": "full_address",

                                      "address_components": {

                                        "*": {

                                          "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                        }
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                                      },

                                      "place_id": "place_id",

                                      "geometry": {

                                        "location": "location_coordinate"

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        ],

                        "responseTransform": [

                          {

                            "jolt": [

                              {

                                "operation": "shift",

                                "spec": {

                                  "results": {

                                    "0": {

                                      "formatted_address": "destination_address",

                                      "address_components": {

                                        "*": {

                                          "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                        }

                                      },

                                      "place_id": "place_id",

                                      "geometry": {

                                        "location": "location_coordinate"

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        ]

                      }

                    },

                    {

                      "RouteHttp": {

                        "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/distancematrix/json",

                        "httpMethod": "GET",

                        "parameters": [

                          {

                            "origins": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                          },

                          {

                            "destinations": "${request.http.parameters.destinations}"

                          },

                          {

                            "mode": "driving"

                          },
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                          {

                            "language": "en-EN"

                          },

                          {

                            "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                          }

                        ],

                        "headers": [

                          {}

                        ],

                        "requestTransform": [

                          {

                            "jolt": [

                              {

                                "operation": "shift",

                                "spec": {

                                  "results": {

                                    "0": {

                                      "formatted_address": "full_address",

                                      "address_components": {

                                        "*": {

                                          "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                        }

                                      },

                                      "place_id": "place_id",

                                      "geometry": {

                                        "location": "location_coordinate"

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        ],

                        "responseTransform": [

                          {

                            "jolt": [

                              {

                                "operation": "shift",

                                "spec": {

                                  "@origin_addresses[0]": "origin",

                                  "@destination_addresses[0]": "destination",

                                  "rows": {

                                    "0": {

                                      "elements": {

                                        "*": {

                                          "distance": {

                                            "@text": "distance"

                                          },

                                          "duration": {

                                            "@text": "driving_duration"

                                          }
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                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            ]

                          }

                        ]

                      }

                    }

                  ]

                }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

Step 2: Add the API to the CA Microgateway

Use this cURL command:

curl --insecure \

     --user "admin:password" \

     --url https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services \

     --data @RouteOrchestratorFile

Step 3: Verify API is Exposed

Run this cURL command:

# curl --insecure --user "<username>:<password>" https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services

You should see a list containing your 'findDistance RouteOrchestrator' service.

Step 4: Use the Exposed API

You can now send requests to the API. Here is an example:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/findDistance?origins=Vancouver,+BC,+Canada&destinations=Toronto,+ON,+Canada'

Example 4 - RouteOrchestrator

This topic illustrates a more complex example the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion that references sub-levels
of orchestrated data. It uses multiple aggregators, with each subsequent aggregator referencing aggregated results from
previous aggregators.

The first aggregator does the following:
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• Accepts an origin and destination locations/addresses from the request parameters
(${request.http.parameters.origins} and ${request.http.parameters.destinations})

• Calls a back-end Google API to resolve the locations/addresses in more detail

The second aggregator does the following:

• Calls the back-end Google API to obtain driving directions between the origin and destination addresses.
It uses the "place_id" of the origin (@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[0]) and destination
(@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[1]) locations/addresses from the result of the last "orchestrator_transform".
The "place_id" is the sub-level of the orchestrated data. To access the specific level, reference with the index of the
data. In this case, the orchestrated data is an a array of two detailed addresses, each of which contains a "place_id".
To reference each, use the index (for example, "place_id[0]" and "place_id[1]").

• Calls the back-end Google API to calculate the distance between the origin and destination addresses. It uses the
"place_id" of the origin and destination locations/addresses from the result of the last "orchestrator_transform".

The "orchestrator_transform" is the transformation applied to the aggregated data from previous aggregators. Part or all of
the result from the "orchestrator_transform" can be used to "orchestrate" the next aggregator(s).

The "result_transformation" is optional. If present, it applies a final transformation to the result before being returned as
the response.

Prerequisites:

• The CA Micogateway is up and running.
• You are familiar with the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion.
• You have knowledge of cURL and curl.exe is installed on your computer (if using Windows).

Contents:

TIP

Refer to "Understanding the JSON Meta-Policy" in RouteOrchestrator for a detailed explanation of each section
of the meta-policy.

Step 1: Create the Input File

Create a file named RouteOrchestratorFile with the following content:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Get Travel Distance and Turn-by-Turn Driving Direction Between Location",

    "gatewayUri": "/findDistanceDrivingDirection",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {
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                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "address": "${request.http.parameters.origins}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "results": {

                                  "*": {

                                    "formatted_address": "origin_address",

                                    "address_components": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                      }

                                    },

                                    "place_id": "place_id",

                                    "geometry": {

                                      "location": "location_coordinate"

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  },

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "address": "${request.http.parameters.destinations}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],
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                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "results": {

                                  "*": {

                                    "formatted_address": "destination_address",

                                    "address_components": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                      }

                                    },

                                    "place_id": "place_id",

                                    "geometry": {

                                      "location": "location_coordinate"

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "orchestrator_transform": {

                  "jolt": [

                    {

                      "operation": "shift",

                      "spec": {

                        "*": {

                          "origin_address": "address",

                          "destination_address": "address",

                          "place_id": "place_id",

                          "location_coordinate": "location"

                        }

                      }

                    }

                  ]

                }

              },

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/directions/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [
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                        {

                          "origin": "place_id:@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[0]}"

                        },

                        {

                          "destination": "place_id:@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[1]}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "routes": {

                                  "*": {

                                    "legs": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "steps": {

                                          "*": {

                                            "html_instructions": "html_instructions"

                                          }

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  },

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/distancematrix/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "origins": "place_id:@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[0]}"

                        },

                        {

                          "destinations": "place_id:@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.place_id[1]}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],
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                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": []

                        }

                      ],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "@origin_addresses[0]": "origin",

                                "@destination_addresses[0]": "destination",

                                "rows": {

                                  "0": {

                                    "elements": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "distance": {

                                          "@text": "distance"

                                        },

                                        "duration": {

                                          "@text": "driving_duration"

                                        }

                                      }

                                    }

                                  }

                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "result_transform": {

                  "jolt": [

                    {

                      "operation": "shift",

                      "spec": {

                        "*": ""

                      }

                    }

                  ]

                }

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }
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    ]

  }

}

Step 2: Add the API to the CA Microgateway

Use this cURL command:

curl --insecure \

     --user "admin:password" \

     --url https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services \

     --data @RouteOrchestratorFile

Step 3: Verify API is Exposed

Run this cURL command:

# curl --insecure --user "<username>:<password>" https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services

You should see a list containing your 'Get Travel Distance and Turn-by-Turn Driving Direction Between Location' service.

Step 4: Use the Exposed API

You can now send requests to the API. Here is an example:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/findDistanceDrivingDirection?origins=CA+Technologies,+Vancouver,+BC,

+Canada&destinations=CA+Technologies,+Toronto,+ON,+Canada'

Example 5 - RouteOrchestrator

This topic illustrates a more complex example the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion that references
the top level of orchestrated data. It uses multiple aggregators, with each subsequent aggregator referencing
aggregated results from previous aggregators. In the example, the weather routing references the longitude
(@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location.lng}) and latitude (@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location.lat}) values that
are part of the previous aggregator's result. The "location.lat" and "location.lng" are the top level of the orchestrated data.

The sample meta-policy begins by retrieving the detailed address of the given location. It then uses the the longitude and
latitude of the detailed address to retrieve the current weather of the location. Note that 'location' may be a partial or a full
address. A 'location' can also be a named location (such as "Central Park, New York, NY or "Dodger Stadium"). The meta-
policy can determine the actual address of the location, and then obtain the current weather.

Prerequisites:

• The CA Micogateway is up and running.
• You are familiar with the RouteOrchestrator encapsulated assertion.
• You have knowledge of cURL and curl.exe is installed on your computer (if using Windows).

Contents:

TIP

Refer to "Understanding the JSON Meta-Policy" in RouteOrchestrator for a detailed explanation of each section
of the meta-policy.
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Step 1: Create the Input File

Create a file named RouteOrchestratorFile with the following content:

{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Current Weather Info",

    "gatewayUri": "/getCurrentWeather",

    "httpMethods": [

      "get",

      "put",

      "post",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "RouteOrchestrator": {

          "rule": {

            "orchestrator": [

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "address": "${request.http.parameters.location}"

                        },

                        {

                          "key": "<Google API key--obtain your own>"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",

                              "spec": {

                                "results": {

                                  "*": {

                                    "formatted_address": "origin_address",

                                    "address_components": {

                                      "*": {

                                        "@long_name": "@(1,types[0])"

                                      }

                                    },

                                    "place_id": "place_id",

                                    "geometry": {

                                      "location": "location_coordinate"

                                    }

                                  }
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                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "orchestrator_transform": {

                  "jolt": [

                    {

                      "operation": "shift",

                      "spec": {

                        "*": {

                          "origin_address": "address",

                          "place_id": "place_id",

                          "location_coordinate": "location"

                        }

                      }

                    }

                  ]

                }

              },

              {

                "aggregator": [

                  {

                    "RouteHttp": {

                      "targetUrl": "http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather",

                      "httpMethod": "GET",

                      "parameters": [

                        {

                          "lat": "@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location.lat}"

                        },

                        {

                          "lon": "@##@{orchestrator.intermediate.location.lng}"

                        },

                        {

                          "appid": "<OpenWeatherMap API key--obtain your own>"

                        },

                        {

                          "units": "metric"

                        }

                      ],

                      "headers": [],

                      "requestTransform": [],

                      "responseTransform": [

                        {

                          "jolt": [

                            {

                              "operation": "shift",
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                              "spec": {

                                "name": "name",

                                "weather": {

                                  "*": {

                                    "description": "current_condition"

                                  }

                                },

                                "main": {

                                  "temp": "temp",

                                  "temp_min": "temp_min",

                                  "temp_max": "temp_max"

                                },

                                "wind": {

                                  "speed": "wind_speed"

                                },

                                "dt": "data_time",

                                "sys": {

                                  "sunset": "sunset",

                                  "sunrise": "sunrise"

                                }

                              }

                            }

                          ]

                        }

                      ]

                    }

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "result_transform": {

                  "jolt": [

                    {

                      "operation": "shift",

                      "spec": {

                        "*": ""

                      }

                    }

                  ]

                }

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

Step 2: Add the API to the CA Microgateway

Use this cURL command:
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curl --insecure \

     --user "admin:password" \

     --url https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services \

     --data @RouteOrchestratorFile

Step 3: Verify API is Exposed

Run this cURL command:

# curl --insecure --user "<username>:<password>" https://localhost/quickstart/1.0/services

You should see a list containing your 'Current Weather Info' service.

Step 4: Use the Exposed API

You can now send requests to the API. Here are some examples.

Getting the weather using just a partial address:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/getCurrentWeather?location=CA+Technologies,+Vancouver,+BC,+Canada'

Getting the weather using just a landmark name:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/getCurrentWeather?location=Banff+National+Park,+AB,+Canada'

Getting the weather using a full address:

curl --insecure \

     --header "User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0" \

     'https://localhost/getCurrentWeather?location=885+W+Georgia+Street,+Vancouver,+BC,+Canada'

API Authentication
This section contains:

• Authentication Against an Identity Provider
• Encode Decode JWT
• Remote IP Range
• Require Client TLS Certificate
• Require Oauth2 Token
• Simple LDAP

Authentication Against an Identity Provider

The Authentication assertion authenticate requestor credentials against a selected identity provider.

This assertion is based on the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion in the CA API Gateway.

Contents:
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Properties

Input Description
IdentityProviderName The identity provider to authenticate against. The value is the

name of the identity provider that has been configured.
For example, if you have configured an LDAP Identity Provider
named "myLDAPServer", then set:
     "IdentityProviderName" : "myLDAPServer"

Default if this assertion is not specified is "Internal Identity
Provider". 

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "Authentication" : {

    "IdentityProviderName" : "Internal Identity Provider"

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

Encode Decode JWT

The EncodeDecodeJWT custom encapsulated assertion encodes a message into a signed JSON Web Token (JWT) using
RS256 with the current default SSL key. It validates a JWT using the OpenID Connect discovery and jwks.json protocols.
It fails if the 'iss' (issuer) is not a trusted party. Should this happen, the CA Microgateway cannot connect to the issuer to
retrieve required artifacts.

For encoding purposes, only the payload needs to be provided. For decoding purposes, the JWT must be provided, while
the accepted algorithm and issuer are optional.

This encapsulated assertion internally uses logic from both the Encode JSON Web Token and Decode JSON Web
Token assertions from the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

Properties

GUI Label Input Arguments What you should know...
JWT to be validated jwt  
Message as payload jwt.payload  
Valid 'iss' for validation iss_sender Optional. If none specified, will accept any

issuer.
Valid 'alg' for validation alg_sender Defaut: RS256
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Sample JSON Meta-Policy
"EncodeDecodeJWT": {

    "jwt": "aaaaaaaaaa.bbbbbbbbbbbb.ccccccccccccc"

}

 

Context Variables

This encapsulated assertion sets the following context variables as its output:

Variable Description
error.code Returns the error code, if an error occurred.
jwt Returns the JSON Web Token.
jwt.header Returns the JSON Web Token header.
jwt.payload Returns the JSON Web Token payload.

Cluster Properties

None

 

NOTE

• Encode JSON Web Token Assertion, Decode JSON Web Token Assertion (links redirect to the CA API
Gateway online documentation)

• Built-In Templates

Remote IP Range

The RemoteIpRange assertion restricts or allows access to a service based on the IP address of the Web service or XML
application requestor.

This assertion is based on the Restrict Access to IP Address Range Assertion in the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
AllowRange Set to true to allow an IP range or false to restrict an IP range.
NetworkMask Set the network mask.
StartIp Set the starting IP address to allow or restrict.

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "RemoteIpRange": {

    "AllowRange" : false,

    "NetworkMask" : "24",

    "StartIp" : "192.168.1.0"

 }
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}

 

 

NOTE

• Restrict Access to IP Address Range Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

Require Client TLS Certificate

The RequireClientTLSCertificate assertion allows the server to authenticate a client connecting to it, making sure
that the client is authorized to connect. The server blocks connection where the client does not present a valid
client certificate. RequireClientTLSCertificate validates the client certificate by checking:

1. The certificate was received.
2. The certificate's validity period is valid.
3. The value of the CN  field from the certificate and the value of the allow_cn  field specified in the policy matches.

Using this Encapsulated Assertion

At this time, RequireClientTLSCertificate only supports validating the value of the 
CN

 field in the client certificate. You can use one of the following methods to consume this encass:

• Policy, or
• QuickStart Templates.

To do this using Policy, include the encass in your policy, and set the value of the allow_cn  field to match the CN  you
wish to allow.

To do this using QuickStart templates, include the following code in the appropriate location in your service's JSON
definition, changing "

microgateway.mycompany.com

" to suit the CN  value you wish to match.

{

  "RequireClientTLSCertificate": {

    "allow_cn": "microgateway.mycompany.com"

  }

}

Note that wildcards, regular expressions, and multiple values are currently not supported.
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Require Oauth2 Token

The RequireOauth2Token custom encapsulated assertion validates an Oauth2 token with OTK server. This encapsulated
assertion internally uses the Retrieve OAuth 2.0 Token Assertion from the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit and inherits
the same behavior. The main difference is the "cache_lifetime" is fixed at 30 seconds.

TIP

You need to use this encapsulated assertion only if you are configuring the CA Microgateway to behave as an
OAuth 2.0 client. For more information, see Configure the CA Microgateway for OAuth 2.0

Prerequisite: 

• This encapsulated assertion cannot be used with the CredentialSourceHttpBasic encapsulated assertion. The
"Authorization" header would conflict

• This encapsulated assertion only works with CA OTK solution.
• The encapsulated assertion validates the token using CA OTK solution, so the CA OTK server must be correctly

configured and operational. For more information, see the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit online documentation.

Contents:

Properties

GUI Label Input Arguments What you should know...
Required SCOPE(s) (string) scope_required A space separated list of required SCOPEs.

An access_token is accepted only if it is
granted with those SCOPE values.
If SCOPE is not required, leave this field
empty.

Is this a one-time access token? onetime Allow an access_token to be considered
valid only once for this endpoint. Value is a
Boolean. 

Default: false

Note:  Setting this value to 'true' is not
common, but it does enable special use
cases.

Fail if this SCOPE was granted? scope_fail Should a request fail if an access_token
has been granted for at least one the
specified SCOPE values listed above.
Value is a Boolean.
Default: false

Access Token (Bearer only, optional)
(string)

given_access_token Optional. The hard-coded value of
an access token or a context variable
representing an access_token. Use this
property if an access_token is made
available, but not by the client, or if the
access_token is passed using a non-
standard mechanism. Value is a String.

NOTE

(1) The "Input Name" column lists the name of the GUI control as it appears in the underlying ("backing")
policy fragment and is used in the JSON meta-policy file. For more information, see QuickStart REST Mode or
Startup Mode. (2) Not all inputs have a corresponding GUI control. The QuickStart online documentation for
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this encapsulated assertion lists all the inputs (these are visible in the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration
Properties).

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
"RequireOauth2Token": {

    "scope_required": "scope1",

    "scope_fail": "false",

    "onetime": "false",

    "given_access_token": "" 

}

Context Variables

This encapsulated assertion sets the following context variables as its output:

Variable Description
access_token Returns the access_token that was used with this request.
content-type Returns the content-type of the message.
error-code Returns the error code, if an error occurred.
error-msg Returns the error message, if an error occurred.
session.client_id Returns the client_id of the client that received the token.
session.custom Returns custom information from the client.
session.expires_at Returns the expiration time in seconds.
session.scope Returns the SCOPE that was granted for this access_token.
session.subscriber_id Returns the username of the resource_owner that granted access

for the client and therefore to access the endpoint.
status Returns the status of the assertion.

Cluster Properties

None

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer
How does the scope list check works? The SCOPE(s) specified must exist within the list of SCOPE(s)

that were used to create the token. For example, the following
scenario passes:
• Oauth2 token created with scope="read write", the assertion

has scope_required set as "read"
The following scenario fails:
• Oauth token created with scope="read write", the assertion

has scope_required set as "read write update"

Does the order matter for scope_required? No. "read write update" is the same as "write update read"
How come the cache_lifetime is hard coded to 30s? Due to technical issues, a fixed value was necessary. The 30s

value was chosen as a starting value.
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How do I pass the token information such client_id, subscriber_id
and scope to my microservice?

The RequireOauth2Token encapsulated assertion normally
precedes the RouteHttp encapsulated assertion, which passes
the token information either in the HTTP header or inside a signed
JWT.
The Microgateway also implements JSON Web KIey for verifying
the signature.

 

 

NOTE

• Retrieve OAuth 2.0 Token Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit online
documentation)

• Built-InTemplates

Simple LDAP

The Policy Manager supports the LDAP 3.0 standard.

• Simple LDAP Identity Providers
• LDAP Identity Provider Users and Groups

Simple LDAP Identity Providers

This is designed for users who wish to use an existing LDAP server to authenticate requests to the CA API Gateway, but
who do not want (or are not able) to configure mappings for users, groups, certificates, etc. The Simple LDAP Identity
Provider only requires a DN pattern; the CA API Gateway will use the user name provided by the client and attempt to do
a bind with the client-provided password.

LDAP Identity Provider Users and Groups

To add users and groups to an LDAP Identity Provider, you must use the tools provided with your LDAP directory. The
Policy Manager cannot be used to add, edit, or delete LDAP Identity Provider users and groups. The reason for this is that
the LDAP Identity Provider defined in the Policy Manager is only a connector to an existing LDAP directory.

Create an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider

Follow the appropriate instructions below to create an LDAP Identity Provider or a Simple LDAP Identity Provider. 

NOTE

An LDAP Identity Provider is only a connector to an existing LDAP directory. For this reason, the Policy Manager
cannot be used to create, edit, or delete LDAP Identity Provider users or groups. To do so, you must use the
tools provided with your LDAP directory.

 To add a new LDAP Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1.  Do one of the following:
– Click Create LDAP Identity Provider on the Home Page.
– Click [Tasks] > Create Identity Provider > Create LDAP Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
– Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab. A drop-down menu appears.

Select Create LDAP Identity Provider.
2. Complete the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard. The new LDAP Identity Provider is added to the [Identity Providers]

tab.
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To add a new Simple LDAP Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1.  Do one of the following:
– Click Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider on the Home Page.
– Click [Tasks] > Create Identity Provider > Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
– Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab. A drop-down menu appears.

Select Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider.
2. Complete the Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard. The new Simple LDAP Identity Provider appears in the [Identity

Providers] tab.

Clone an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider

A quick method to create a new LDAP Identity Provider is to clone an existing one. After cloning, simply update the
appropriate settings. Note that the cloned identity provider has no connection to the original once it has been created.

To create a new LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider based on an existing one:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP or Simple LDAP identity provider you wish to clone.
2. Select Clone Identity Provider.
3. Complete the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider wizard by updating the settings as required.

The new identity provider is added to the [Identity Providers] tab.

Edit an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider

To modify the details of an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Providerhttps://wiki.ca.com/#-1757887253 :

1. Do one of the following:
2. In the [Identity Providers] tab, double-click the name of the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider

to edit. The appropriate wizard is displayed.
3. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider to edit and then

select Properties. The appropriate wizard is displayed.
4. Follow the steps in the wizard to make the appropriate changes.

 

Delete an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider

To delete an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider to delete and
then select Delete.

2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The identity provider is removed.

NOTE

You cannot delete an LDAP Identity Provider that has users and groups still attached to the policy. To delete
the LDAP Identity Provider, you must first remove the LDAP Identity Provider users and groups from all
policies. 

LDAP Identity Provider Wizard

This topic describes about the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard that helps you add or edit an LDAP Identity Provider in the
Federated Gateway B.
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TIP

When the [Test] button is available, you can click it to test your configuration at any time.

 

Step 1: Provider Configuration

This step defines the LDAP Identity Provider details.

Configure this step as follows:

1. Select the LDAP Identity Provider type from the Provider Type drop-down list.
2. Complete the following details. Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required.
3. Provider Name: Enter a descriptive name for the LDAP Identity Provider. This name appears in the [Identity

Providers] tab and on the Search Identity Providers dialog.
4. LDAP Host URL: 

– Click [Add] to enter the URL of the LDAP or LDAPS directory service you want to connect to—for example, ldap://
oracle.companyx.com:389 or ldaps://oracle.companyx.com:636

NOTE

When configuring using the IPv6 address space, the host URL must be enclosed within "[ ]" if a literal IPv6
address is used, for example:

ldap://oracle.companyx.com:389 (no brackets required) ldap://[2222::22]:389 (brackets required)
– Click [Remove] to remove a URL from the list.
– Use [Move Up] and [Move Down] to change the order of the URLs.

5. Use Client Authentication: Select this check box to present a certificate to the server during the SSL handshake, if
one is requested. Clear this check box to never present a certificate, even if one is requested. Note that access may
be denied in this case.

NOTE

When Client Authentication is enabled, it is used with the specified key when connecting to an LDAP server
for any LDAP(S) connections. If there are no LDAP(S) connections, then the Client Certification options
will have no effect.

– Keystore: From the drop-down list, select the keystore from which to retrieve the certificate. Used only if client
certificates are used.

– Search Base: Enter the search base for users and groups in the LDAP—for example, dc=companyx,dc=com.
– Bind DN: Optionally enter a binding DN (Distinguished Name) identity for authenticating access to the LDAP

directory—for example, cn=manager.
– Bind Password: Optionally enter a password if you entered a bind DN identity. Tip: You may reference

the ${secpass.<name>.plaintext} context variable here, even if context variable reference has been disabled for
stored passwords. 

– Allow assignment to administrative roles: Select this check box to allow LDAP users to be assigned to roles.
Clear this check box to prevent the LDAP repository from being searched.

– Security Zone: Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role
permitting), choose "No security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security
Zones. Note: This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read
access to any security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

Step 2: Group Object Classes

This step defines LDAP group object classes for the provider defined in Step 1.
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The wizard automatically populates default object classes based on the provider type. Review and modify as necessary.

NOTE

 If unsure, you should consult your LDAP Identity Provider for information about supported group object classes
and attribute mapping details before modifying this list.

• Group Object Classes: Select a group object class to see its details. To add a new class, click [Add] and then
complete the fields below. To remove a class from the list, select it and then click [Remove].

• Object Class Name: Enter the name of the group object class.

Map the attributes required by the group object class as described below. Mapping group object class attributes
associates a Microgateway attribute with the corresponding attribute in the LDAP schema.

• Group Name: Enter the attribute of the group object class that specifies the group name. For example, a "cn" attribute
specifies the name of the group in the "groupOfUniqueNames" group object class.

• Group Member: Enter the attribute of the group object class that specifies the members of the group. For example, a
"uniqueMember" attribute specifies the members of the group in the "groupOfUniqueNames" group object class.

• Member Strategy: Select a member strategy to use from the drop-down list. 

Step 3: User Object Classes

This step defines LDAP user object classes for the provider defined in Step 1.

The wizard automatically populates default object classes based on the provider type. Review and modify as necessary.

NOTE

If unsure, you should consult your LDAP Identity Provider for information about supported user object classes
and attribute mapping details before modifying this list.

• User Object Classes: Select a user object class to see its details. To add a new class, click [Add] and then complete
the fields below. To remove a class from the list, select it and then click [Remove].

• Object Class Name: Enter the name of the user object class.

Map the attributes required by the user object class as described below. Mapping user object class attributes associates
a Microgateway attribute with the corresponding attribute in the LDAP schema.

• User Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user name. For example, the “cn” attribute
specifies the name of the user in the “inetOrgPerson” user object class.

• Login Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user login name. For example, the “uid”
attribute specifies the login name in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

TIP

If you are using MSAD (Microsoft Active Directory) as the LDAP provider and you need to support login
names greater than 20 characters, change the mapping to "userPrincipalName".

• Password: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user password. For example, the
“userPassword” attribute specifies the user password in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

• First Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the first name of the user. For example, the
"givenName” attribute specifies the first name of the user in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

• Last Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the last name of the user. For example, the “sn”
attribute specifies the last name of the user in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

• Email: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user’s email address. For example, the “mail”
attribute specifies the user’s email address in the “inetOrgPerson” user object class.

• Certificate: Enter the attribute of the user object class that contains the user's X.509 certificate. For example, the
"userCertificate;binary" attribute specifies the user's X.509 certificate in the "inetOrgPerson" user object class. The
wizard will prepopulate this value for known certificates such as MSAD, OpenLDAP.
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This mapping enables certificates stored in the LDAP repository to be used by the Microgateway at run time, rather
than requiring you to first import the certificate into the Microgateway certificate store. All LDAP Identity Providers are
periodically indexed for new certificates based on the interval specified by the ldap.certificateIndex.interval cluster
property.

• Kerberos Principal: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the unqualified standard principal name
for the user. A standard principal name is in the form "user@REALM"; for this example name, the attribute value would
be "user". The default is sAMAccountName.

• Kerberos Enterprise Principal:Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the unqualified enterprise
principal name for the user. An enterprise principal name is in the form "user@domain@REALM"; for this example, the
attribute value would be "user@domain". The default is userPrincipalName.

At this point, test the configuration before clicking [Finish] to close the wizard. See Testing the Configuration for details.

Step 4: Advanced Configuration

This step contains advanced settings that may improve performance during LDAP directory lookups.

These settings are intended for advanced users experienced in LDAP directory configuration. Consult your LDAP
administrator before changing any of the settings.

There are two sections in this step:

• Group Options: Used to configure group caching and nesting.
– Cache size: Enter the maximum number of groups to cache. The default cache size is 100.

TIP
The cache size should be based on the number of groups in frequent use. Setting an overly large cache size
actually decreases system performance. For very large number of groups or when groups are used infrequently,
consider disabling the cache.

• – Cache maximum age: Specify how long to cache each group before the information is discarded.
– Maximum nesting: Enter the number of nested groups to process. A nested group is a group that is a member of

another group. You can enter "0" for unlimited group nesting or "1" to disable nesting if nested groups are not used.

NOTE

Having many levels of group nesting can slow down authentication.
– [Use case insensitive group membership check]: Select this option to have the Policy Manager ignore case

when checking for group membership.
• Attribute Options: Used to configure the extra attributes to retrieve, or to select all attributes for retrieval. You can use

the Extract Attributes for Authenticated User assertion to retrieve the available attributes .
– Retrieve all attributes: This option retrieves all LDAP attributes.
– Retrieve mapped and specified attributes only: This option lets you specify which attributes to retrieve.

• To enter an attribute, click [Add] and then type the name of the attribute to retrieve.
• To modify an attribute, select the attribute and then click [Modify].
• To remove an attribute from the list, select the attribute and then click [Remove].

Step 5: NTLM Configuration

This step is used to enable NTLM configuration.

There are two sections in this step:

• Basic Settings: Used to configure the NTLM configuration settings. Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required.
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– Server Name: Enter the DNS name of the server that is performing the NTLM client authentication.
– Service Account: The computer account that has a trusted delegation to call a Netlogon service via the

NTLM protocol. Note: The Service Account must be in the following format: < computerAccountName> $@
<domainName>.

– Service Password: Choose the service password from the drop-down list. If the password you require is not listed,
click [Manage Stored Passwords] to add it to the Microgateway password storage. For more information, see
Manage Stored Passwords.

TIP

You cannot type the password directly here; it must be defined in the Microgateway secure password
storage.

– Domain DNS Name: Optionally, enter the DNS name of the authenticating domain.
– Domain Netbios Name: Enter the Windows name of the authenticating domain.
– Host DNS Name: Enter the DNS name of the host. In most cases, this is the Microgateway.
– Host Netbios Name: Enter the required Windows name of the computer account. Once the Basic Settings are

complete, you can either click [Test Connection] to verify the NTLM configuration or click [Next] to proceed to step
6.

• Advanced Settings: This section is used to add, edit, or remove any additional settings required to configure the
NTLM protocol. This section is intended for advanced users.

Error Conditions

The following error conditions can be returned by the Microgateway:

• 401 - Unauthorized: This indicates that NTLM data was not present or not accepted yet.
• 402 - Authentication Failed: This indicates that the client has presented invalid credentials.

Step 6: Certificate Settings

This step is used to configure certificate settings for the LDAP identity provider.

Client Certificates 

Select how certificates are used in an LDAP:

• Do not use certificates from this directory: Choose this option if certificates are not used from this directory.
• Scan and index certificates in this directory: Choose this option if certificate indexing should be enabled.
• Scan and index certificates in this directory with search filter: Choose this option if custom certificate indexing

should be enabled. Enter the search filter for extracting the certificates from the directory.
An example of a simplistic filter for a single certificate attribute: (<USER_CERTIFICATE_ATTRIBUTE>=*)
An example of a simplistic filter for multiple certificate attributes: (|(<USER_CERT_ATTRIB1>=*)
(<USER_CERT_ATTRIB2>=*)...)

NOTE

The attributes returned from the search are only the user certificate attributes. The search filter is included in
the testing when the [Test] button is clicked.

•  Search for certificates in this directory: Choose this option if certificate lookup should be enabled. You can search
for certificates based on:
– Issuer Name and Serial Number or Subject Key Identifier. The following variables can be used:

${issuer} : Issuer name in default format
${issuer.canonical} : Issuer name in canonical format
${issuer.rfc2253} : Issuer name in RFC 2253 format
${serialNumber} : Serial number
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• •  Subject Key Identifier. The following variables can be used:

${subjectKeyIdentifier} : Subject Key Identifier in Base 64 format
${subjectKeyIdentifier.hex} : Subject Key Identifier in hexidecimal string format

NOTE

The [Test] button will only validate the syntax of the search filters. It cannot fully test the search string because
actual values are not available to insert into the filter.

Examples of search filters

The following filter finds an object that has a userCertificate attribute based on serial number and issuer if the directory
supports RFC4523:

(&( objectclass = inetOrgPerson )( userCertificate = { serialNumber ${serialNumber},issuer "${issuer}" } ))

You could use the following syntax for either Open LDAP or Oracle Internet Directory 10g Release 2 or later:

(&( objectclass = inetOrgPerson )( usercertificate=${serialNumber}$${issuer} ))

Note that '$' is the separator for serialNumber and issuer.

WARNING

The search string examples shown above include spaces to enhance readability. Actual search strings should
not contain any spaces, except between name/values such as serialNumber ${serialNumber}.

Certificate Validation Options

This section specifies how certificates for this LDAP Identity Provider should be validated:

• Use Default: Use the method defined for Identity Providers, as described under Manage Certificate Validation.
• Validate: Ensure that the certificate is valid and trusted.
• Validate Certificate Path: Ensure that the certificate path is valid to a trust anchor.
• Revocation Checking: Validate the certificate path and perform revocation checking according to the revocation

checking policies.

Member Strategies

The following table describes the different member strategies available. These strategies are used in Step 2 of the wizard.

Strategy Description Complications

Member is User DN Every value of the group's member attribute
is a fully-formed DN (distinguished name)
that is unique within the search base.

When selected, the corresponding
attribute in the Group Member
field should be something like
"cn=user,dc=companyx,dc=com".

Member is User Login Every value of the group's member attribute
is a unique attribute of a user in the
directory.

When selected, the corresponding attribute
in the Group Member field should be "user".

Member is NV Pair Every value of the group's member
attribute is a name=value pair such as
"firstinitiallastname."

When selected, the corresponding attribute
in the Group Member field should be
"cn=user".
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Strategy Description Complications

OU Group If configuring an "organizationalUnit" group
object class, then you must associate users
to a group.

When an "ou" attribute is entered in the
Group Name field, the membership of a
user is not described in the group itself but
rather by the DN (distinguished name) of
the user. For example, the Group Name
attribute "ou=group,dc=companyx,dc=com"
hints at what the members are,
but if you come across a user
"cn=user,ou=group,dc=companyx,dc=com,"
then "user" is a member of that group.
When selected, no attribute in the Group
Member field is required because the
group members are implied by their DN,
and if their DN includes the "ou", then the
members are automatically considered part
of the group.

Testing the Configuration

Click [Test] to verify the configuration before completing the wizard. You should see a message validating the
configuration of the LDAP Identity Provider. If an error message displays instead, note the configuration problems and
take the appropriate corrective actions:

Configuration Error Suggested Solution

Connection error Return to Step 1 of the wizard and verify that all connection details
are correct.

Group member retrieval warnings Either return to Step 2 of the wizard and adjust the group object
class mappings, or you can leave the mappings are they are.
Even with the warning, the Microgateway will still be able to
connect to the LDAP Identity Provider.

User retrieval error Return to Step 3 of the wizard and fix the incorrect user object
class mappings.

Repeat the testing and fixing until no more errors appear. 

Click Finish when done. The new LDAP Identity Provider appears in the [Identity Providers] tab.

Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard

The Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard helps you create or edit a Simple LDAP Identity Provider.
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There is only one step to the wizard. Complete it as follows:

Setting Description

Provider Name Enter a descriptive name for the LDAP Identity Provider. This
name appears in the [Identity Providers] tab and on the Search
Identity Providers dialog.

LDAP URLs • Click [Add] to enter the URL of the LDAP or LDAPS directory
service you want to connect to.

Note: When configuring using the IPv6 address space, the
host URL must be enclosed within '[ ]' if a literal IPv6 address
is used, for example:

Note:  ldap://oracle.companyx.com:389 (no brackets required)
  ldap://[2222::22]:389 (brackets required)

• Click [Remove] to remove a URL from the list.
• Use [Move Up] and [Move Down] to change the order of the

URLs.

Use Client Authentication Select this check box to present a certificate to the server during
the SSL handshake, if one is requested.

Clear this check box to never present a certificate, even if one is
requested. Note that access may be denied in this case.

Note: When Client Authentication is enabled, it is used with the
specified key when connecting to an LDAP server for any ldaps
connections. If there are no ldaps connections, then the Client
Certification options have no effect.

Auth DN Prefix
Auth DN Suffix

Optionally enter a prefix and or a suffix for the authorization DN.

The DN prefix and suffix are combined with the client-provided
username to produce a DN that is used to attempt to bind with
the client-provided password in order to check whether the client-
provided username is authenticated.

Example:

The Microgateway uses a prefix ("CN=") and a suffix
(",OU=Sales,O=Layer 7") to configure the provider. During
runtime, say a request arrives with HTTP credentials:
username=bob, password=secret!123. The username is used to
build a DN:

CN=bob,OU=Sales,O=layer 7

The Microgateway then issues a "bind" request to the LDAP
server using this DN and with the password "secret!123".

If the prefix and suffix are omitted, the Microgateway uses the raw
login name as the login for the authentication bind.

Tip: The client-provided username must conform to the regular
expression defined in the ldap.simple.username.pattern cluster
property before it can be used to produce a DN.
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Setting Description

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone". For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:  This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security
zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities
inside the zones).

Testing the Configuration

You can click [Test] to verify the configuration before completing the wizard. You are prompted to enter the login
credentials to the LDAP server. If the credentials and configuration are correct, you should see a message validating the
configuration of the Simple LDAP Identity Provider. If an error message displays instead, note the configuration problems
and take the appropriate corrective actions:

Configuration Error Suggested Solution

Connection error Verify that all connection details in the wizard are correct.
Test credentials rejected Verify that the login credentials for the LDAP server have been

entered correctly and then try again.

Repeat the testing and fixing until no more errors appear. 

The new Simple LDAP Identity Provider appears in the [Identity Providers] tab.

LDAP User Properties

This topic describes the various configuration tabs available in the LDAP User Properties.

When an LDAP Identity Provider is configured, user details are stored and managed in the external LDAP server. The
Policy Manager can display this information in read-only format, with the exception of user roles.

To access the properties for an LDAP user:

1. Search the LDAP identity provider;
2. Click the user to view and then click [Select]. The properties for that user are displayed.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab displays the name and email address for the user. All information is managed on the LDAP repository
and cannot be modified here.

Configuring the [Roles] Tab

The [Roles] tab is used to assign or remove LDAP users from roles and is available only when administrative access has
been enable for the LDAP Identity Provider (set via the "Allow assignment to administrative roles" check box in Step 1 of
the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard). At least one role must be set if the user will be logging in to the Policy Manager.

The table at the top lists the roles currently assigned to the user:
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• Name: The name of the role.
• Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a user-defined role (see Manage Roles).
• Inherited: "No" means the user is assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means the user is a member of a group assigned

to that role .

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.

To add the user to a role:

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible roles is displayed.
2. Select the role(s) to which to add the user. 

TIP

To locate a role more easily, enter some text in the "Filter on name" box. This filters the roles list to display
only those roles containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the full list of roles.

3. Click [Add] to close the dialog.

To remove a user from a role:

1. Select the role(s) to be removed from the user. Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple roles.

NOTE

You can only remove roles that are not inherited. To remove a user from an inherited role, remove the user
from the group that has the role.

2. Click [Remove].

NOTE

(1) Users who need to log on to the Policy Manager must be assigned to at least one role. For more
information, see Manage Roles. (2) If a role is both assigned and inherited, the interface will display "No" in
the "Inherited" column and you are permitted to remove the role. Once removed, that role remains in the list,
but the "Inherited" column changes to "Yes".

Configuring the [Groups] Tab

The [Groups] tab displays the groups to which the LDAP user belongs. The information is managed on the LDAP
repository and cannot be modified here.

Configuring the [Certificate] Tab

The [Certificate] tab is used to manage the certificate for the LDAP user.

• To import a certificate for the user, click [Import] and then complete the Add Certificate Wizard. The import option is
not available if the user already has a certificate in the LDAP repository.
If the user has no certificate in the LDAP or the "Enable user certificates in this LDAP" check box in the LDAP Identity
Provider Wizard (Step 1) is not selected, then a certificate can be imported for this user.

NOTE

The imported certificate is not stored on the LDAP repository but rather in the client certificate store within the
Microgateway.

• To export a certificate, click [Export] and then specify a file name and location.
• To revoke a certificate, click [Revoke] and then click [OK] to confirm. Revoking removes both the certificate and the

user's password.
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NOTE

The Revoke option is not available for LDAP users who have a client certificate in the LDAP repository.
Revoking a certificate in this case requires either removing it from the LDAP repository or revoking the
certificate and then specifying an appropriate revocation checking policy.

API Security
This section contains:

• Code Injection Protection
• Process CORS Request
• Credential Source Http Basic
• Require SSL/TSS Transport

Code Injection Protection

The CodeInjectionProtection assertion provides basic threat protection against attacks on Web applications by blocking
malicious code injection.

This assertion is based on the Protect Against Code Injection Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more limited
configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
IncludeBody Set to 'true' to apply the protection to the body.
IncludeUrlPath Set to 'true' to apply the protection to the URL path.
IncludeUrlQueryString Set to 'true' to protect the query parameters in the URL.
Protections List the injection threats to protect against. The assertion fails on

the first protection violation detected.
Available protections; separate with commas:
• htmlJavaScriptInjection
• phpEvalInjection
• shellInjection
• ldapDnInjection
• ldapSearchInjection
• xpathInjection

Target The target message: REQUEST or RESPONSE.

JSON Schema
 { "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/

schema#", "type": "object", "properties": { "CodeInjectionProtection": { "type": "object", "properties": { "IncludeBody": { "type" : "boolean" }, "IncludeUrlPath": { "type": "boolean" }, "IncludeUrlQueryString": { "type": "boolean" }, "Protections": { "type": "array", "items": { "type": "string", "enum": [ "htmlJavaScriptInjection", "phpEvalInjection", "shellInjection", "ldapDnInjection", "ldapSearchInjection", "xpathInjection" ] } }, "Target": { "type": "string", "enum": [ "REQUEST","RESPONSE" ] } } } }, "required": [ "CodeInjectionProtection" ] }

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "CodeInjectionProtection": {

    "IncludeBody": true,
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    "IncludeUrlPath": false,

    "IncludeUrlQueryString": false,

    "Protections": [ "htmlJavaScriptInjection", "shellInjection" ],

    "Target": "REQUEST"

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Protect Against Code Injection Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

 

 

Process CORS Request

The CORS assertion processes Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) requests from all origins. This assertion returns
an Access-Control-Allow-Credentials header in the response.

This assertion is based on the Process CORS Request Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with a fixed configuration.

Note that the CORS assertion must appear before the Authentication assertion.

TIP

The CORS assertion is fixed to require no inputs or outputs. If you wish more control over CORS requests, use
the standard Process CORS Request Assertion instead.

Contents:

Properties

None

JSON Schema
{ "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/

schema#", "type": "object", "properties": { "CORS": { "type": "object", "properties": { } } }, "required": [ "CORS" ] } 

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "CORS": {

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Process CORS Request Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates
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Credential Source Http Basic

Use the CredentialSourceHttpBasic custom encapsulated assertion to require basic HTTP authentication as a string in the
web service or XML application request headers. HTTP Basic credentials include user name, plain text password, and the
authentication realm.

This assertion is based on the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion on the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

Properties

None

JSON Schema
{ 

  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

  "type": "object", 

  "properties": { 

    "CredentialSourceHttpBasic": { 

      "type": "object", 

      "properties": { 

      }, 

    }   

  },   

  "required": [ "CredentialSourceHttpBasic" ] 

}

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

   "CredentialSourceHttpBasic": { }

}

Context Variables

This encapsulated assertion sets the following context variable as its output:

Variable Description
errorMessage Returns any error message produced by this assertion.

Cluster Properties

None

 

NOTE

• Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates
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Require SSL/TSS Transport

The Ssl assertion specifies whether the incoming request must either use, optionally use, or is forbidden to use SSL/TLS
transport. Client certificate authentication is optional if SSL/TLS is required

This assertion is based on the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more limited
configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
Option Set the SSL/TLS requirements:

• Required: Disallows requests that do not arrive over an SSL-
secured connection. 

• Optional: Configure the Microgateway to match the behavior
of the incoming request. Requests are not required to arrive
over an SSL-secured connection.

• Forbidden: Disallow requests that arrive over an SSL-secured
connection. This setting can be used to discourage users of
a free service from consuming server SSL resources without
paying for an upgraded account.

JSON Schema
{

  "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",   

  "type": "object",

  "properties": {

    "Ssl": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "Option": {   

          "type": "string", 

          "enum": [ "Required", "Optional", "Forbidden" ]

        }, 

        "RequireClientAuthentication": {

          "type": "boolean" 

        }

      },

      "required": [ "Option" ]

    }

  },

  "required": [ "Ssl" ]

}
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Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "Ssl": {

    "Option": "Optional"

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

 

 

API Traffic Control
This section contains:

• Circuit Breaker
• Rate Limit

Circuit Breaker

NOTE

The Apply Circuit Breaker Assertion is embedded within the RouteHttp custom encapsulated assertion. When it
is enabled (by setting isCircuitBreakEnabled=true), routing to the backend server is halted once the number of
failure responses reaches a certain threshold over a period of time. By default, the threshold is 5 failures over
the previous 10 seconds. If you wish to change these values, open the policy fragment ("backing policy") of the
RouteHttp encapsulated assertion in the Policy Manager and modify the properties of the Apply Circuit Breaker
assertion as described in this topic.

The Apply Circuit Breaker Assertion lets you define thresholds for failure conditions which, when exceeded, prevent
blocks of your policy from executing for a configurable period. This is ideal for avoiding bottlenecks that arise due to
request processing slowdowns caused by sluggish or malfunctioning back-end systems.

This is a composite assertion that behaves similarly to the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion. The main
difference: internal Event Trackers that record the history of failures (policy failure or exceeding a maximum latency).
Once the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion detects a circuit has exceeded a threshold, the assertion fails and none of its
child assertions execute. Depending on the surrounding policy logic, a failed Apply Circuit Breaker assertion could cause
further branching or it could fail the entire policy.

You can enable one or both of these circuits in the assertion:

• Policy Failure Circuit: The circuit breaks after a certain number of child policy failures, within a given sampling
window (for example, "over the last 5 seconds"). When the circuit is broken, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion returns
"Falsified" and no child assertions are processed for subsequent requests, for the duration of the recovery period.

• Latency Circuit: The circuit breaks after a specified number of latency failures. A latency failure occurs when the
length of time to execute the child assertions exceed a threshold value.
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TIP

The policy failure circuit and the latency circuit are independent. Tripping either circuit causes the assertion to
fail.

You may configure multiple instances of this assertion in a policy. Each circuit maintains its own internal Event Tracker of
failures (unless you define custom Event Trackers to be shared).

Contents:

Comparing this assertion against...

• All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion: Both assertions process each child assertion until one fails. "All
Assertions..." continues to process each request the same way. If a child assertion consistently fails due to timeouts
on the back end (for example), then all prior child assertions are processed needlessly. The Apply Circuit Breaker
assertion keeps track of the failures. When a threshold is exceeded, the assertion returns "falsified" and processing of
child assertions is blocked for a predefined recovery period.

• Apply Rate Limit Assertion: This assertion can throttle requests once predefined rates are exceeded, but it cannot skip
blocks of policy.

• Branching logic: You can configure branching logic using other composite assertions; for example, At Least One
Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion or Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion. Branching logic can also
avoid executing blocks of policy under certain conditions. The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion extends this functionality
by defining policy failure and latency circuits.

Context Variables

None

Cluster Properties

Property Description
circuitBreaker.eventTrackerCleanupInterval The Event Tracker cleanup interval. In every interval, failure

records older than the interval are removed from Event Trackers
(for example, using the default value: every 10 minutes, failures
older than 10 minutes are removed).

Default: 600000 ms (10 minutes)

Tip:  The cleanup interval should be greater than the sampling
window. Otherwise, it could lead to an unpredictable number of
failures before the circuit trips.

circuitBreaker.forceCircuitOpenEventTrackerIdList A list of Event Tracker IDs that immediately forces open any circuit
that uses the ID. The child assertions are not executed.
This cluster property behaves like a "short circuit" list.
Default: the list is empty

 

Auditing

Audit ID Level Message Example
11500 WARNING {0} Circuit tripped; open until {1} Policy Failure Circuit tripped;

open until 12:01:12.1432
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11501 INFO This {0} Circuit is forced open
based on its Event Tracker ID:
{1}

This Latency Circuit is forced
open based on its Event Tracker
ID: MyBackendService-Latency

11502 WARNING Value for {0} Circuit {1} is invalid:
{2}

Value for Policy Failures Circuit
Sampling Window is invalid:
-200

11503 INFO {0} Circuit open until {1} Policy Failure Circuit open until
12:01:12.1432
Latency Circuit open until
12:01:12.1432 for Event Tracker
ID 'MyBackendService-Latency'

 

Properties

Setting What you should know...
Policy Failure Circuit: Enable this option to have the assertion respond to child policy failures.
Max Failures The circuit "trips" once the assertion has counted this many

failures, within the Sampling Window size. Once tripped, the
assertion fails (returns "Falsified") for the duration of the Recovery
Period.

Sampling Window Failures are counted only for this recent period of time. Default is
5000 ms.

Recovery Period Once the circuit "trips", the assertion fails for this recovery
period. During this time, no more failures are counted since child
assertions are not processed. When the Recovery Period has
elapsed, the assertion once again allows processing of the child
assertions. Default is 10000 ms.

Tip:  To prevent old policy failures from being counted again for
future circuit failure calculations, ensure the Recovery Period is
greater than the Sampling Window.

Event Tracker ID Enable this option to assign your own Event Tracker identifier for
this circuit. You may specify context variables, to create dynamic
circuits.
For more information, see "Understanding Custom Event
Trackers" below.

Latency Circuit: Enable this option to have the assertion respond to latency failures. A 'latency failure' occurs when the child assertions
take longer to process than the defined latency threshold. 
Max Failures Sampling Window Recovery Period These settings work the same as under "Policy Failure Circuit".

The same tip applies about setting the Recovery Period greater
than the Sampling Window.

Max Latency This is the latency threshold. The Gateway tracks the amount
of time that it takes for all the child assertions to process. If it
exceeds the Max Latency, then that is counted as a latency failure.

Event Tracker ID This setting works the same as under "Policy Failure Circuit".
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Understanding Custom Event Trackers

In its default configuration, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion sets no Custom Event Trackers. Each circuit uses its own
internal Event Tracker to track failure events. You can enable advanced circuit-based behavior by creating Custom Event
Trackers.

Sharing Event Trackers

You can share Event Trackers across circuits by configuring them to use the same Custom Event Tracker ID. By referring
to the same Event Tracker, two or more circuits may share a failure event history, while maintaining independent
thresholds and recovery periods. In this scenario, if the circuits use the same thresholds and recovery periods, they can
also share a circuit state. Sharing Event Trackers allows services on a Gateway to have multiple points of detection of
similar errors. For example, latency when routing to multiple services in a particular data center can be aggregated to a
common threshold for tripping circuits.

Dynamic Circuits

You can create dynamic circuits at runtime by configuring the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion to use context variables in
a Custom Event Tracker ID. These dynamic circuits apply to the same blocks of policy, but have different failure event
histories and circuit states since they have different Event Trackers. With this functionality, different Apply Circuit Breaker
assertions can allow their nested policy to execute for some requests, but not others. This gives you more fine-grained
and context aware error handling.

Example:

A service published on a Gateway uses a Route via HTTP(S) Assertion to send requests to an API. This assertion is
nested within an Apply Circuit Breaker assertion with a Policy Failure Circuit enabled. Requests to the service require an
API Key to be provided as a header. Every developer consuming the service has their own API key.

Without Custom Event Trackers, if any developer makes a change that causes their Gateway HTTP requests to the API
to fail, this is counted as a policy failure. When the Policy Failure Circuit trips, routing for all the developers cease, even if
their requests were succeeding.

To prevent this undesired consequence, set a Custom Event Tracker ID based on the API Key sent in the header (for
example, ${request.http.header.apikey}). Now there are separate circuits created at runtime for each API Key. Only the
developer sending failing requests is blocked, because only the circuit associated with that developer's API Key is tripped.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer
Can I add multiple circuit breaker assertions to my policy? Absolutely. You can define one or more circuits per instance of the

Apply Circuit Breaker assertion. For example, one assertion may
define a child policy execution failure threshold, a second may
define a latency limit threshold, while a third may define both.

Does the circuit breaker apply across the entire cluster? No, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion only applies per node.
What happens if I enable both circuits? When both Policy Failure and Latency circuits in the assertion are

enabled, either circuit tripping will short-circuit the assertion. Note
that if both types of failures occur in the same execution of the
assertion, both failures are recorded.

What happens if I disable both circuits? You can disable both circuits if you want to "turn off" the assertion
temporarily. In this case, all child assertions are run and the Apply
Circuit Breaker assertion does not count policy or latency failures.

What response is returned when the policy failure circuit "trips"? The service returns the status that is received from the last
executed child assertion. During the recovery period, the assertion
returns 'Falsified'.
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I added a Raise Error Assertion as a child assertion. Why didn't it
count as a policy error?

When a Raise Error assertion is processed, it is not a failure; the
assertion succeeds. The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion treats a
Raise Error the same way as the All Assertions Must Evaluate to
True Assertion.

Rate Limit

The RateLimit assertion lets you enforce a maximum transactions per second that may pass through this assertion.

This assertion is based on the Apply Rate Limit Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more limited configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
maxRequestsPerSecond How many requests per second should be processed by the CA

Microgateway.
hardLimit Whether the limit is 'hard' or 'soft'. Value is a Boolean.

• true: Enforce a hard cap. With this setting, the CA
Microgateway only accepts requests arriving no sooner than
1/limit of a second. For example, if the Maximum requests
per second is 100, at least 1/100 second must have elapsed
between requests. Requests that arrive sooner are throttled.
Use of a hard cap is intended only for advanced users.

• false: Allow a soft cap. With this setting, the CA Microgateway
allows requests to arrive in arbitrary bursts that exceed
the Maximum requests per second rate over a 1 second
window. This can avoid throttling of traffic over prolonged traffic
bursts.

counterName A custom counter value that enables a limit per value of a context
variable. Enter the node identifier followed by a context variable
that resolves to the correct entity during run time. Setting custom
counters is intended for advanced users only.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer
Can I change the window from 1 second? No, this custom encapsulated assertion is preset to use a 1-

second window for non-hard limits. The standard Apply Rate Limit
Assertion gives you much more control over the configuration of
rate limits.

I need more control over rate limiting. For maximum control over rate limiting, use the standard Apply
Rate Limit Assertion instead.

 

 

NOTE

• Apply Rate Limit Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates
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Cloud
This section contains:

• AWS Integration

AWS Integration

The AWS assertion integrates the Microgateway with AWS services. It routes API calls to AWS services.

Prerequisite:

• You already have the Gateway running and have downloaded the AWS solution kit (AWSSolutionKit.sskar ) from
the validator . 

• You have started the Policy Manager, and in the Policy Manager, you have:
– Selected Task > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Solution Kits
– In  Manage Solution Kits , clicked Install , and selected the AWSSolutionKit .sskar file.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
name The AWS service name, which can be an AWS Lambda or S3

service.
method The AWS method to call from the selected AWS Lambda or S3

service.

 

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "Service": {

    "name": "Short name of your service",

    "gatewayUri": "/service_end_point",

    "httpMethods": [

      "post",

      "get",

      "put",

      "delete"

    ],

    "policy": [

      {

        "AWS": {

          "config": {

            "service": {

              "name": "AWS Service Name Here",

              "method": "AWS methods to call"

            },

            "account": {

              "key": "Your AWS access key",

              "secret": "Your AWS secret key",
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              "region": "AWS Region"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  }

}

 

Supported Services and Methods

Lambda Services

This section describes the methods for Lambda services. Some methods may not require any payload. In that case, you
do not need to send any payload with the request. If payload is required, the JSON payload may contain the following
code, where:

• functionName is the name of the Lambda function to call. This parameter is required.
• functionPayload is the body (payload) if your Lambda function requires a payload. If the payload is not required,

then functionPayload can be an empty JSON {} or "". 

{

  "functionName": "either a name or an ARN of lambda function to call",

  "functionPayload": {

           <any JSON payload to pass into the Lambda function here...>

        }

}
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The following table lists the methods for Lambda services.

Method Description Accepted Payload Expected Response
invokeAsync Invokes a Lambda function that

you specify in the
functionName

, asynchronously.

{

    "functionName":

 "name of lambda

 function",

    "functionPayload":

 "a json payload to

 send when invoking the

 function"

}

{

    "statusCode":

 "return status from

 lambda invoke",

    "payload": "ris a

 json format string.

 The content of the

 response depending on

 the implementation of a

 specific function....",

    "error": "error

 message if any",

    "logResult": "lambda

 invoke log result"

}

invoke Invokes a Lambda function that
you specify in the
functionName

, synchronously.

{

    "functionName":

 "name of lambda

 function",

    "functionPayload":

 "a json payload to

 send when invoking the

 function"

}

{

    "statusCode":

 "return status from

 lambda invoke",

    "payload": "response

 payload",

    "error": "error

 message if any",

    "logResult": "lambda

 invoke log result"

}
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listFunctions Gets all the Lambda functions
and their details.

Not required.

 {

   
 "listFunctions" :
 [

        {

           
 "functionName":
 "name of the
 lambda function",

           
 "codeSize": "the
 size of lambda
 function in
 Bytes",

           
 "description":
 "description of
 the function.",

           
 "functionArn":
 "Amazon Resource
 Name of the
 function",

           
 "handler":
 "function
 handler",

           
 "lastModified":
 "last modified of
 the function",

           
 "memorySize":
 "memory size of
 the function",

            "role":
 "role to use
 when running this
 function",

           
 "runtime":
 "runtime
 environment for
 this function",

           
 "timeout" : "the
 timetout for this
 function",

           
 "version" : "the
 version for this
 function"

        },

        { 
            .... 

        }

    ]  

}
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getFunction Gets information about a
Lambda function.

{

    "functionName":

 "name of the lambda

 function",

}

{

    "functionName":

 "name of the lambda

 function",

    "codeSize": "the

 size of lambda function

 in Bytes",

    "description":

 "description of the

 function.",

    "functionArn":

 "Amazon Resource Name

 of the function",

    "handler": "function

 handler",

    "lastModified":

 "last modified of the

 function",

    "memorySize":

 "memory size of the

 function",

    "role": "role to

 use when running this

 function",

    "runtime": "runtime

 environment for this

 function",

    "timeout" : "the

 timetout for this

 function",

    "version" : "the

 version for this

 function"

}
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createFunction Creates a Lambda function. {

    "functionName":

 "name of the lambda

 function",

    "handler": "lambda

 function handler",

    "s3Bucket": "s3

 bucket where the code

 is located",

    "s3Key": "the

 code .jar file with its

 s3 path",

    "role": "role to use

 when running lambda

 function",

    "timeout": "the

 timeout for the

 function. Lambda

 function has a hard

 limit of 5 minutes",

    "description":

 "function description"

}

{

    "functionName":

 "name of the lambda

 function",

    "functionArn": "ARN

 of lambda function you

 just created"

}       

deleteFunction Deletes a Lambda function. {

    "functionName":

 "name of the lambda

 function to be deleted"

}

 {

     "functionName":

 "name of the deleted

 lambda function",

     "deleteResult":

 "additional deleted

 result, if any"

  }

 

S3 Services

The following table lists methods for S3 services.

Method Description Accepted Payload Expected Response
createBucket Creates an S3 bucket. {

    "bucketName": "name

 of a bucket to be

 created",

}

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "owner": "bucker

 owner",

    "createDate": "date

 of bucket creation."

}
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listBucket Lists all the buckets under your
account.

Not required. {

    "bucketList":[

        "bucket 1",

        "bucket 2",

        "bucket 3",

        "bucket 4",

        "..."

    ]

}
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deepDeleteBucket Deletes the bucket and the
objects in the bucket

{

    "bucketName": "the

 name of the bucket to

 be deleted",

}

{

    "bucketName":
 "deleted bucket
 name",

    "objects": [

        {

            "key":
 "object1 key
 name",

            "etag":
 "object1 etag",

           
 "lastModified":
 "object1 last
 modified",

           
 "owner": "object1
 owner",

            "size":
 "object1 size",

           
 "storageClass":
 "object1 storage
 class"

        },

       {

            "key":
 "object2 key
 name",

            "etag":
 "object2 etag",

           
 "lastModified":
 "object2 last
 modified",

           
 "owner": "object2
 owner",

            "size":
 "object2 size",

           
 "storageClass":
 "object2 storage
 class"},

       } 

   ]

}
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deleteEmptyBucket Deletes an empty bucket {

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

}

{

    "bucketName":

 "bucket name here",

    "location": "the

 locatoin of the bucket"

}

deleteBucketVersions Deletes all the bucket versions {

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

}

{

    "bucketName":

 "bucket name",

    "versions": [

        {

            "key":

 "object1 key name",

            "versionId":

 "object1 versionId"

         },

       {

            "key":

 "object1 key name",

            "versionId":

 "object1 versionId"

        }

   ]

}
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setBucketACL Sets the Access Control List
(ACL) for a bucket.

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "granteeType": "one

 of email|canonical",

    "granteeId": "id of

 the grantee based on

 the type you choose

 above",

    "permission":

 "one of these:

 AuthenticatedRead|

AwsExecRead|

BucketOwnerFullControl|

LogDeliveryWrite|

private|PublicRead|

PublicReadWrite"

}

{

   "bucketName":
 "bucket name
 here",

   "grants": [

       {

         
  "grantId":
 "bucket grant1
 identifier",

         
  "grantType":
 "bucket grant1
 type",

         
  "permission":
 "bucket grant1
 permission,

        },

       {

         
  "grantId":
 "bucket
 grant2 identifier",

         
  "grantType":
 "bucket
 grant2 type",

         
  "permission":
 "bucket
 grant2 permission,

        }

    ]

}
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getBucketACL Gets the Access Control List
(ACL) for a bucket.

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here"

}

{

   "bucketName":
 "bucket name
 here",

   "grants": [

       {

         
  "grantId":
 "bucket grant1
 identifier",

         
  "grantType":
 "bucket grant1
 type",

         
  "permission":
 "bucket grant1
 permission,

        },

       {

         
  "grantId":
 "bucket
 grant2 identifier",

         
  "grantType":
 "bucket
 grant2 type",

         
  "permission":
 "bucket
 grant2 permission,

        }

    ]

}
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copyObject Copies an object from a
fromBucket to a toObject under
toBucket.

{

    "fromBucket": "your

 source bucket name

 here",

    "fromObject": "your

 source object name

 here",

    "toBucket": "your

 destination bucket name

 here",

    "toObject": "your

 destination object name

 here"

}

{

   "bucketName":
 "bucket name
 here",

   "objectName": [

     
  {"expirationTime":
 "expiration
 time of the new
 object},

     
  {"modifiedDate":
 "modification
 date of the new
 object"},

       {"eTag":
 "eTag of the new
 object"}

    ]

}
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deleteObject Copies an object from a
fromBucket to a toObject under
toBucket.

{

    "fromBucket": "your

 source bucket name

 here",

    "fromObject": "your

 source object name

 here",

    "toBucket": "your

 destination bucket name

 here",

    "toObject": "your

 destination object name

 here"

}

{

    "bucketName":
 "bucket name
 here",

    "objectName": [

       
 {"expirationTime":
 "expiration
 time of the new
 object},

       
 {"modifiedDate":
 "modification
 date of the new
 object"},

        {"eTag":
 "eTag of the new
 object"}

     ]

}

deleteMultipleObjects Deletes more than one object
from the same bucket.

{

   "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

   "objects":[

       "path/to/

objectName1",

       "path/to/

objectName2",

       "path/to/

objectName3",

       "..."

   ]

}

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "deletedObjects":[

        "path/to/

objectName1",

        "path/to/

objectName2",

        "path/to/

objectName3",

        "..."

    ]

}
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createFolder Creates a folder under a bucket. {

   "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

   "folderName": "name

 of the folder to be

 created"

}

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "folderName": "name

 of the folder to be

 created"

}

deleteFolder Deletes all the files in the given
folder first, and then deletes the
folder.

{

   "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

   "folderName": "name

 of the folder to be

 created"

}

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "keys": [

        "delete key 1",

        "delete key 2",

        "..."

    ]

}

generatePresignedPutUrl Requests for a pre-signed URL
to use in PUT operation. The
gateway returns a signed URL
to allow the user to securely
upload content to a specific
bucket. The user then either
uses the
curl

command or other tools to
upload content directly to the S3
bucket using the returned URL.

{

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "resourceKey": "S3

 file resource to be

 created by the PUT

 operation",

    "contentType":

 "content type of the

 file to be created",

   

 "expireTimeInMillis":

 "the expiration time in

 millisecs for the pre-

signed URL",

    "isPublicRead":

 "setting true|false

 whether the resource is

 a public read or not"

}

resourceKey is the folder
or filename of the destination
filename.

{

    "signedUrl": "the

 signed url"

}

Note: The curl command to
download the object from S3
using the signed URL format is:
curl -v -X GET "" >
local_file_name

Note: The following is an
example of the
curl

command.

Note:
curl -v -X GET "https://

mgw-sandbox.s3.ca-

central-1.amazonaws.com/

uploadFolder/

awsLocationCopy.jar?

X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-

HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-

Date=20171108T235520Z&X-

Amz-

SignedHeaders=host&X-

Amz-Expires=555&X-Amz-

Credential=GSEUDNRTSB5HOZI6ZOA

%2F20171108%2Fca-

central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-

Amz-

Signature=ab212f36382f408ede89b9c6c6f16f047e83f5dd524d666f9be2c12ae73bb201"

 >

 myDownloadedJarFile.jar
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set ObjectACL Sets the object ACL {

    "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here",

    "objectKey": "S3

 file resource to be set

 with ACL permission",

    "granteeType": "the

 type of grantee",

    "granteeId" : "id of

 the grantee",

    "permission":

 "permission to set to

 bucketName/objectKey

 file"

}

objectKey is the folder or
filename of the destination
filename.

{

    "bucketName": "name

 of the bucket",

    "objectKey": "name

 of the s3 key",

    "grant": [

        {

            "grantId":

 "grant id",

            "grantType":

 "grant type",

           

 "permission":

 "permission"

        },

        {

            "..."

        }

    ]

}

getObjectACL Gets the object ACL.  {

      "bucketName":

 "your bucket name

 here",

      "objectKey": "S3

 file resource to be set

 with ACL permission"

  }

objectKey is the folder or
filename of the destination
filename.

{

     "bucketName": "name

 of the bucket",

     "objectKey": "name

 of the s3 key",

     "grant": [

         {

             "grantId":

 "grant id",

            

 "grantType": "grant

 type",

            

 "permission":

 "permission"

         },

         {

             "..."

         }

     ]

 }
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getBucketVersioningConfigurat
ion

Returns the versioning
configuration for the specified
bucket.

{

     "bucketName": "your

 bucket name here"

}

objectKey is the folder or
filename of the destination
filename.

{

     "bucketName": "name

 of the bucket",

     "state": "A

 bucket's versioning

 configuration can be in

 one of three possible

 states: OFF|ENABLED|

SUSPENDED",

    

 "isMfaDeleteEnabled":

 "ue if Multi-Factor

 Authentication (MFA)

 Delete is enabled for

 this bucket versioning

 configuration, false if

 it isn't enabled, and

 null if no information

 is available about the

 status of MFADelete."

}

Logging and Auditing
This section contains:

• Audit Detail

Audit Detail

The AuditDetail assertion audits a custom message with a selected level.

This assertion is based on the Add Audit Detail Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more limited configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
Detail The message to be displayed when the audit appears in the

Gateway Audit Events window.
LoggingOnly Set to 'true' to log events only. Set to 'false' to display audit

message and log event.
Level The severity level for the message: WARNING, INFO, FINE,

FINER, FINEST.

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "AuditDetail": {

    "Detail": "A log message",

    "LoggingOnly": true,
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    "Level" : "INFO"

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Add Audit Detail Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

Meta-Policy Language
This section contains:

• Hardcoded Response
• Set Variable

Hardcoded Response

The HardcodedResponse assertion returns a template response message to the requestor. This allows you (for example)
to create a more descriptive message for a SOAP fault or to elaborate an error condition to aid troubleshooting.

This assertion is based on the Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more
limited configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
ResponseContentType Specify the response Content-Type in the format "first/last". You

can us any compatible charset to be used for encoding. A sample
response Content-Type might be:
text/xml; charset=utf-8

ResponseBody Enter the message for the template response

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "HardcodedResponse": {

    "ResponseContentType": "Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8",

    "ResponseBody": "Hello!"

  }

}
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NOTE

• Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion     (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online
documentation)

• Built-In Templates

Set Variable

The SetVariable assertion creates custom context variables.

This assertion is based on the Set Context Variable Assertion in the CA API Gateway, but with more limited configurability.

Contents:

Properties

Input Description
VariableToSet Set the name of the context variable. This name can include

letters or number, but do not include the ${ } delimiter characters.
For example, use  "myVariable" and not "${myVariable}".

Expression Set the string value or message body here, or leave empty.
You can use existing context variables within the expression
by enclosing them within the standard "${ }" variable reference
syntax. For example: "${gateway.time}".

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "SetVariable": {

    "VariableToSet": "myVariable",

    "Expression": "myValue"

  }

}

NOTE

• Set Context Variable  Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

Routing
This section contains:

• HTTP Basic

HTTP Basic

The HttpBasic assertion allows you to require basic HTTP authentication—user name, plain text password, and the
authentication realm—as a string in the web service or XML application request headers.

This assertion is based on the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion in the CA API Gateway.

Contents:
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Properties

None

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
{

  "HttpBasic": {

  }

}

 

 

NOTE

• Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion (link redirects to the CA API Gateway online documentation)
• Built-In Templates

Token Conversion
This section contains:

• OAuth2 JWT Header

OAuth2 JWT Header

The OAuth2JWTHeader custom encapsulated assertion takes the output from the RequireOauth2Token assertion and
converts it into a JSON Web Token (JWT) token. It then adds the JWT as a header named 'jwt'.

Properties

No user-entered properties required.

Sample JSON Meta-Policy
"OAuth2JWTHeader": {}

Context Variables

None

Cluster Properties

None

REST API Documentation
This section provides information on:

• Services API
• Templates API
• Documentation API
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Services API
Using the QuickStart Templates, you can publish, update, or delete a service without the need to redeploy. Simply modify
the JSON payload and then submit it to the CA Microgateway. This topic uses curl commands as examples, but you can
use your preferred method for submitting REST commands.

Completing the steps in this section requires:

• Knowledge of JSON and editing JSON documents
• Familiarity with using curl commands on your computer's operating system

TIP

In this topic, “HOST_NAME" is either:

• localhost if you are running Docker natively (that is, the Community Edition or Docker for Mac)
• the IP address of your Docker host if you are running Docker Toolbox (obtain this with the command docker-

machine ip)

Command: POST
Path: /quickstart/1.0/services
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires the user name and password.
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description

Body
(*required)

The JSON meta-policy. application/json

None Creates a new QuickStart
service.

200
202

application/json {

  "success": true,

  "message":

 "Quickstart

 service created

 successfully.

 There maybe

 a delay of X

 seconds before

 the service

 propagates to all

 nodes"

}

Command: GET
Path: /quickstart/1.0/services
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires the user name and password.
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description

Body
(*required)

The JSON meta-policy. application/json
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None Gets a list of all the
QuickStart services.

200 application/json [

  {

 

    "ServiceName":

 "quickStart",

 

   

 "ServiceUri": "/

quickstart/1.0",

 

    "ServiceId":

 "2a97ddf9a6e77162832b9c27bc8f56bc",

 

   

 "ServiceTimeStamp":

 "2017-05-10T11:31:52.032-07:00"

 

  },

 

  {

 

    "ServiceName":

 "quickStartDocs",

 

    "ServiceUri":

 "/quickstart/1.0/

doc",

 

    "ServiceId":

 "79ba67be1218285f4e613749853b1bea",

 

   

 "ServiceTimeStamp":

 "2017-05-10T11:31:52.032-07:00"

 

  },

 

  {

 

    "ServiceName":

 "QuickStartService",

 

    "ServiceUri":

 "/quickstart/1.0/

services/*",

 

    "ServiceId":

 "847d468f76a0dbb49d3ff64f94e7d331",

 

   

 "ServiceTimeStamp":

 "2017-05-10T11:31:52.032-07:00"

 

  },

 

  {

 

    "ServiceName":

 "Gateway REST

 Management

 Service",

 

    "ServiceUri":

 "/restman/*",

 

    "ServiceId":

 "91ad66c0f326849d3fa5dd41c446d0b7",

 

   

 "ServiceTimeStamp":

 "2017-05-10T11:31:52.032-07:00"

 

  }

 

]
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None Gets the details of a
particular QuickStart
service

200
400

application/json  

  "ServiceName":

 "GW4MS Alpha

 - Route to CA

 Service",

 

  "ServiceUri": "/

route_to_ca",

 

  "ServiceId":

 "685d64c26873e866c95a9537527d1265",

 

 

 "ServiceTimeStamp":

 "2017-05-10T12:10:14.313-07:00"

 

}

Command: PUT
Path: /quickstart/1.0/services/<ServiceId>
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires the user name and password.
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description

Body
(*required)

The JSON meta-policy. application/json

None Updates an existing
QuickStart service.

200
201

application/json {

   "response" :

 "quickstart

 service updated

 successfully.",

   "warning" : ""

}

Command: DELETE
Path: /quickstart/1.0/services/<ServiceId>
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires user name and password.
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description

Body The JSON meta-policy. application/json
None Deletes a particular

QuickStart service
200
404

application/json {

  "success": true,

  "message":

 "Service

 successfully

 deleted"

}
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Templates API

Command: GET
Path: /quickstart/1.0/templates
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires user name and password
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description
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None Exports an encass
from the Encapsulated
Assertion Fragments
folder or Custom
Encapsulated Assertion
Fragments folder inside
the Quick Solution.

200 xml <?xml

 version="1.0"

 encoding="UTF-8"?

>

<l7:Bundle

 xmlns:l7="http://

ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/

gateway-

management">

   

 <l7:References>

        <l7:Item>

           

 <l7:Name>Cors</

l7:Name>

           

 <l7:Id>acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74</

l7:Id>

           

 <l7:Type>POLICY</

l7:Type>

           

 <l7:TimeStamp>2017-06-20T11:30:49.205-07:00</

l7:TimeStamp>

           

 <l7:Resource>

             

   <l7:Policy

 guid="4b48b06c-5d63-44ec-9d4f-262eb6b96b03"

 id="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74"

 version="0">

                  

  <l7:PolicyDetail

 folderId="2a97ddf9a6e77162832b9c27bc8f57e0"

 guid="4b48b06c-5d63-44ec-9d4f-262eb6b96b03"

 id="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74"

 version="0">

           

            

 <l7:Name>Cors</

l7:Name>

           

            

 <l7:PolicyType>Include</

l7:PolicyType>

           

            

 <l7:Properties>

             

             

  <l7:Property

 key="revision">

               

                

 <l7:LongValue>1</

l7:LongValue>

               

             </

l7:Property>

             

             

  <l7:Property

 key="soap">

               

                

 <l7:BooleanValue>false</

l7:BooleanValue>

               

             </

l7:Property>

             

           </

l7:Properties>

           

         </

l7:PolicyDetail>

                  

  <l7:Resources>

           

            

 <l7:ResourceSet

 tag="policy">

             

             

  <l7:Resource

 type="policy">&#60;?

xml version="1.0"

 encoding="UTF-8"?

&#62;

&#60;wsp:Policy

 xmlns:L7p="http://

www.layer7tech.com/

ws/policy"

 xmlns:wsp="http://

schemas.xmlsoap.org/

ws/2002/12/

policy"&#62;

    &#60;wsp:All

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

       

 &#60;wsp:OneOrMore

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

           

 &#60;wsp:All

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

               

 &#60;L7p:CORS&#62;

         

          

 &#60;L7p:AcceptedMethods

 stringListValue="included"&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="GET"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="PUT"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="POST"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="HEAD"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="DELETE"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="PATCH"/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:item

 stringValue="OPTIONS"/

&#62;

             

       &#60;/

L7p:AcceptedMethods&#62;

         

          

 &#60;L7p:RequireCors

 booleanValue="false"/

&#62;

           

     &#60;/

L7p:CORS&#62;

               

 &#60;wsp:OneOrMore

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

                

    &#60;wsp:All

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:ComparisonAssertion&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:CaseSensitive

 booleanValue="false"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Expression1

 stringValue="${cors.isPreflight}"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Operator

 operatorNull="null"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Predicates

 predicates="included"&#62;

               

               

  &#60;L7p:item

 dataType="included"&#62;

                 

                

   &#60;L7p:Type

 variableDataType="boolean"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:item&#62;

               

               

  &#60;L7p:item

 binary="included"&#62;

                 

                  

 &#60;L7p:CaseSensitive

 booleanValue="false"/

&#62;

                 

                  

 &#60;L7p:RightValue

 stringValue="false"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:item&#62;

                 

           &#60;/

L7p:Predicates&#62;

               

         &#60;/

L7p:ComparisonAssertion&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:TrueAssertion/

&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:assertionComment&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Properties

 mapValue="included"&#62;

               

                

 &#60;L7p:entry&#62;

                

                

    &#60;L7p:key

 stringValue="RIGHT.COMMENT"/

&#62;

                 

                

   &#60;L7p:value

 stringValue="//

 Non pre-flight"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:entry&#62;

                 

           &#60;/

L7p:Properties&#62;

               

         &#60;/

L7p:assertionComment&#62;

             

       &#60;/

wsp:All&#62;

                

    &#60;wsp:All

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:ComparisonAssertion&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:CaseSensitive

 booleanValue="false"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Expression1

 stringValue="${cors.isPreflight}"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Operator

 operatorNull="null"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Predicates

 predicates="included"&#62;

               

               

  &#60;L7p:item

 dataType="included"&#62;

                 

                

   &#60;L7p:Type

 variableDataType="boolean"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:item&#62;

               

               

  &#60;L7p:item

 binary="included"&#62;

                 

                  

 &#60;L7p:CaseSensitive

 booleanValue="false"/

&#62;

                 

                  

 &#60;L7p:RightValue

 stringValue="true"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:item&#62;

                 

           &#60;/

L7p:Predicates&#62;

               

         &#60;/

L7p:ComparisonAssertion&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:HardcodedResponse&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Base64ResponseBody

 stringValue="eyJtc2ciOiJwcmVmbGlnaHQifQ=="/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:EarlyResponse

 booleanValue="true"/

&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:ResponseContentType

 stringValue="application/

json"/&#62;

               

         &#60;/

L7p:HardcodedResponse&#62;

           

            

 &#60;L7p:assertionComment&#62;

             

              

 &#60;L7p:Properties

 mapValue="included"&#62;

               

                

 &#60;L7p:entry&#62;

                

                

    &#60;L7p:key

 stringValue="RIGHT.COMMENT"/

&#62;

                 

                

   &#60;L7p:value

 stringValue="//

 Return 200 if its

 a pre-flight"/

&#62;

            

             

       &#60;/

L7p:entry&#62;

                 

           &#60;/

L7p:Properties&#62;

               

         &#60;/

L7p:assertionComment&#62;

             

       &#60;/

wsp:All&#62;

           

     &#60;/

wsp:OneOrMore&#62;

            &#60;/

wsp:All&#62;

           

 &#60;wsp:All

 wsp:Usage="Required"&#62;

               

 &#60;L7p:CustomizeErrorResponse&#62;

                  

  &#60;L7p:Content

 stringValueReference="inline"&#62;&#60;!

[CDATA[{

  "error

 message" : "CORS

 request failed"

}]] &#62;&#60;/

L7p:Content&#62;

         

          

 &#60;L7p:ContentType

 stringValue="application/

json"/&#62;

         

          

 &#60;L7p:ExtraHeaders

 nameValuePairArray="included"/

&#62;

           

     &#60;/

L7p:CustomizeErrorResponse&#62;

               

 &#60;L7p:FalseAssertion/

&#62;

            &#60;/

wsp:All&#62;

        &#60;/

wsp:OneOrMore&#62;

    &#60;/

wsp:All&#62;

&#60;/

wsp:Policy&#62;

</l7:Resource>

             

           </

l7:ResourceSet>

                  

  </l7:Resources>

                </

l7:Policy>

            </

l7:Resource>

        </l7:Item>

        <l7:Item>

           

 <l7:Name>Cors</

l7:Name>

           

 <l7:Id>acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb8d</

l7:Id>

           

 <l7:Type>ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION</

l7:Type>

           

 <l7:TimeStamp>2017-06-20T11:30:49.205-07:00</

l7:TimeStamp>

           

 <l7:Resource>

               

 <l7:EncapsulatedAssertion

 id="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb8d"

 version="0">

                 

   <l7:Name>Cors</

l7:Name>

         

          

 <l7:Guid>59373e39-

d693-4767-98f7-

c21daef092dc</

l7:Guid>

         

          

 <l7:PolicyReference

 id="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74"

 resourceUri="http://

ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/

gateway-

management/

policies"/>

         

          

 <l7:EncapsulatedArguments/

>

         

          

 <l7:EncapsulatedResults/

>

                  

  <l7:Properties>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="allowTracing">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>true</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="description">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>Enable

 CORS requests

 (from all

 origins) and

 return an Access-

Control-Allow-

Credentials

 header to the

 response.</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="doc_qs_sample">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>"Cors":

 { }</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="doc_qs_schema">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>{

  "$schema":

 "http://json-

schema.org/

draft-04/schema#",

  "type":

 "object",

  "properties": {

    "Cors": {

      "type":

 "object",

     

 "properties": {}

    }

  },

  "required":

 [ "Cors" ]

}</l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="paletteFolder">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>accessControl</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="paletteIconResourceName">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>Properties16.gif</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="passMetricsToParent">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>false</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

      <l7:Property

 key="policyGuid">

             

              

 <l7:StringValue>4b48b06c-5d63-44ec-9d4f-262eb6b96b03</

l7:StringValue>

             

           </

l7:Property>

                  

  </l7:Properties>

                </

l7:EncapsulatedAssertion>

            </

l7:Resource>

        </l7:Item>

    </

l7:References>

    <l7:Mappings>

       

 <l7:Mapping

 action="NewOrExisting"

 srcId="2a97ddf9a6e77162832b9c27bc8f57e0"

 srcUri="/1.0/

folders/2a97ddf9a6e77162832b9c27bc8f57e0"

 type="FOLDER">

           

 <l7:Properties>

              

  <l7:Property

 key="FailOnNew">

         

          

 <l7:BooleanValue>true</

l7:BooleanValue>

                </

l7:Property>

            </

l7:Properties>

        </

l7:Mapping>

       

 <l7:Mapping

 action="NewOrExisting"

 srcId="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74"

 srcUri="/1.0/

policies/

acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb74"

 type="POLICY"/>

       

 <l7:Mapping

 action="NewOrExisting"

 srcId="acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb8d"

 srcUri="/1.0/

encapsulatedAssertions/

acac82df78079fc9b90ecda997d1eb8d"

 type="ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION"/

>

    </l7:Mappings>

</l7:Bundle>
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Documentation API

Command: GET
Path: /quickstart/1.0/doc
Security Description
Basic Authentication Requires user name and password
Parameters Responses
Name Description Code Response Content Type Description

None -- 200 text/html Refer to the
documentation of your
built-in and custom
CA Microgateway
encapsulated assertions
and assertions.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadocm and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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